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The Black Cat

E. Stewart Orbeton Again ChairmanDefeated Rival Is Made Secretary

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
With every member present or
Announcement ts made this week younger men. taking a deep inter was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
The re-election of Mr. Orbeton
established ln 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune. These accounted for the Knox County
of the formation of a new Knox est in the welfare of Camden. He was
was in part a tribute to the splen
papers consolidated March 17,1887.
Republican Committee met at the did record he has made in that
County law partnership whereby has served as secretary of the
Court House Tuesday night, and office, due to his tireless efforts
Ensign Otis of Rockland and Oil- ' Rotary Club, secretary of the Cam
bert Harmon of Camden become den Board of Trade, secretary of
associated under the firm name of thc Camden Outing Club and an
[EDITORIAL]
Otis & Harmon
active worker in all civic better
The senior partner has been in ment affairs.
He is at present
WATCH THE DARK HORSE
practire in Rockland since 1932, i chairman of the Industrial Devel
beginning his work in the law of- i opment Committee of the Chamber
Thomas E. Dewey’s popularity as a Presidential candi
flee of the late Arthur S. Littlefield.!! of Commerce.
date
is listed by thc American Institute poll as 67 percent, a
after several years in the news
The new firm will maintain of
sharp upward swing from March when it was but 54 percent.
paper business. While most of his' fices in both Rockland and Camlegal career has been devoted to a i’ den, each partner dividing his
Vandenberg and Taft, with 14 and 12 percent, are the only
private practice, he has served one I; time between the two towns as
other candidates within hailing distance. Fourth in the list,
term as County Attorney and one 'occasion
I
may demand. The Rock
witli only 3 percent, stands Wendell Wilkie, who was listed in
term as Recorder of the Municipal land office will be located in Mr.
(By The Roving Reporter)
March with less than 1 percent, but who, in spite of his insig
Court. He is a graduate of Bow-1I Otis' present quarters in The iFirst
nificant percentage showing is beginning to attract nation
doin College in the class of 1907
National Bank Building; while new
Mr Harmon is also a Bowdoin j offices for the Camden branch are
wide attention as a dark horse. It will be well to keep an eye
Another and older program comes
From his car. parked at the rear
College graduate, of the class of now being equipped in the Knott
on this ebon equine.
from Mrs. E. B. Ingraham and re of The Open Kitchen, somebody
1931. and of Boston University ] County Trust Company Building
Law School. 1935. For the past and will be opened within a few
lates to the Grant Memorial services stole Otis Lewis's overcoat Tuesday
THE CHANCE OF RECOVERY
four years he has been located in days. The partnership agreement
held at Farwell Hall Aug. 8, 1885. night. It so happens tliat only one
Camden where he has established a f becomes effective as of May 15.
Gen. Davis Tillson was chairman of his gloves was in the pockets,
A newspaper headline says that William A. Runnels,
very satisfactory practice and has The new combination has the
and
Rev. L. L. Hanscoin offered tlic j and the thief must be at considerbecome recognized as one of the best wishes of the two towns, esthc wounded State controller, ls given a 50-50 chance for re
opening prayer. Other ministers able Inconvenience. Always contown s most active and promising ! peeially concerned, and of the
covery, And that seems to be far better than the State ls
participating were Revs. Holman,' sidcrate of others Otis will supply
public at large.
given.
I Miss Eleanor Tibbetts will con
Scott, Hill, Hemingway, Peterson the other glove if the present pro
tinue her duties as secretary in
and Harrington. The speakers were prietor of his overcoat will call.
the Rockland offite, and Miss June
WHAT. NO CIRCUS’
C. E. Littlefield, True P. Pierce,
Cote will be employed at the Cam
E. Stewart Orbeton, shrewd and Stuart C. Burgess, who made
I nm Indebted to Roscoe I. Hewett
W. T. Cobb and D. N. Mortland
den office.
j
diligent worker, again chairman.
good fight, was elected secretary.
According to the Bangor Daily News they are getting
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITE
of 27 Purchase street for the loan
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
uneasy up that way and want to know if it isn't about time
of the commission Issued Oct. 10,
that a circus is being announced. One city which needn’t
organized for the coming campaign and tactful handling of difficult
Many stories have been written 1823, to Joshua Allen, naming him
Matinee Saturday at 2.10
The
brisk
campaign
for
the
situations.
He
will
have
undivided
worry
ln
that
respect
is
Augusta.
They
are
having
an
in

Sunday at 1 p. m.
to The Black Cat column about as sergeant of the Company of Cav
The Rev. Dr. Charles Forbes Tay
chairmanship, which has been support and will pilot the Republi
Single Evening Shows at
p. tn.
definite circus over there, with several rings.
lor, better known as “Charlie" Tay
hens laying big eggs but I thlnk-the alry commanded by Capt. Samuel
waging
since
the
State
Convention
SPECIAL NOTICE
can
party
to
another
Knox
County
lor to a host of friends, will be in
Due to the length ol our Saturday
following Tien story" beats all rec Hewett in the Second Brigade.
in Portland was climaxed by the victory.
Boston, Tuesday and at 6 o'clock
evening performances, efferUve Sat
DISGUSTED WITH CENSUS
re-election of E. Stewart Orbeton
The meeting was presided over ords, writes Mrs. Irvin Simpson of Pourth DivUlon of the~MUltto of
urday. April 25, and until further
will address a dinner of the Greater
notire, there will be but one eve
of Rockport, who received 20 votes by Representative Elbert L. Star North Haven. A Castine woman Maine Thc document ts yel,owd
Boston Evangelistic campaign, at
ning show at S p. m.
Acordlng to the Lewiston Journal the taking of the census
as against 16 cast for Stuart C. rett of Warren and E. Stewart OrPark Street Church. Allan C. Em
had rescued a hen from being by age, as might be expected, after
Burgess. Mr. Burgess promptly i beton was secretary.
in that city has “proved a miserable failure." because of
ery. chairman of the general com
THURS.-FRL. MAY 9-10
pecked by other members of the
years of handUng bm the print.
made
the
election
unanimous,
disJack
Kennedy
of
Camden
and
mittee. will preside. At 8 o'clock
alleged incompetent enumerators, and not “over-blessed with
playing the same fine spirit of j Mrs. Hattie Lawrv of 'Friendship flock and was brought into the , lng and thc
arp wr.
JOAN CRAWFORD
there will be a mass meeting in
management.” French-speaking enumerators were assigned
sportsmanship which marked him were made vice chhairmen.
the auditorium of Park Street
house until peace could be restored prj.„ngly clrar It ,s also evW<.nt
(LARK GABLE
to sections where few Franco-Amerlcans lived, while enumer
two years ago when he rallied to j Stuart C. Burgess was elected That night the members of thc
Church at which Mr Taylor will
in
that they used to have Joshuas in
ators who did not speak French canvassed the predominantly
the support of the ticket after being j secretary. Elbert L. Starrett treasspeak on "The Coming Revival."
defeated for the county attorney i urer. and Chester B Hall of War- household decided to go out for the thase days.
French districts. Certain employes of the census bureau other
“STRANGE CARGO”
8nd the Commonwealth quartet
evening leaving the hen in the
nomination in a very close vote.
iren honorary treasurer.
will sing.
wise were dissatisfied. Rockland knows how to sympathize
kitchen witli a barrier at the door.
These meetings arc in prepara
On the Thomaston baseball field
SAT., SUN.. MON., TIES.. WED.
with the Androscoggin metropolis, for ten years ago the
tion for the evangelistic campaign
During the evening the hen flew Tuesday I was greeted by that fino
MAY 11. 12. 13, 14. 15
returns
were
so
far
from
satisfactory
that
this
newspaper
to be held in Mechanics hall. Jan.
over the barrier, went up stairs,! sportsman and educator Lewis C.
Special Attraction
Five Day* 15-27,
asked for the names of persons who had not been visited by
in 1941. It is expected that
jumped into the bath tub (at the , Sturtevant. Years ago it was my
Walt Dlsncys
iepresentatives will attend from
the enumerators. The result was a considerable number of
same time slipping thc bath mat pleasure to bestow upon that ball
various parts of New England
Full Length Feature
additions and a population total much more adequate to the
I a'here the Taylor brothers have
into the tub that was lying on the ground the name “Styvie Hill" and
situation.
The
city
’
s
loss
shown
by
the
1940
census
was
not
“PINOCCHIO”
! held evangelistic services.
edge of it) and laid an egg. Then, it has always stuck, as it doubtless
wholly unexpected, and we seek no alibi; though wholly at
In Multiplane Technicolor
coming out into the hallway she will down through the years—in
A square piano in excellent con
loss to account for the figures reported. It is one of many
Special Matinees Every Day
dition may be had for the asking
discovered her own picture in a full loving remembrance of Principal
at 2.30; Sunday at 3.00
cities which has failed to quite hold its own.
by some worthy organization or
length minor and pecked holes in Sturtevant, whose nickname It
family with children by writing Mrs.
the mirror frame. Upon arrival bears. “Styvie” has long since re
Coming: “Abe Lincoln in Illinois.* J. C. Melvin. Simonton’s Corner or
THE MAN AND THE BOOK
“Rebecca." “Edison the Man?
The surprising talent of musi band, her perf ct time being a no home of the family. Mrs. Hen was linquished thc duties of coach (a
telephoning Mrs C. C. Melvin,
sitting peacefully on an adjoining wizard in Ills day) and the majestic
312-W Rockland.
cians in the city schools, was dem ticeable feature.
Many a man who never read the Bible before is beginning
figure of Athletic Director Cole now
onstrated last night at a concert
to hear in its unchanging accents what at last he finds to be
The Girls ' Glee Club of the bedroom floor.
given to raise funds to defray ex high school were ve yrattractive in
directs operations. Colby Wood is
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
the positive answer to his own and the world's despair The
American Bible Society has faced this man before—from the
penscs at thc Maine Music Festival, new uniforms, and sang "Dream of
•"You have been asking about coaching the grammar school team
to be held Saturday in Waterville. < summer," "I Heard a Forest Pray dried apples," said Lester H. and is as proud of the Job as the
start it has faced him. The man without the Book has sym
Real musicians performed in, jug" and “June Rhapsody" with
boys are ln having him.
bolized the appalling need that brought the Society into being
large numbers who have learned clear diction, and grave attention Shibles of Rockport; “well here are
124 years ago. His plight it was that established the So
some."
And
Thc
Black
Cat
became
the art of singing and playing to {given to expression
Geraldine
One year ago: Juniors won the
ciety's first Foreign Agency in 1836 and thc work for the blind
the extent of holding a large audl- Norton was accompanist. Mrs. Rog- the recipient of a full mess. Lots
ence at attention, and providingjin I ers lueading her group through the of folks don't know there is such track meet with 61 points. David
a year earlier. It is his wondering, half-distrustful look that
evening
of rare enjoyment. This ’difficult passages with ease
.
keeps translators' and revisors’ lamps burning far into^the
a critter as dried apples. Make good Mazzeo was high point man—
was the general opinion of parents
The High School Orchestra and
Pleasant Valley Grange held a
night, and the feet of the messengers of peace trudging over
and friends, as they left the High Band have mdae great improve pie or sauce.
golden sheaf ceremonial for Austin
School Auditorium, thrilled with the ment the past season and are sure
the highways and byways of forty countries to bring the glad
conviction
that
the
youthful
par

J. Moody.—Horace T. Perry died
ly
a
credit
to
their
school
The
or

tidings of One who saves unto the uttermost. The man with
Passing through Skowhegan last
ticipants will go far in their musi chestra played "Benjamin Frank
at the home of Perley Fisk, Owl's
out the Book—there are hundreds of millions who have
cal careers
lin." ‘Rose Overture" and “Festival Sunday I was impressed by the nu Head , aged 46—Superior Court
never even heard of the Book. But where the man without the
Proud indeed, were George Law, Marhfl" the band offering "Over merous Page signs. The candidacy
Mrs. Esther Rogers and Albert Mc the Gold" "Oypsy Festival Festival" of the Skowhegan banker appar lasted only four days.—Melvin PenBook has heard of it, his one-time scorn is not so evident
dexter joined the Maine Central
Carty, directors, who have spent and "Valse Caprice" with Interest
today; his indifference ts given away to thc spirit of inquiry
hours of rehearsing to bring their ing style and interpretation. Vero- ently has a strong o.k. ln his home pension list —Rev. J. Charles Mac
and his troubled soul ts a bit more disposed to wonder if here,
town.
charges to a high standard Prin nta Murphy was drum major.
Donald began the 12 th year of his
after all, in this book he may have spurned before, is not the
cipal Joseph E. Blaisdell was also
The Boys' Glee Club reflected the
pastorate. — Fred Halning was
pleased
at
the
splendid
showing
answer to the deepest question he has ever asked himself.
careful training of Mr. McCarty, in
One of the leading batters in the elected president of Knox Aerie of
made and the congratulations re their earnest work, their attractive
ceived.
selections including "Dedication" major leagues is Slaughter of the Eagles.—The Ridge Church (Bap
The young members of the Junior and “Olaf the Viking, baritone solo St. Louis Cardinals. What's in a tist) at Martinsville was destroyed
ROCKLAND RANKS WELL
High School were the first to ap by Dour .as Perry. Ernest Dondts name?
by fire.
The annual report issued by the Division of Savings Bonds
pear, after a cordial welcome ex was accompanist.
tended
by
Perry
Howard,
who
also
of the Treasury Department, enables the local Post Office to
The program closed with a strik
was announcer. This organization ing demonstration by the Sons of
compare sales with other offices in the same class throughout
was formed at the beginning of the American Legion Drug Corps, the
the United States. Secretary Morgenthau has stated that
school year and has made rapid near perfect time of drums and
(MRS. CLYDE H. SMITH)
largely through the co-operation of postmasters the total sales
progress many of the pupils never trumpets being vigorously led by
There was an unusually large Cadillac sedan, thc property of Al
having studied music before that drum major James Hayes, assisted
of Unied States Savings Bonds to date exceed $3,870,000,000
time.
by Joan Ristaino with Billy Scho representation of the Bar present den Stanley.
(maturity value) and that Savings Bonds are now treasured
The patient work of Mr. Law is field as mascot, who did some fine at the calling of the docket Tues
Howard Brooks of Steuben for
possessions in millions of American Homes. Tens of thousands
manifest ln both orchestra and work in following the older pupils.
breaking, entering and laroeny at
day
morning,
not
the
least
of
whom
of investors are buying bonds weekly, monthly, and at other
band. This was their first public
the Small slaughter house on upper
The program was exceptional ln
appearance, the personnel of thc talent and one to be remembered by was the hale ad hearty president of Park street.
intervals of their choice. These securities are thc most widely
combined groups being—violins, all who attended
the Bar, who is In his 90th year—
Oeorge M. Parker was arrested
distributed in America.
Raymond Flagg, Melzine McCasJ. H. Montgomery of Camden. on a secret Indictment on a charge
It is pleasing to note that Maine’s total cash purchase for
lin. Ruby Prock, Onni Kangos,
Returns from the Cancer Control Judge Harold W Hurley of Booth- of larceny. The indictment charged
tiie year 1938 amounted to $3,696,700, or $4 64 per capita. In
Raymond Chisholm. Emma Lou
drive
have been slow, because of bay Harbor was "among those that on the 7th day of November,
Peaslee, and Adelma Smalley:
1939. while ln thc employ of John
first class offices in Maine Rockland ranks fourth in amount
bad
weather.
Knox County has present."
piano, Betty Holmes, clarinet. Irvin
V Fenwick of Rockport, the re
sold, and second in sales per capita; while Freeport ranks
Small. Franklin Blaisdell and Ruth nearly reached its quota and with
spondent converted the sum of
tenth in amount sold, she stands first in sales per capita. We
Payson; trumpets. Harold Axtell, a few more donations, will go over
$43 73 to his own use. Parker was
Tiie Grand Jury was excused arraigned and pleaded "Not Guilty”
Dennis Trask, Orland Beal, Ken the top. An appeal Is made to all
note that of the second class offices nearby Belfast ranks first
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
neth Chatto, James Olds, Curtis residents of this county, who have finally at 2 30 p. m. Tuesday, after and wa.s released on personal recog
in amount sold, eighth in sales per capita, while Damari
Lindsey and Vance Norton; trom not been contacted, to send dona concluding Its labors for three nizance to the November Term.
scotta ranks highest in per capita sales—the figure $24.47.
• • '• •
bones. Alton Drinkwater and Julius tions to Mrs. Hervey Allen, treasur terms. A new grand Jury will be
One other interesting item disclosed is that Maine holdings
McCaslin; French horns, Robert er. A plea ln a former issue of The Impanelled in November.
The
traverse
Jurors reported this
Three Indictments were found;
from the date these bonds were placed on sale March 1,1936, to
Chatto and Vittrice Hayes; alto Courier-Gazette brought responses
morning with the possibility of
William
Robert
Olson,
Jr„
of
horn, Kenneth Mignault; baritone, from two women ln Massachusetts
December 31, 1939, total $13,861,400 (maturity value).
three civil trials.
Richard Simmons; bass, Albert who summer at Vinalhaven and Rockland, for the larceny of a
iare drum, Ronald Lord North Haven. The help of every
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
urn. Donald Clark. The one in this county is needed for this
"Beginners March" and good lause, as the report must soon
If I had my life to live again I
Music," the orchestra be published.
would have made
rule to read some
ictume" with expression
poetry and listen to some music at
I least once a week. The toes of three
Landing. The combined
We do not count a mans years
ta.tes la a lore of happiness.—Charles
cd “Pansy Waltz." Joan
Darwtn
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH, ME.
SOUTH HOPE, ME.
Ristaino was drum major for this until he has nothing else to count.
THE BLUE JUNIATA
OFFICIALLY OPENS
-

WALDO THEATRE
I

Noted Evangelist

OUR SCHOOL MUSICIANS

Varied Program At Last Night’s Concert
Delighted Large Audience

Your Vote Will Be
Appreciated

MONDAY, MAY 13

KNOX SUPERIOR COURT

FOR CONGRESS

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

BEACH INN
OPENS

Sunday, May 12

Sunday, May 12

Food that brings you
back again!

For The Season
56-lt

blin w. page
A REAL Business Man for
A REAL Business Administration
PACE FOR GOVERNOR CLUB
FruUin R. Che»l«y, Prti

Mrs. Mattie Powell, Mgr.
56-57

MATIN1CUS
LOBSTER CO.
TILLSON AVE.,

ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 56

LIVE CHICKEN LOBSTERS
$2.00 Dozen; $1.00 Half Dozen
Open Every Day and All Day Sunday
50Th-tf-pl

“
;
H

CORONA

a

t—eph^r

The Gift Of Gifts

TYPEWRITER
BEAUTY1

|

THE CANDY CORNER
Frances Collette, Prop.
AT CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
TEL 563-W

N. B.

All

gifts daintily

wrapped in attractive Mother’s
Day Wrappings.

>

Try It
Before You
Gay was thc mountain song
Buy It
Of bright Alfarata

FOR MOTHER

1 1<#)
»‘l1

Wild roved an Indian girl,
Bright Alfarata.
Where sweep the waters
Of the blue Juniata.
Swift aa an antelope.
Through the forest going.
Loom- were her Jetty locks.
In wavy tresses flowing

RENT THIS
TYPEWRITER

50c
A WEEK

KARL LEIGHTON
ROCKLAND, ME.

N. B. PURCHASE TERMS AS
LOW AS 70 CENTS A WEEK

Where sweep thc waters
Of thc blue Juniata.
"Strong and true my arrows are
In my painted quiver,
Swift goes my light canoe
A-down the rapid river.
Bold ts my warrior good.
The love of Alfarata.
Proud waves his snowy plume.
Along the Juniata
Soft and low he speaks to me.
And then hts warcry sounding.
Rings his voice In thunder loud,
From height to height resounding.”

So sang the Indian girl.
Bright Atfara'a,
Where sweep thc waters
Of the blue Juniata
Fleeting years have borne awgy
The voice of Alfarata.
Still sweeps the river on.
Blue Juniata.
Mrs Marlon D Sullivan

Evcry-Othcr Day
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The Courier-Gazette School Baseball
TIMES-A-WEEB

Evildoers shall be cut off: but
those that wait upon the Lord,
they shall inherit the earth —Ps.
37: 9.

Book Review
BE TIIOll THE BRIDE
By Christine Weston. Publish
ers Charles (Scribner's Sons, New
York.
Times must be difficult when
publishers whose printed books have
always stood for dignity end cul
tural reading, are willing to stoop
to the low and uncouth trash that
this Young Author, oom in India
and not in Maine we are thankful
to say. There is little of tlie true
life of the people of Maine in this
distorted story. There are bad men
and women in every State and in
every part of civilization, but they
do not predominate in tlie State of
Maine, as she would have one be
lieve.
The book is sordid and unrelieved
by any sunshine or beauty of char
acter except one Fortune was al
most, after her girl-hood a saint—
but the author had to spoil memo
ries of this one redeeming char
acter in the book, to carry out tier
idea that Maine is an uncivilized

Rockland Squeaks Out,
But Vinalhaven Was In
For a Trouncing
Thomaston 13, Vinalhaven 3
Emboldened by the rally whicii
enabled it to defeat Rockland
Tuesday Coach Cole’s Thomaston
1 boys pounced upon Vinalhaven High
at Styvie Field yesterday and the
game found the Islanoers on the
short end of a 13 to 3 score, Uie
home team rolling up eight tallies
in the first three innings. D. Saw
yer's home run added to the gayety
of tlie occasion.
Vinalhaven

ab bh po a
Geary 2b
4 0 3 2
Alley, 2b
..... 10 0 0
Young, If
4 0 3 0
Johnson, c ................. 4 2 6 1
Haskell, lb
4 2 8 0
B. Dyer. 3
4 112
Oakes ss
4 0 14
Winslow, r..................
3 12 0
Peterson, if
110 0
J. Dyer, cf
4 10 0
Williams u
........... i ti n ii
Olson, p
................... 1 o 0 0
Totals ........
Thomaston

H. Sawyer, rf
L. Jacm'n. rf
Verge, ss .....
Staples. 3b
Biggers, 3b ....
D. Sawyer, c .
W. Jc'm'n. If .
Grover. If ......
Suomela, p....
Estes, cf ,___
Miller, lb
Simpson. 2b

Next Monday occurs the special
primary election at which will be
chosen a candidate to succeed the
W. A. Glover. Jr., has entered the late Congressman Clyde H. Smith.
employ of the Pore River Ship Mr. Smith's widow is being strong
Building Co.
ly supported in this section.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Mrs. Freda Simmons has returned
to her Rockport home following sur
gical treatment at Knox Hospital.

Townsend Club No 2 is organizing
a Ladies' Auxiliary, all members of
that club being eligible for mem
bership. Meetings are being held
at the hall of Club No. 2 Tuesdays
at 2 p. m. Those desiring to affi
liate are welcome at any meeting.

1
0
2
2
3
2

14
0
0
0
1
8

Totals
.................. 46 15 27—«
Vinalhaven.
U0000003 0— 3
Thomaston,
2 1 5 1 0 2 0 2 x—13
Runs: Johnson, Haskell, Olson.
Staples 2, D. Sawyer 2, Grover 2.
Suomela 3, Estes 2. Miller 2.
Errors: Geary. Young, Dyer 2,
Oakes 2. Williams. Base on balls
off Suomela 2. Struck out by Suo
mela 13. By Williams 6. Home run
D. Sawyer Umpire Congdon. C.
Simpson. Scorer, Seeber
• • • •
Rockland 10, Lincoln 9
At Community Park yesterday, In
an unannounced game, each team
I had a bad inning. Lincoln getting
away to a long lead with its seven
tallies in the second innii<, and the
liome lads coming back strong with
six in the fourth. In the remain
ing innings Rockland added four
■.allies, enough to turn defeat into
j victory. Clunie was very wild, but
on the other hand fanned 12 men
in seven innings. Newcombe was
successful in stemming the tide
which threatened to overwhelm the
Orange and Black.

National Hospital Day will be ob
served Sunday. May 12 at the Vet
erans Administration Facilities at
Togus, sponsored by the Maine State
Department of the Wo.ne.is Aux
iliary. Open house from 1 to 5 p. m.
for the 'nspcction of the hospital
and Nurses Home, will be followed
by a reception for the v.sitors. Mrs.
Geneva Roberts of Gardiner is gen
eral chairman, other hostesses being
Mrs. Gladys Jameson, department
president, Mrs. Anna Lovely, de
partment secretary. Mrs. Marietta
Greenlaw. National chaplain and
Mrs. Lilia Littlefield, district chair
man ol rehr.bilitntion.

TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Di prayer it is better to have a
heart without words than words
without a heart —Bunyan
and morally low State at the pres1 ent time. Every one who has lived
as the writer has for nearly fifty
vears in Maine knows better.
K S. F.

QUIS00
II

tneA
People from many communities
bank here. The facilities of this bank are used
by many of our friends who live at a

distance, as well as by those in oui
own community, and we take the same

SMALL'S MEAT MARKET
UPPER PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

NATIVE FOWL, 5-6 pounds average .... lb 23c
VEAL LEGS, lb 18c. VEAL FORES, lb 12c
VEAL CHOPS.................................................. lb 20c
SIRLOIN STEAK (boneless) ..................... lb 32c
TOP OF ROUND STEAK............................ lb 28c
RUMP STEAK .............................................. lb 32c
CHUCK ROAST............................................. lb 16c
ROAST PORK...................................... lb
17c-20c
PORK CHOPS, best center cuts..................lb 23c
POT ROAST (boneless) .......................... lb 18c
Gd*lt

RALPH P. CONANT

434 MAIN ST.
CLOTHIER
ROCKLAND
NEW GOODS FOR SPRING
FOR BOYS
FOR MEN
COTTON SLACKS
$1.00, $150, $1.98
ENSEMBLE SUITS
$1.50. $1.95

j
I

SWEATERS
$1.00 to $1.98

j

SHORTS
59c, 79c, 95c
ATHLETIC SHIRTS AND
SIIOK I s
25c. 35c

COTTON SLACKS
$150, $1.98
HAT, SHIRT AND PANTS
TO MATCH

$325 *
SWEATERS
$1.00 to $2.98
UNDERWEAR OF ALL KINDS
COOPERS JOCKEYS
Mo
BODYGUARD SHIRTJA AND
SHORTS
35c each

WORK CLOTHES OF ALL KINDS
AT LOWEST PRICES

I

PENTECOSTAL .MEETINGS
The revival services, being held
at the Pentecostal Tabernacle and
announced to close last Sunday evcnihg, are being continued. Pastor
Chester Staples announced today.
Hie to some last-minute changes in
his plans, Evangelist Harold B
Francis of St. Louis Missouri is able
to continue his services two weeks

longer. Interest has been steadily
growing in the past weeks and it is
believed that the coming two will
l>e the greatest of all.
Rev. Mr. Francis has announced
that he will give a special-series of
sermons on the Second Coming of
Christ. He has given the following
subjects for the remainder of the
week: Tonight, "Prc-millentalism
or Post-Millenialism, Which;" Fri
! day, “Is the Church Scheduled to Go
Throuh the Tribulation?” Satur
day "The Great Tribulation;'' Sun
More Talk of the Town on Page 6. day. The Satanic Trinity."

Tlie All American Soap Box Derby
An item which will interest grad
uates of the University of Maine rule book for 1940 is available at Sea
concerns the destruction by Are yes View Garage. There is some agita
terday’ morning of the Delta Tail tion for a local derby this season.
Delta house on College avenue.
A ten-day intensive membership
Optometrists of the Rockland drive by The Chamber of Commerce
Zone of the Matne Association of is to be started Immediately under
Optometrists will meet in the offices direction of Chairman Sam Savltt.
of Dr Bradford Burgess, Thursday The whole effort will be pepped up
night at 7.30 p. m. with Dr. Bur and completed ln the period men
tioned rather than dragging over
gess, presiding.
several weeks.
I
Residents of West Meadow road
were given a bad scare yesterday
when an ambitious grass fire spread
1 into the woods and threatened sev
eral dwellings. Firemen fought the
blaze with the aid of 3000 feet of
hose.

Miss Ruth E. Bradford, sister of
Mrs. B. B Jameson. Friendship, has
entered the Household Nursing
Training School for Attendant
Nurses ln Boston. Miss Bradford
‘will learn to cook and care for a
nome during the next six weeks be' fore being transferred to an afflliI ated hospital to complete her course
Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach I with a year's training in bedside
opens next Sunday being one of the | nursing.
flrst Maine coast resorts to open
and one of the last to close. The
A Martin bomber of the JPirst
Mclntires did a great stunt last
year, and are all set to go for an Photographic Squadron passed over
even better season this year. They this city Tuesday on its way to Au
gusta. Capt. W. U. Shephard in
IMAM Uie goods.
*
charge of a crew of four said the
work this Summer would cover 11
Richard Jones, who was recently- quadrangles in the Central Maine
elected delegate from Local 371. the area. Four of the 15 quadrangles
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of in the area were photographed last
America, will leave for New York year by army engineers. The pho
Friday to attend the Union s bi-an tographs are used in making ac
nual convention which opens at curately detailed mm s for military
Madison Square Garden May 13 and purposes and are especially useful
lasts for 10 days. Mr. Jones, who is for such precision work as artillery
secretary- of the local union, will be Are. The bom be- was flying high
accompanied by his wife, Mrs. when it passed ovt Rockland, but
Dwrothy Jones
didn't drop so much as a leaflet.

Bath Times; "Dick Reed, writer
for the Maine Publicity Bureau, was
a Bath visitor Monday conferring
wivh Alvali K. Ridley, veteran fish
erman of 56 Mechanic street, rela
tive to striped bass fishing on the
35 8 24 9 Kennebec river and in Merrymeet
ing bay. Mr. Reed is gathering ma
ab bh po a terial for a story on the subject
which will appear in a nationally
famous sportsmen's magazine.

$25.00

GREGORY’S

ALGER, 1940 MODEL
A generation ago the Horatio
Alger "success” stories were held
in high esteem and as the Ideal
for all youth to strive to attain.
The opening of the Dorman Ices
establishment yesterday on New
County road brings to mind a
true-life success story that outAlgers Alger. Nine years ago Mr.
and Mrs. William Dorman, then
practically unknown except to
their close circle of friends, start
ed making ices for sale, using a
5-quart freezer. Today "Dor
mans" is an institution and the
proprietors are known in every
corner of this county—and be
yond. They have a large, perfect
ly equipped plant and utilize daily
three 15-gallon freezers.

Tlie Rotary Club tomorrow will
learn a lot about the daily business
from a man who knows—Ben
Nichols of Hope. Sunday and Mon
day the annual Spring conference
with Lutle Jones as chairman of
transportation.

The Knox-Waldo Men Teachers’
club observed Ladies Night Monday
witli a banquet and meeting at the
Business and Professional Women's
club in Belfast. Mrs. Frank Irish
was chairman of the banquet com
mittee from the club, and was as
sisted by Mrs. Altana Dutch and
other members. Covers were laid
for 56. a turkey dinner being served
Throw up your window and
Principal Carleton Wood of Camden
president of the club, presided and
throw out your chert and let a
Elbridge S. Pitcher, supervisor of
little Spring into your shirt
music in Belfast, led the singing,
drawers.
with Albert E. Weymouth of Crosby
High school faculty at the piano. A
Start your Spring campaign with
quiz program was conducted by Mr
one shirt from this selection. Drop
Weymouth and then motion pic
In the day you send it to the
tures, furnished by Mr. Lowe of
Bangor and Mr Stone of Camden,
laundry for another and keep on
Rockland High
on the work of 'he telephone com
until your Winter supply of
ab r h po a e pany during the hurricane, were
shirts gradually fades into dust
Small, ss ............. 3 1 0 2 0 1 shown, together wtth a travelogue.
Glover. 3b............ 4 2 110 0
cloths.
Chaples. lb _____ 4 0 0 6 0 0
Child Health Day and Mothers
New colors and collars. Bracing
Page. Cf ................ 2 10 10 0
Day
will be observed by the W. C.
patterns for ball games, back
C»ites, 2b ........... 0 0 0 0 0 1
Barnard. 2b ..... 2 2 0 1 3 0 T. U. with a May party Friday aft
yards, bowling or whatever you
Wink, rf .......... _ 3 112 10 ernoon in the Congregational vestry.
do best.
McConchie. If ...... 2 0 0 2 0 0 Mothers and babies from infancy to
Bodman.
c _____ 2 112 10 school age are invited to attend.
SPRING SHIRTS
Alden, p ............ 0
0 0 1 0 1 Miss Eliza Steele. Red Cross Nurse
Ha
man.
p
........
0
0 0 0 0 1 will give a report on "Our Com$1.00, $1.50, $1.65
Newcomb, p ......... 2 2 1 0 3 0 munity State of Health." Mrs. Clara
Emery will speak on "Best Things
For Our Children" and conduct a
24 10 4 21 7 4 service for White Ribbon recruits
MANHATTAN SHIRTS Lincoln Academy
"Through the Garden" with Mrs.
ab r h po a e Lillian Joyce, soloist. Favors will be
With the New Short Collar
Bryant, cf............ 4 2 2 2 0 0 given to the babies with the dark
We, c ------------- 4 1 1 13 0 0 est eyes, the bluest eyes, the curl
$2.00
Belknap, If .......... 4 0 0 0 0 0
iest hair, the redest hair, the tallest,
Hatch, ss .............. 4 2 2 1 2 0
Clunie. p .............. 4 0 1 0 0 1 the latest, the livltest, the baby
.Brewer, lb ........... 3 1 0 3 0 1 under one year of age. with ithe
TWOSOMES
House. 3b .......
4 110 0 0 most teeth, can take the mast steps,
most hair, with least hair. An
Sport Coat and Slarlu
Jones, rf ....._........ 3 110 0 0 with
attractive lot of booklets from the
Waltz, 2b ............ 2 10 12 0 State Childrens Bureau for each
$18.50, $22.50
mother. Refreshments served by the
32 9 8*20 4 3 hostesses.
• Winning run with two out.
Rockiand ............ 0 0 0 6 2 1 1_ 10
THREESOMES
, Lincoln .............. 0710100—9
Sport Coat and Two Contrasting
Base on balls, off Clunie 13, off
Slacks
Newcomb 1. Struck out, by Clunie
12, by Newcombe 4.

Coat off or coat on
... here’s Spring in
its shirt sleeves

i

“I never knew
convenience until
I cooked with
‘Pyrofax’ gas.”
MRS. E. I. COTLEUR
Broadview Heights, Ohio

Don't take chances driving a
worn out car that should bc re
placed. Get one of the late,
safer models featured in our
Used Car offerings. Our well
earned reputation for outstand
ing values safeguards you:

GUean, fait, economical cooking i« not lhe only big advantage of

’39 Ford Deluxe, 4-Dr.
trunk
’39 Chev. Master Deluxe
Coupe
’39 Pontiac 4-Dr., trunk
’38 DeSoto 4-Dr. trunk
’38 Ford Deluxe, 2-Dr.
’38 Pontiac 2-Dr. trunk
’37 Plymouth Deluxe
Coupe
’37 Chrysler 4-Dr. trunk
’37 Willys 4-Door
’36 Buick 2-Dr. trunk

II

"Pyrofax" Gas Service for homes beyond the gas mains. This better
fuel also means modern hot water and automatic refrigeration service
for your kitchen! And where "Pyrofax” gas is used for theae added
conveniences, it is available at sfseeial louer rales. Ask us about this
extra money-saving feature.

PYROFAX" S'*V«’v'«

J SHOP
INA
JIFFY!

tfjt SUPER
-“MARKETS

GIFT BARGAINS GALORE!

5—" ft

IUIHHtui,.'V

No tim, waited when you .hop at th, AAP Super Market
If you're in • ru.h, you
can ju.t breeie in. help your.ell lo bargain., have your thrifty buy. checked on an
itemized .lip, and out you go
Everything run. .moolhly.
If you prefer to linger
aud compare, you can ><e 2,000 value.!
Plainly-marked price tag.!
Huge variety in
all five depailment.! All low-priced becau.e ol A4P'. quantity buying direct Irom pro
ducer,, doirg away with much unntCeaeary handlint, quick turnover, lack ol credit
J eliminated delivery « xpenee. Come in! See the swarm of outstanding values!

•"

—> IMIM|j

Famous with Millions 1
for its
fine quauiy I

HAMS

SUNNYFIELD
Whole or Shank Hall LB

19 c

j
HEAVY

__________ or
__ ROASTS
_
STEER
BEEF IB
STEAKS
~
, 29°
Sirloin, Bottom Round or N. Y. Sirloin
Porterhouse, Sirloin

Bread

DUCKLINGS FRESH - BAY STATE IB 17c
HEAVY
CCC
A real money-saver I BONELESS CHUCK ROAST STEER BEEF IE A 3
LARGE FANCY
,23‘
FOWL
LAMB LEGS WHITE, SOFT MEAIED IB
SMOKED.
IB
LIVERWURS1
RIB ROAST HEAVY STEER BEEF IB
LAMB FORES

Puces Thru Sat May 11th

STRAWBERRIES

bONCO AND ROUED IF DESIRED

NORTH
q
CAROulNA bOX

OQC
ZQ

Sunnyfield-Te-uer Cocked

Smoke!] Hams
CALIFORNIA PEAS
ICEBERG LETTUCE
NAVEL ORANGES LARGE
ARIZONA
GRAPEFRUIT SEEDltbS
CARROTS

BANANAS

WHOLE OR

OCC

HOS

Center Slices

DOZ

tt 35c

5 tas 29‘

FIRM, RIPE

BEANS YELLOW EYE, PEA or KIDNEY 2 CANS 25c
BROWN BREAD FRIEND S 2 CANS 25c
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF°18C
SCOn TOWELS
9C
TOWEL HOLDERS
16‘
LUX to,ut SOAP
3
17‘
SUNSWEET PRUNESs r2
17‘
2ini SHOE POLISH 2 -13c
NESTLE’S ECONOMY BARS 2 BARS 25c
Milk, Semi-Sweet and Choc. Almond
C 3 LB QQC
100?o PURE HYDRO1 LB 1 CC
CAN uu
dexo GENATED SHORTENING CAN 13 can
Armour’s Star Products

CORNED BEEF
ROAST BEEF
POTTED MEAT '
VIENNA SAUSACE

KtAUY
TO SERVE

iiutent
CAN

|0

’tS? 19c
N°&r4c

2

can's

19c

Cooks— Heals Water — Makes Ice ill Hornet
Beyond the Cas Maim

BURPEE’S
361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME

CSS (O’CLOCK'

m

AUCTION

,(fpc to y
CO'flee

neighborly interest in all.

We are trying earnestly to make
our service of a friendly, helpful char

acter that will justify a preference

for it on your part, no matter where

you may live.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren

BARGAIN BOX

There will be sold at Public Auction at the

’32 Willys Sedan
’32 Plymouth Sedan
’32 Dodge Sedan
’31 Olds. Cabriolet
’30 Plymouth Sedan
’29 Dodge Sedan

J. A. BREWSTER SHIRT FACTORY
TANNERY LANE, CAMDEN, ME.

MANY OTHERS
Wc Do Our Own Financing

SATURDAY, MAY 11
at 10.00 o’clock in the forenoon

Various Articles of Furniture, consisting of Tables,
Chairs, Beds, Mattresses, Springs, Dishes, Refrig
erators, Dressing Tables, etc. Everything Must Be
Sold!

J. CROSBY HOBBS, Auctioneer.
J. A. Brewster, Proprietor.
»'**rockiamd ' EHaSEia

18 2T

462 MAIN STREET, ROCKIAND, MAINE
"Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street, Camden”

I
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TALK OF THE TOWN it

*

• -I

J

m e *

Sons of Legion Drum and Bugle
Corps are asked to be at Legion hall |
Friday night at 7 o'clock to receive
i Ellis Watts is at Bingham Dam the new uniform blouses. The
1 helping install a new unit for the meeting will last about one-half
General 'Electric Co.
hour.
More Talk of the Town on Page 2.

“• 1

SEEKS CONGRESSIONAL SEAT

_______

I

Rockland Lodge. B P O E. will
A public supper will be served
I hold its 684th regular session Mon- Saturday night by the Women's
! day night, with supper at 6 30.
Auxiliary of St. Peter's Churcli.
______
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice is chairman,
| Writing from Southern Pines, N. others of the committee being Mrs.
John Thomas. Mrs. Raymond
C„ whither he went for convalescent Bucklin, Mrs. Alton Decrow, and
purposes. Rev. J. Charles MacDon Miss Margaret Buttomer.
ald says: "Wish you could have a
1 bit of this warm sunshine we are
ihaving here; just like June in
Public beano Monday night 7.30
Maine. I am coming along nicely at G.A.R. hall, auspices Ruth May
and will be glad to get back to the hew Tent, D.U.V. Adm. 2Sc. door
good old State of Maine."
prize, special prizes.
56-S7

May 10 — Martinsville
Play "The
White Phantom" by Abnakls 4 H Club
a Grange hall
May 10—Hobby show end drama at
Wessaweskeag Grange hall.
May 10—Warren—Senior class play.
"She Stoops to Conquer" at Town hall.
May 11—Limeroek Valley Pomona
Grange meets with Owls Head Grange.
May 12 Mothers Dav
May 12 Camden Hospital Dav at
Community Hospital
May 13—Special Primary Election ln
the Second Maine District.
May 14 Knox Pomona meets with j
Hope Grange
May 15—Thomaston—Baptist Choral
Society Spring concert at 7 30 In Bap
tist auditorium
May 17—Knox-Ltncoln Kents Hill
Club mee- s at G A R hall at 8 30
May 17—Rockland Plre Department
Ball at Community Building
May 21 -Waldoboro Lincoln County
Union of Women's Clubs meets at
Methodlst Church.
May 23 sKen McKenzie radio show at
Community Building.
May 23-25 Oardiner State Conven
tion of Federation of Music Chibs
May 24 Camden- -Doris Heald dance
recital In Opera House.
May 25—Legion Poppy Day.
Maly 30—Memorial Day
June 3-Special Congressional elec
tion In the Second Maine District.
June 6
Appleton—Commencement
exercises at Riverside hall.
June 8-14—Flag Week
June 10—Rockport—Alumni banquet
June 14-Flag Day picnic of Lady
Knox Chapter at Mrs. Maude Blodgett s
cob age. Spruce Head
June IT- Primary Election
June 24—Republican National Con
vention In Philadelphia.

GREAT BARGAINS
—IN—

All Our WALLPAPERS
ROOM LOTS OF 8 TO 10 ROLLS
WITH BORDER TO MATCH—

MARRIED

DIED
Kalloch—At South Thomaston. May 6
Amariah Kalloch. aged 84 years Fu
neral today at 2 o'clock from Burpee
funeral home
Richards A". Bangor. May 8. Wlnnl
fred Richards of Rockport, aged 72
years, 9 months. '15 days
Funeral ar
rangements to be announced
Snow At San Francisco. April 29
Theodore Snow, formerly of Rockland
McKinnon At New York City. May 6
Mrs Mac McKinnon of Camden, aged
CO years
Simmons—At Rockland May 8. An
nle M . widow of Gilbert Simmon*, aged
78 years. 11 months, 23 days. Funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock from residence.
1-2 Limeroek street

Moosehead Coffee House
and Cabins
NOW OPEN
GOOD FISHING!
Moosehead Lake Highlands

55-57

GARDNER’S
LOBSTER GRILL
WiU Open Wed., May 8

Discount of 25% On Special Orders

C. M. BLAKE
WALLPAPER STORE
662 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1061

Walter Low is a patient at Knox
The YPCU met at the Universa-'
Hospital.
list Church Sundav niicht under the
leadership of Dcuglas Cooper. After
IN MEMOItlAVI
lhe devotionals. Dorothy Dimick
In loving memory of Mrs Laura E read the introduction and first
Stanley who passed away May 9. 1938
chapter of "The Man Nobody
Softly the door was opened.
Knows." Members were given reg
Softly the Master called
istration blanks for the coming
Bidding our dear mother enter
To the Home that awaits us all.
State convention. About a dozen
Memories as sweet as the ru-e-.
membeis are planning on the trip?
Memories precious and dear.
Out of this number, four will be
Memories that speak of our mother
Will make her foreveq seem near.
nominated and elected official dele
Mr and Mrs
Daniel Cole. New1 gates at the next meeting.
ROcheUe. N Y ; Mr and Mrs Everett
Gross. Mr and Mrs Forest Stanley.
Swans Island
’

.................... 1--------

I

Public supper Saturday night at
St. Peters Church, serving, ham.1
beans, salad, hot rolls, cake, dough
nuts and coffee. 5 to 7 p. m.

CARD OF THANKS
Through the columns The CourierGazette I wish to thank doctors and
nurses of Knox Hospital for number
less acts of thoughtfulness and con
sideration during my recent stay there.
I am deeply appreciative also of the
kindnesses of the many friends who
called, sent cards, etc
•
Mrs Freda Simmons

DON’T PUT IT OFF!
PUT IT ON!

Use MotOOPffe Paint
It may seem like a simple matter to keep putting off the
time to paint. But while you are waiting the demons of

"BEST CENTER CUTS"

From Little Pig Loins

I.B.

LB.

14c

repairs.

you pul off the time when costly repairs will have
to be made. W'e shall bc glad to advise you at

Every Saturday Nite

any time.

CONSULT OUR COLOR CHARTS

THE PERRY PARK STREET
MARKET

GLEN COVE
GRANGE HALL

Hal’s Rhythmaires
ADMISSION 35c and 25c

CARD OF THANKS
Knox County General Hospital Nur
ses' Alumnae Association expresses iu
apprecla Ion of the general Interest.!
co-operation and support accorded the
recent social dance held at Rockland I
Community Building

Beano G.A.R. hall Friday at 7.3A
Two free specials and chicken as
door prize; 3 cards 25c.—adv. .V :.

Lawn mowers expertly sharpened.
Called for and delivered. John L.
Beaton, 65 Oliver St., Tel. 421-W. i
City
54-46 I

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
WO, 1(1-1 «r 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

BULK AND PACKAGE

GARDEN SEEDS
FRESH THIS YEAR

H. H. CRIE & CO.
AGENT FOR BRECK’S SEEDS

ROCKLAND, ME.

Thr most savory roast you could wish for.

LB.,

It’s a pleasure to carve these tender roasts.

LB.

For meal time happiness.

IU

MACKEREL

29/
29/
lb 8/

PINK SALMON.................. 2 tins 29c
A. K. O. CRABMEAT...........tin 19c
CALIF. SARDINES, in tomato
sauce.......................................... tin 10c

AMERICAN CHEESE »„SSNt 2 III box 49/

CREAM CHEESE 2 pkgs 15/
PURE LARD SILVER LEAF 3 lbs 25/
SWIFT'S OR
lb 11/
OLEO
ARMOUR’S
TOMMY TUCKER’S
ALL PURPOSE
BAG 79/
FLOUR
10 lbs 52/
SUGAR

RASPBERRIES
"Sun-ripened berries for
breakfast, luncheon and din
ner.”

BIRDSEYE
BOX

SPINACH
fresh, crisp, clean
pk 15/
ICEBURG LETTUCE
2lgehdsl7/
GRAPEFRUIT US".U
lge size 4 for 25/
ORANGES
lge juicy Floridas
doz 33/
NORTHERN SPY APPLES
peck 35/
STRAWBERRIES, TOMATOES, ASPARAGUS. STRING BEANS. GREEN PEAS, CANTALOUPE

skim

-

DANIELS, Jewelers

EASY BUDGET PLAN

Get extra cake for
with every$ cakepurchase
ZCtr

1 7C

PICKLES

Takes the

“IF”
Purchasing
a Gift

Come in and let us show you thp
finest Watches made. A complete line
of Gruens, llamiltons, Walthams and
Elgins.

PAY

SMALL WEEKLY
Nationally advertised
The most beautiful Diamond
Engagement Kings and Wed
ding Rings. Styled by W'ood.

The enthusiasm that has been shown about our new
III DGET PLAN during the past month is evidence that thr
people of Maine appreciate this convenience from one of the
oldest and most reliable stores in the State.

We invite you lo come in and use this convenient plan In
purchasing your gifts.
-s

For lasting beauty and usefulness.
Gleaming silver — appreciated and
cherished always. Chests starting at
$12.50.

DANIELS
Jewelers

12 oz tin 25c
DINTY MOORE OEEF STEW
2 tins 29c
DOLES PINEAPPLE JUICE
tin 12c
PRESTO CAKE FLOUR pkg 21c
MOLASSES .JX>, gal 59c
MACARONI
2 1 lb pkys 15c
BURNETTS VANILLA
2 nz bot 23c
HORMEL SPAM

SWEET, SWEET MIXED. SLICED TOMATO.

FULL

SWF.ET

PINT
JARS

RELISH.

SLICED

SOUR,

CHIPS,

SLICED DILL, SWEET MUSTARD

Franco-American Macaroni 3 tins 25c Cube Starch.......................... 2 pkgs 15c
(Dish Cloth Free)
Pancake Flour........................3 pkgs 20c
Window Wash..................... 8oztin 5c
Wax Paper, Cut Rite,
2 125-ft rolls 27c
Evaporated Milk.................. 3 tins 19c
Lifebuoy
Shaving
Cream
...... tube 19c
Cream Tartar.................. % lb pkg 21c
Lacboy Bean Sprouts........... 2 tins 19c
Quaker Flour, dishes free...... bag 95c
White Floating Soap........... 3 bars 10c
Vegetable Beef Soup........... 2 tins 15c
Whole Refugee Beans........ 2 tins 25c
Big Boy Spaghetti................ 3 tins 25c
Lima Beans............................ 3 tins 25c
Tapioca................................. 3 pkgs 25c
Macaroni Dinner................................. pkg10cBisquick, Dishes Free............. pkg 28c
Apricots.................................................... lb19cSmall Rosebud Beets...........2 tins 25c
Com Starch..... ...................... lb pkg 6c
Peaches...............................2 lge tins 29c
Vegetable Soup...................... 3 tins 15c Honey................................... 5 lb jar 49c
Matches........................7?.... 6 boxes 18c
Chicken Soup.......................... 2 tins 17c
Grandma’s Molasses................ tin 17c
Tomato Soup........................... 3 tins 15c
Kellogg’s All Bran.................. pkg 18c
Peanut Crunch........................ lb jar 21c
tins25c
Green Giant Peas................................. tin15cDog or Cat Food.......................6
Beechnut Soup......................... 2
tins25c
String Beans.............................3 tins 25c
Tomatoes................................... 3
tins25c
Peanut Butter..................... 2 lb jar 25c

fll BAN

PAY AS LITTLE AS $1.00 A WEEK
WE
INVITE
YOUR
ACCOUNTS

LB.,

RIGHT FROM THE OVENS TO OUR MARKETS
Yes, we get DIRECT service from the Maine Baking Com
pany plant, for the mammoth GMC Truck makes a special
trip to our markets. That’s why you can always be sure of
getting FRESH BAKED BREAD when your choice is
GOLDEN HEART BREAD
Wc are determined our customers shall have the finest of
food, so in bread it's GOLDEN HEART.

TOILET SOAP

PAYMENTS
TO SLIT
YOLK CONVENIENCE
NO CARRYING CHARGE

I.B.

fed porkers.

Cut from tender, young, corn

..... lb 19c
2 lbs 29c
2 lbs 29c
..... lb 15c
..... lb 10c

-tot soar that aortis wum took

$25.00 and up

BRECK’S

PORK ROAST
CHUCK ROAST
FIVE RIB ROAST
POT ROAST

Sweetheart

•

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

LB.

Prompt painting would have prevented

this, for paint protects and preserves any surface
to which it is applied. Put MOORE PAINT on and

DANCE

VEAL STEAK
VEAL\CHOPS
VEAL ROAST
VEAL for stewing

HAMBURG STEAK
STEWING BEEF
lb

decay are active. Water soaks into exposed wood. Soon rot
starts and before you know it you have to meet a bill for

Out of

328 MAIN STREET,

PORK
CHOPS

3

14-Th-tf

EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
41Th83

1M-11I LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

SMOKED SHOULDERS

BACON, sugar cured
MINCED HAM.........
TRANKFORTS ........
SPARERIBS..............
SALT PORK.............

Rockland was favored yesterday with a visit from Mrs. Clyde II. Smilh,
widow of the late Congressman Smilh of the Second Maine District. It
was thr Congressman's wish (hat his wife be chosen to Till out thr unrxpirrd term, and this the voters of the Second District are bent upon
doing, if thr expression heard upon all sides may be correctly gauged.
Mrs. Smith was her husband's secretary and in full aud constant touch
with his work in Washington. She represents Rockland's practically unani
mous choice. The special primary election will be held next Monday.

FOR THE SEASON
Rummage and cooked food sale
PORT CLYDE. ROUTE 131
TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 3-23 at V.F.W. hall. Water St. Saturday.
55 56 10 a. m.—adv.
66-It

C. F. WILLIAMS & CO.
Yacht Sailmakers

75c-$2.50

Also Books From all the Leading Factories To Select From

IN MEMORIAM
hi loving memory of Haiiora S Hill
who passed away May 10. 1939
'Twas very hard to part with her,
To feel that the must die;
And see death s seal upon her brow
If wishing transportation to polls And In that deep bright eye
Oh. may we strive to ineo- her there.
Monday Mav, 13, call 252, Rockland. Beyond the bright blue sky.
56-57 Where pain and sorrow never come.
And loved ones never die.
Daniels Jewellers. Rockland, have • Mother. Husband and Daughter

everything nice for Mother's Day.
Many pieces of jewellery with
matching bracelets and jhps Sl to
♦5. Gift wrapped free.—adv.

Right from the smokehouse with fragrant hickory smoke still hanging to them.

SALE CONTINUES TO JULY 1

Tlie radio this morning an
nounced the death in New York of
8. Wiley Wakeman, general man
ager of the shipbuilding plant at
Pore River. He had vLslted Rock
land on many occasions with war
ships sent here from liLs yard for
trial.

Proctor-Harlow—At Rockland May 4.
Sergeant John O. Proctor of Port Me
Klnlry and MLss Vina Harlow of Rock
land —By Rev Dr Guy Wlloon.

7

INCLUDING OUR 1940 STOCK

E. H. Crie Is at the Gray [Boats
shipyard today affixing some of his j
artistic sign work on a boat soon
to be launched.

HORN

;

"CUT FROM FANCY NATIVE VEAL"

Mr and Mrs. Fred True are leav
ing today for New York.

Sawvrr—At Rockland. May 2. fo Mr
and Mrs U. A Sawyer, a daughter
Jill
Xkoglund At St George May 8 by Mr
end Mrs Stein Skolund. a son Jameai
Ollchrest
Mank At Rockland. May 7. to Mr
nnd Mr. Alton J Mauk. a daughter—
Be tie Jane.

rage 1 hree

OPEN
SATURDAY
EVENINGS
TILL 10.30

EXCELLENT Wil H TCiUK BLAND DIET

"IT'S A HONE} • h oi-: 'her Ei a; rn -

CHICKEN CHOP SUEY

No 2 tin23c

LIFEBOUYiSOAPt 3,17c | LUXTOILET S0AP3~17c
THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT CUR PARK ST.MARKET
BE SURE AND ASK FOR YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS—SWAP FOR CASH HAS ALREADY
PAID IN DIVIDENDS $2,680.00.

Every-Other-Day
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

WARREN
ftftftft
ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent

ftftftft
Tel. 40

was conferred. Supper was served
by Wiwuma Chapter. O.E.S.
The High School Student Coun
cil, the nine members of which at
tended the 8tate Conference of
Secondary School Councils held
Saturday in Augusta reports an in
structive session. The local group
visited Station WHDO in Augusta
while in that city.
Report of the Women's Field
Army for Cancer Control to Mrs.
Phillip Simmons, major of the
Thomaston district, indicates that
the sum of $36.90 was taken for this
cause during April in this town, the
first time funds for this purpose
have been solicited here. Fifteen
new members were enrolled here.

Setter Crane Company

141h Anniversary
SALE

Rosaire Drouin. 37. of Waterville,
Mrs. Stella Jordan has recently'
Wayne Pinkham of Nobleboro is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Lila bought the Amos Stockwell house1
killed recently in Portland, while
on Mountain street.
Lovejoy.
employed with the Snodgrass Con
Fred L. Burns. Alton Winchen
Mrs. Margaret Decker is in Stockstruction Co. worked last summer
bach, William H. Brooks were Wis ton Springs where she will spend
! on the new bridge as one of the
Our Only Store-Wide Sale of the Season
casset visitors Tuesday.
the summer with her daughter,
| overseers. His death was learned
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller of Mrs. William Harding.
with regret by those who had be
South Berwick visited Sunday with
Don’t Forget Mother’s Day Next Sunday
come acquainted with him here,
Over 100 High School students,
his mother Mrs. Ida Miller.
j as he had made many friends in his
members of the band, orchestra.
Mrs. Lillian
’ quiet way. while in this town.
, ,
. Mank
. . was
„ weekend
,, .
, and glee club, will represent CamHigh School Activities
guest of her daughter Mrs. Merton den a, ,he S(ate Muslc ppStlval
The selectmen Will be in session
(by Madeleine Haskell)
Burns of Damariscotta Mills.
to be held Saturday in Waterville.
May 9. 10. and 11 from 1 to 4 at
Marie Whitten of Portland, guest
The annual convention of the |
... . „ .. ,
the Town House to correct the vot
of Marion Wallace, visited school
W.C.T.U. will be held May 15 at the jMrs- Weaton P. Holman presenting list.
in an
Baptist Church in Aina.
!ed 8 Pat*r Wednesday before Les
recently.
The
polls
will
be
open
Monday
The baseball season started April
Miss Rita Valade who has been Camarades Musicaux in Bath
from 10 a. m., to 7 p. m„ standard
29. Warren’s first game with Rock
Miss Pauline M. Bowden, daugh
employed by the Waldoboro Press
time.
has returned to her home in Ash ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Bow
Jay Gegenheimer and George port at Rockport, Warren the
den, Elm street, has recently passed
land. Mass.
Carr, who spent the winter at loser, the score 7 to 5.
The girls’ soft ball team has been
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke. Miss Grace the State board examination en
Clearwater, Fla., have arrived in
Yorke. Mrs. Helen Marple and Mrs. titling her to an R. N. degree. Miss
Maine after a motor trip up through organized with Jeannette Over
Lois Pearl visited Wednesday in Bowden was graduated from Cam
the mid-west into Canada, and at lock as manager, and Vella Barrett,
den High School, class of 1936 and
Augusta.
present are registered at the Rock captain. The lineup is: Pitcher.
Ralph Stahl, Oral Ludwig, Floyd ] from the Augusta General Hospital
land Hotel in 'Rockland, since the Joan Smith; catcher. Charlotte
Benner,
Joseph
Stafford and School of Nursing in January. 1940.
road from the main road to their Moore; first base. IRuth Starrett;
Thomas Richards attended sessions She has been engaged in private
cottage on Crawford Lake, is not second base. Marion Wallace; third
base. Vella Barrett: shortstep. Mil
Regularly $5.1X1
of the Grand Lodge of Masons Wed- duty nursing since tgraduating and
as yet passable.
nesday in Portland.
J plans to continue the same in this
Mrs. Lawrence Coffin of Ashland dred Jackson: right field. Verna
left field. Kathryn
. town and Augusta.
has been guest of her daughters. Robinson
Genuine Mis Simplicity foundations,
' V°
i
,
Rev- Winfield Witham. Miss M.
Miss Dora Coffin, a student at Coiby Maxey; center field. Jeannette
Scenes from the Senior play
offered at 20'< less than you would
Overlock;
short
field.
Elizabeth;
College, and of Miss Katherine
•Spring Fever were presented in
wpre
, }fs
,
Coffin, a teacher of Englisn and Kenniston. Substitutes are. Ruby
ordinarily pay for garments of like
an assembly Wednesday; letters '
„
______
Starrett, Evelyn Smith. Glenice
I French in the local High school.
Conference
of
Congregational
were awarded by Miss Winterson to Churches of Maine held in Port
quality. The famous Mis Simplicity
William H Robinson returned French, Bertha Anderson. Ann Nor
the debating squard.
Mondily to his shop, after an ab wood and Theresa Huntley.
land this week. Delegations from
patented featurr (elastic straps that
The P.T.A. May Ball will be held the various (organizations of the
The junior class held a success
sence of a few days becaus“ of ill
pull diagonally at center back) taper,
May 10 in the High School Audi church went to Portland Wednes
ness. His place in the barber shop ful food sale at the Clover Farm
torium.
store Friday afternon and at night
was taken by Maurice Hahn.
day to attend their respective
the waistline, lifts the bust and im
The Music Club met Monday to meetings and banquets.
Supt Frank D Rowe returned a barn dance was given at Glover
proves posture .. . Remember this Is
listen to a Victor Herbert Program.
hall
by
Ute
Junior
class
Special
today from a two days’ business trip
William Coid is seriously ill at
Nellie Moody gave a report on Vic the Bronx (Hospital. New York City
mention should be given to the 1
on Matinicus Island.
not old stock, but fresh merchan
tor Herbert's life. The president,
The Woman's Club will give the decorations which were arranged j
"Pointed Firs", at Dillingham's
dise
made of NEW elastics and fab
William Fitzgera'.i. played the fol Point, has been rented for the sea
by Elizabeth Oxton and Virginia
Hon. H. C. Buzzell on Saturday 1 is the “day's work" that amounts exchange program May ,14 in Union Moody. The class netted $14 cn
lowing selections on the amplifying son to Miss Caroline White of New
rics. These sale prices are offered
Methodist vestry for the Woman’s
system: “When You’re Away', fiom York City through the Allen In- April 13. informed the Associated to. and in fact is, the medium of Community Club of Union. The both enterprises.
for a limited time only.
the Operetta, “The Only Girl;” "I'm surance Agency.
The nine members of the Student j
Nevin program will be featured and
Press that he would be a Republican exchange, rather than the dollar.
Falling in Love With Someone."1
Council
enjoyed
a
trip
to
Augusta
j
will include the reading of EthelJ. Hugh Montgomery was in.
„.
_
, .. _
,
and other selections from Victor Portland on business Wednesday. I Candidate for Congress in the Sec-, Labor only desires a fair division bert Nevin's life, and several of his Saturday to attend the State Con
Herbert's operettas
well known compositions, in vocal ference of Secondary School Coun
He was accompanied by Mrs. Mont- ond Maine District, in the June 01 the Praflts from honest effort.
The reporters this week are Rich gomery.
cils held at the Cony High School
It is entitled to it, and it is our and piano selections.
Primaries, and that he would later
ard Miller, Elmer Achorn, Louise
Principal and Mrs. Herbert De Transportation was provided by I
bounden duty to see that it gets
Miss
Myrtle
Wheeler
and
Harold
annoU
nce
his
platform.
Mr.
BuzMank. and editor-in-chief. Earbara
Veber, Supt. and Mrs. Frank D. Principal DeVeber. Vernal Wallace j V
]
Plcinich.
guests of Mr Morse's aunt Miss zel1 todfl> addressed the following what is honestly due.
Rowe and Edgar Comee attended and Lee Walker.
Labor should have the right to the meeting Monday of the SouthVaccination for diphtheria will j 4
Ruth Bordonnay.
statement to the Electorate of the
Epidemic Averted
organize in genuine trade or labor | ern Schoolmen’s League in Bel be offered the students free of ] M
Mrs. Edward Blackington and Second Maine District.
What threatened for the time
CAMP at Lermond Pond two rooms,
charge May 14 at the office of Dr
COOK-houseworker
wanted.
25-40
children
are
visiting
her
parents.
~r
0
the
Citizens
and
voters
of
i
organizations and bargain collec- fast.
being to become a serious epidemic
porch. partly furnished, sandy years experienced, references
Applv
Fred G Campbell. Miss Alice screened
Signs
of
spring
—
South
Warren
beach
Price
$300
Call
CAMDEN
2257
at
56
MASONIC
ST
between
2
and
6
Mr
and
Mrs
Fred
Morong.
in
Port,
hf
Seconci
Congressional
District
1
tively
through
representative:
of
of scarlet fever seems to have been
Mooney, district nurse, will be in
_______________________________ 55*57 p m_______________________________ 55*57
alewives on the market.
18 .
t
j -, rtf Maine "their own selection.
effectively headed off.
Mrs. Phillip Simmons, president attendance.
A. B. Stevenson has moved hts 01
•
HARD wood barrels for -ale fUltable
NURNTTVRE wanted to uphoiste-.
There is no doubt but that the
cf the Woman s Club attended the
flows, all bunged. SAM SMALL. railed for and delivered T J FI.EMprompt response and quick action candy shop from Washington street. Divine Providence has decreed a' Arbitration proceedings of a pub- conference of Women's Cluhs of the Sunday. May 12. is Mothers Day for
Tel 733-M_____________ .____________ 56*58, INO 19 Birch Si , Tel 212 WK 40*a.-tf
to
the
Brown
Block
on
Main
street
severe
loss
to
our
State
and
Nation
l'
ic
nature
should
be
resorted
to
be
of the
local health department and
me local neann aeparimeni ano
ccmnletelv
. 1 Mre rerr-irsc either to ctritec hv Ninth District Friday in Boothbay Remind her of it with a charming
CERTIFIED Green Mountain seed po- ,
WOMAN cook wanted 30-45. for sum
^
reaxaminaSrSand sending
a^d mdXat^d
?\
Untlmel>' “ °f H°n C,>de
I
, harbor. vuici
Other uiuuuria
members who
ai- gift from Darnels Jewellers. Rorit- tatoes
,
,
,
,| naiuur.
wnu
for sale. $1 35 per bushel. E O mer people Must have best of refer
daily examinations and sending remodeled and redecorated
employes or to lock-out by employ- tfnded were Mrs wilder Moore land—a nice piece of silver or brick- SPROWL, Searsmont. Me
56-61 ences as to abllUv, character, health
H.
Smith
’
~
“ ................
hold
Community
Hospital
will ___
etc Will In ervlew at my home near
cultures away for laboratory tests
Miss Frances Spear. Mrs Roland a-brac she has always wanted. Gift
NTW milch cow for sale, young Post Other. West Rockport between 5
stopped the spread of the epidemic open house Sunday from 2 to 5 in I The common people have lost a ’ "»•
Guernsey
and
Jersey
ELMER
DOW
Starrett.
Mrs
Fred
Mathews.
Mrs.
and 6 p m on Mondai’s. Tuesdays.
wrapped free—adv.
observance of National Hospital genuine friend, the State a faithful
Industries of Maine and the
270 Pleasant St . Tel 1044. City
56*58 Wednesdays Thursdays ROBERT NUTT
' dead in its tracks.
Albert Peabody, Mrs. Cornelius
Day.
The
public
ls
invited
to
visit
'
representative,
and
the
Nafinn
a
Nation
should
not
be
compelled
to
____________________________________ 56*61
One interesting as well as appal
Overlcck. Mrs. Everett Cunning
SMALL Island for sale in Morse's Bay.
TO THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN
Friendship; good camp, land well
ling situation came to light, out of the hospital and to inspect the new tlrrfess worker jn the cause of right compete with the products of for ham. Mrs. Chisie Trone. Mrs Her
USED upright piano wanted plain
OF THE CITY OF ROCKLAND. MAINE wooded
E E PERKrNS Warren 56*58 case In good condition. THOMAS PIANO
the wholesale examination of chil elevator and other equipment.
bert Emmons, Mrs. Inez Mathews,
eign seas. soil, and manufactures.
Harold
Orindle
has
returned
and
of
humanity,
ROOM.
33 Megunticook St.. Cainden.
Central Maine Power Company, a
dren's throats, that was the fact
4',. H P Knox engine. Jump spark Tel 583_____________________________ 56*58
No International trade agree- Mrs. Robert Walker, and Mrs corporation duly organized and exist shaft
None can but say that he died
and
propeller,
used
less
than
200
that such a large number of sore home from the Veteran’s Hospital
George Newbert.
ing under and by virtue of the laws
SMALL star elec’rtc washing machine
throats and kindred illness was in Togus where he has been a pa- unfalteringly in the harness of re-! ments should be made and entered Gail Partridge, daughter of Mr of the State of Maine, and having Its miles E O PERKINS Warren 56*58 wanted
Must be In good running
Wlard sulkey plow. $42:
tient for several months.
sponsibility.
into by the Executive Department of and Mrs. William Partridge cele principal office and place of business NoTWO-horse
due to bad tonsils.
2
Eureka
corn
planer
$22.
Txll
order
__ Will pay
. . cash Write “N E R
in Augusta, in the County of Kennebec
55*57
an^New
Yor^was^t
‘
JXr
"«
has
bfen
m
>'
”
leasure
to
the
’
W
*
ral
,
°
O
'™
n
‘
Wlthout
It seems therefore that if par
brated her fifth birthday Saturday ln said State and au'horlzed to trans Ontario drill. $65: hay tedder $20; two- care The Courier-Gazette
b
r
e
->d.
$20:
set
of
four
wheels
and
ents could only realize what a ter Tuesday at the meeting of the Ro- him intimately, and enjoy hit, the Approval of The Congress,
by entertaining several young mit and distribute electricity In the
COLLECTORS
for
Maine
Counties
rific toll such a source of infection
iriends at her home. Table deco City of Rockland. Maine. In accordance under gear with 2 ' steel axle. $30 Apply Must be able to collect city and rural
I “8- The “American Dream' of rations were in pink and blue, seen with the general statutes relaitng to at W Y PIPER ESTATE. Warren57-S-63 accounts, have oar, be bondable Men
is taking out of the health and fu tary Club. Mr. Cornells gave an friendship for many years.'
that business, hereby petlt'ons for per
selected will be sole represents'Ives
ture happiness of their children analysis of thc European War situ- -jt js my ambition to succeed him our forefathers must not be lost to, in the Maybaskets filled with can- mission. In accordance with law to
HOUSE for sale at 41 Admontem Ave __
_______ _In
_______
for ____
large corporation
their_______
county
,would
______spare
r__ ___
j dies at each plate, in the decorated erect and maintain poles with cro«s- Inquire
49 CEDAR ST_________ 56*56 Give full Information and phone numthey
no sacrifice to ation which was very interesting jn Congress for th€ npxt regular our sight
arms carrying wires, 'ogether with the
SIJDfNO cot bed for sale used but
_Adr?SR
H NICHOLSON, care
necessary sustaining and supporting live
.0,, a.
pn„,pus„
TEL. Thomaston 108-3
55*57 Thf Courier-Gazette_______________ 55-57
wires and flxtures required therefor
Oray.
thur Stevens cf Augusta and Jo- that he has been doing ’
| ness. freedom, and justice, that they were Esther Overlock. Maxine upon, and along the following named
RELIABLE reeds of all kinds at the
GENERAL
housekeeper
for
two
highways and public roads ln said City oldest seed store In the city C C TIB- gentlemen wanted lor »lx months, co seph Blaisdell of Rockland were -j desire at this time to make a sought, and for which they fought. Lindsey. Janet Philbrook. Caro- of
Rockland:
Br.. '
288 Main 8t opposite Hotel tage on lake near Warren: salary $30
Fiihbrook, Charles Dolham Jr.„ Extension of power line along the Ro-k'snd
A line of gorgeous new hand bags. visiting Rotarians. There *ill be dpar cut. concise statement express- should still prove to be a great
56-tI month. Write “O C.”. care The Cou
rler Oazette
»
54-56
meeting of the Club May 14 as'.
. , .
.
Leatrice Dolham. Joan Maxey, Louis northerly side of Rankin Street from
$1. at Daniels Jewellers, Rockland. no
blooded Police puppies lor -sale
lt was voted to attend the annual ln«m>' vlews and stand on some °f Nat,onal tonlc ■
Harding. Valerie Robinson. Avis the R At R Company Railroad tracks O PULI,
B
IJBBY
Warren.
Tel.
3-5
54-56
1
Roman striped darlings, others of
USED upright plano_wanted_Jn good
700 ft" O1<1 County road a dlBt'n(’V ol
mostvital issues confronting “9 I advocate an American Na- Gammon. Anita Cousins. Laura Afin
MAD
Tel.
MUSIC CO
PIOS for sale at City Farm, nice ones condition
floral
prints.
appropriate
for spring conference of Rotary Inter- the
54-56
708
"OMPAMY
IS each______________________ 55-57 _________________________________________
Mothers Day gifts. Gift wrapped national at Augusta May 12 in ihe peopleof our State and Nation " , tional policy thatWill Keep UsOut I Ccuslns. Eugene Snow. Philip Rob- CENTRAL MAINE POWER
Bv
H
P
B'cdgett
—LOAM gravel and crushed rock for
UNFURNISHED apartment wanted. 4
place of the regular meeting. All) -j
Por more than go vears the
of War.
Inson and Mariane Pellicane.
Division Man&g r
free.—adv.
•ale L. R SEAVEY. Tel 10B5-J. Rock- or 5 rooms aud ba: h. reasonable rent,
those
attend the
_
...
_
. has
,
.oeen in exis. adequate
.
a preparedness
j
>is I
Florence Eastman Has re
AprU 17th 1040
muse nianninc
planning to
io auenu
me Auci
Republican
Party
<a» An
land
54*56 not too far from downtown area; quiet
turned
to
Beverly.
Mass.,
after
be

gusta meeting will congregate at
,
j .
Rockland. Maine May 7th 1940
54*56
GENERATION GROUPS
BARBER chair and marble case (mir people P O BOX 733 City.
tence and while not always in power always a safeguard of peace.
ing guest of her mother. Mrs. N B. Upon the foregoing petition. It Is
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the Post °®ce at 3 30 Sunday
ror for sale Price right
ANASTASIO
FURNITURE
wanted
to
upholster,
Eastman.
ORDERED: That a hearing be held BARBER SHOP. 427 Main St.
The last Masonic Assembly OTMt is soon going to be called upon) (bi The Dies Committee in Wash55-57 called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
Speaking of four generation
at the Ct:y Council Room in
Roland Buck has returned to thereon
the season will be held Thursday rt0 man the ship of State, and lead Ington is trying to satisfy us that
FROST-proof early cabbage plants ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-WX 4<F42-tf
tne City of Rockland on Monday the
groups—
Bangor after having spent a week
day of June. 1940 at 6 30 o’clock for sale. CHARl.ES WADE. 70 Waldo
oul
wilderness of. to be'it is high time to better safeguard at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge third
My mother-in-law heads five such nigh_t f°r the.benefit of the Masonln the afternoon iBS.T 1. at which Ave , Tel 1214-W__________________ 55*57
Club. All Masons and friends .....
, ...
groups, four living ln Thomaston ic
time
and
place residents and owners of
Buck.
GOATS for sale MRS R F EATON.
are invited. Those not solicited charitable I will .say. good inten- the United States of America.
upon ’he highways to be af Oten Cove. Tel 361 W
and one in Rockland. Ada F. Vinal
55*57
Mrs. Alice Mathews attended the property
(0
There
are
certain
issues
that
tions
fected
thereby
shall have full opportu
will
take
sandwiches
TOUT
;
great grandmother. Harold Vinal
UPRIOHT piano for sale, second ;
bx,
j meeting Friday of Primrose Chap- nity to show cause why such permit
Mrs Gage Grindle is visiting her
“2. The real Republicans and in -1 should be calmly considered and ter o.ES ln Belfast, at which the chould not be granted; and that public hand electric range F E HAVENER.
grandfather, Douglas Vinal father.
54*60 ■(******.******$$
thereof be given by publishing 305 BroadW’C-'
Doris Vinal daughter; Ada F. Vinal son and daughter-in-law. Mr and dependent voters of both Maine and' decided in the hearts and homes of degree was conferred on four can- notice
a copy of said petl lon. attested by the
bone meal. **heep man
ROOMS to let >$ 22 School St ; $2
jhc Nation are not all carried awav [ our people.
1 didates. Mrs. Mathews went with City Clerk together with this order of ureFERTILIZER,
great grandmother. Harold Vinal Mrs. Harold Grindle.
nitrate of soda. 6ame brands as I
55*57
Mrs. Herbert Payson of Lincoln
thereon, once a week for 2 suc- have sold past years Delivery service. and $2 50. upstairs
grandfather, William Vinal father. ville.
in foreign war is Mrs B!antdl* Vose. Mrs. Lilia Ames. notice
who has been ill, Is convales-' (with the Old Deal, and the New _ Participation
yesslve
we
eks
In
the
ROCKLAND
COUHOUSE to let. at Uncolnvllle (Beach
_
, Edgar Ames, and Mrs. Matie Spaul- RIER-OAZETTE a newspaper printed V L PACKARD. 45 Oranlte 8t . Tel Route
Edward Vinal son; Ada F. Vinal
I. 9 rooms bath, hot wa'er h»at
one of them.
j dlng of Thomaston
347 M
55-tf
in said city of .Rockland the last pub
great grandmother. Harold Vinal ring at the home of her mother,1 Deal, to their minds, has been simp, er. lights artesian awl I. fireplace, sun. £ily another unjustifiable and expenI advocate, and when elected to
Mr and Mrs. Rolland Thompson lication ,to be fourteen days before said MUSCOVY ducks for sale; eggs for parior. garage FRANK B FRENCH
grandfather. Beverly Curry, mother. Mrs. Roxy Whitehouse.
hatching. 15 eggs $125. also breedlai; TV! 886-R. City.
56-58
Funeral services were conducted .aive experiment, but thes- are clam- Congress, will work for the pass- and Mr and Mr-S Kenneth Thomp- hearing.
Loraine Curry daughter; Ada F.
stock
MASON JOHNSON
Pleasant
EDWARD R VEAZIE
Wednesday
from
the
Goed
funeral
FURNISHED
pt
to let. available
son
of
Friendship
were
dinner
Gardens.
Rorkland
56*58
Vinal great grandmother. Harold home for Mrs. Mae McKinnon. 60., orln«- manV Inllllon* stron« for 8 age of a law that will provide, that
LOUI8 R CATES.
M“wr
Mav
I
Oarage
MRS
A
C
JONBS.
5
OOOD small roadster for sale. $75 Talbot Ave . Te4 576
Vinal grandfather. Elizabeth Pease who died Monday night in New Square Deal, commanded by men not one American Soldier boy shall guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Le
52 tf
JOHN BERNET
land
Philbrook
ROCKI^ND BODY AND FENDER .SHOP
mother, Virginia Pease daughter; York after an illness of sevegalj and women of viMon who know we I leave the shores of the U S A. for
FRANCIS D ORNE
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
655 Main St
55*57
RAYMOND C PERRY
47 No Main St
TRI. 693. Rockland
Ada F. Vinal great grandmother, weeks. She was a resident of this ran not jjft ourselves by our own ! war in the Old World until a ma-1 Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
NEW
and
old
second
hand
kegs
tn
/
WII,LIAM
J
SULLIVAN
56-53
the Old World until a ma- Jolln Marshall and Mrs. Augusta
Harold Vinal grandfather, Helen
dlflerent sizes for sale; they are good
/ MARCELLUS M CONDON
Moon
were
William
Bridges,
Miss
TWO cottages for sale or to let. P
Jority of the citizens and voters of
for flsh. pork, salted dandelion greens,
Creamer mother, Thomas Creamer tow-n for about six ^tLand was' bootstraps.”
C. MAYNARD HAVENER
W SKAY. Crawford Lake Farm Union
a former manager of Haskell &
'
Virginia Bridges, and Joseph Clark
. _
„
Aldermen sauer kravxr. cucumber pickles and beef
eonHattie Vinal
56*53
Corthell's Woman’s Shop. She is
3. Our National debt at the end our land so decree,
They may he used to mix paint In and
A True Copy.
all of Attleboro. Mass. Miss Vir
for flsh buoys; also have 1-eal glass
Attest:
TWO-room
furnished
apartment
survived by her daughter. Miss of President Coolidge's adminkstra”10. Our Nation is suffering from ginia Bridges remained this week
Jars
for
the
same
purpose
EDWIN
A
with be h to let. lights, heat B5 we»k.
E R KEENE.
I Katherine McKinnon, a teacher at tion was about $16,000,000,000 and the most serious economic ills it with Mr. and Airs. Marshall.
55-57 | FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St. Tel. 330
City Clerk DEAN. Tel 671-J. Rockland
Several members of St. George
55 tf
Columbia
University.
Rev.
H.
I.
56Th
-59
ICE
cream
cabinet.
Frlgtdalre-10
hole
now, after about eight years of ex has ever encountered.
IEw BEAUTY FOR YOUR HAII Holt officiated.
Lodge F.A.M. visited King Solo
model. lor sale Oood condition, price
EIGHT-room house to let on Ocean
perimentation
with
New
Deal
Want
stalks
up.
down
and
over
right
Alao
electric
toaster
for
lunch

Ave. Ingraham Hill: hot water heat,
mon's Lodge in Waldoboro Friday
“Grapes of Wrath' 1s plavlng for
YIIH THIS FULLER BRISTLFCOME
room use Call at 47 Park St or TEL bath, lights. MRS. ORRIN SMITH
the last time today at the Comiqtie theories, most of them exploded and our country in the midst of plenty. at which the Master Mason degree
368-M, City
_________
55*57 Tel 396 M
55*57-tf
I Theatre.
Friday and Saturday broken promises; we find ourselves
Idle workers, idle factories and
SADDLE horae and equipment for
APARTMENT to let. furnished and
aale a' Hlllcreat Riding Academy. Rock heated »' 14 MASONIC ST
there will be a double feature pro staggering under a National debt of idle money are ashamed and un this piece of Legislation carefully,
55*56
land. TEL 176 W
54-58
gram including Richard Dix and
APARTMENT to let at 10 School f*t.
it plays no favorites .and ffieets all
over
$40,000,000,000
that
is
increas

willing
witnesses,
who
for
years
NEW
milch
Guernsey
cow
for
sale.
TEL
505
or
371-12
53*60
Chester Morris in “Marines Fly
4 years old; also 20 cords of row dress
FOUR-room partly furnished ana' 1 High”, and "Heart of the North” ing at the rate of $300,000,000 per have been reminding us of our in conditions with it's provisions, and
ing E E KEIZER, 400 Upper Pleasant
solves the problems of old-age se
St., City
54*57 ment to let. bath, garage, garden apace.
in Technicolor with Dick Foran month, and well we might ask. what humanity to man.
Apply 19 OREBN ST , 1 homaston »5*b7
and Gale Page. Starting Sunday have we to show for it by the way
COW
for
sale,
new
milch
Jerseycurity.
Social Security seems to have
THREE-room apt. comfortably fur
SILVER slave bracelet loet. valued Guernsey three years old. laree pro“Pinocchio” will play through Mon of assets?”
I believe it will open up the high for sentiment only Return to RUTH 1 ducer. with heavy cream; Juat the nished
fallen far short of taking care of
__ , with toilet. -Inquire 12 Knox St
----41-tf
day.
thing for a family cow
ROSE HILL ( ll!u' -------‘56-W
54*56***'*
ways and byways to normal indus WARD. Tel. 770.
"4. Old fashioned economies in the situation in the Nation.
FARM, Owls Head. Tel 292-R
53-58 | furnished apartment to let at 17
Uied ond
NOTICE—la hereby given of the loss
Old Age Assistance, one of the trial conditions, thereby taking care of deposit book numbered 35271 and
Daniels Jewellers. Rockland, have Government have been lost in the
BOSTON terrier for sale. 8 mos. old Warren 8t Apply to 11 JAMES ST
recommended
the owner of said book asks for dupli Pretty female. MRS ROSE HUPPER ___________________________ ______ 50 tl
by hairdress
everything nice for Mother's Day. shuffle of present day Economics. finest provisions ever made for the of labor.
54*57
cate In accordance with the provision Tel. 4-3. Tenants Harbor
HARDWARE store lor sale or to let.
ing experts
Many pieces of jewellery with One of thc present day questions of aged in Maine, takes care of about
Our Agriculturists once more can of the State Law ROCKLAND SAV
HARNESSES for sale, a set of heavy with flxtures. shelves, etc F M TIB
INGS BANK, by Edward J. Hellter, double harnesses ln flne condition: » BETTS. 18 Washington St Camden
matching bracelets and clips $1 to
many of our people is, are we to one-halt of the deserving old people. dispose of their products
Treas.. Rockland, Me . May 2 1040
Brings new life and beouty to the halt
single heavy work harness In good _____________________________________ 46-Cf
$5. Gift wrapped free.—adv.
53-Th-59 condition; both very cheap
About 6,000,000 graduates from
Rose)
remain in the spirit of our fore
When local administrators take
KITt HENETTE
apartment
to
let.
and does not disturb the wave.
HILL FARM. Owls Head. Tel 292 R
$3 50 week
V F STUDLEY. 77 Park
Sold only by the Fuller Brush Dealer
fathers, a land of magnificent charge in some Commonwealths, preparatory schools and colleges,
53
58
St
,
TEL
330
or
1154.
55
tf
TENANT’S HARBOR
ash lor a demonstration today.
promise, or merely a land burdened some deserving petitioners arc ig who are now out of work, or work
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. $10;
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. Te!
«
A line of gorgeous new hand b?gs.
Junks. $10; dry soft wood, slabs kin 629-M. ELLA COLLINS, 25 North Main
ing in some instances for mere sus
nored. while others are favored.
< dling; dry pine boards under cover. T St.
F. L. CLARK. Local Dealer
55-tl
$1. at Daniels Jewellers, Rockland. with promises?”
J CARROLL. East Warren. Tel. Rock
tenance,
once
more
will
take
heart,
“
5.
The
Agriculturists
of
our
Our
present
National
economic
♦
Roman striped darlings, others of
FOUR-room apartment to let. al)
Phone 431-W
land
263-21.
53-tf
•
modern Apply at Oamden and Rock
floral
prints.
appropriate
for State and Nation have suffered in dilemma demands the enactment of and gain a new lease on life.
93 Limerock St.,
Rockland, Me.
BIRD houses for sale. 100 to pick land Water Co . TEI. 634__________ 53-tf
AFTER this date I will pay only
Mothers
Day
gifts.
Gift
wrapped
I
am
an
advocate
and
supporter
from;
low
prices
while
thev
last
the
last
few
years
almost
beyond
the
'General
Welfare
Act"
now
those
bills
contracted
by
myseir
JOHN
51-53&56
FURNISHED rooms to let, desir
free.—adv.
56*53 RAYES WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 Pres able location. MRS A. C. JONES. 5
description.
pending in The Congress, that pro of the “General Welfare Act" and H BREEN. JR . Rockland
cott St.. City
51*56
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 576
126-0
AFTER
this
date
I
will
be
responsible
Seen and unseen faxes have been vides for National recovery by rais will vote for it in Congress as soon for only those bills which I contract COOK stoves for sale. $10 and up:
all kinds of heaters C. E OROTTON
personally.
FRANK
SIDELINOER
May
mounting higher and higher and in ing revenue and retiring citizens as 1 have the opportunity,
51 tf
7. 1940
55*57 138 Camden St , Tel. 1091-W
many instances have amounted to past 60 years of age from gainful j Citizens and voters of the SecFOUR acres of shore property for
PERMANENT waves for white hair by
with chalet. 20 ft by 20 ft.. Nice
confiscation.
employment and provide for (he !ond District, If my platform above remote control. $5 to $7. Other per sale
Well wooded
At Ballard
manents. $i up AL'S HAIRDRESSING fire place.
Park
Apply C M BLAKE. Wallpaper
Lien claims in our own State have general welfare of all the people of j meets with your approval, and my SALON. 286 Main street, Tel 826. Cltv,
store,
662
Main
St.
47-tf
lNEW YORK been
55 65
working havoc, many farmers thc United States, and for othef; statements expressed in this dec
AT West Rockport, six room house,
MEN! WOMEN! WANT VIM' Take raw
One-Way $6.50 Kound-Trip Sil.iO feel like calling them. 'iLion'’ Claims purposes, such as the retirement of, laration are in your judgment in oyster concentrates, stimulants and barn, cellar, spring well and 4 acres
OTHER REDUCED EARF-S
V F STUDLEY 283
tonics In OSTREX tablets to pep land; price $650
Registered number 17645
for they are devouring them alivei thc National debt, and do all this [he best interests of the greatest other
47-tf
To Boston ............... $3.40 ,
up body
Often needed after 40- by Main St.. Rockland. Tel 1154
I number, it will be a very great plea- bodies lacking Iron, calcium, phos
All these sturdy people represent on a pay as you go basis.
will stand for service of
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale.
To New York ........ 6.50
phorus. Iodine. Vitamin Bi. Oet 35c
ST
ing the back bone of our Nation ask
In the 76th Congress, this bill is'sure tn receive your support in the size today. Call, write C. H MOOR & 10 Jederson St. Inquire 12 KNOX49-tf
Round Trip
11.10
stud at Rose Hill Farm,
To Philadelphia .. 7.40
for. is an even break with other known as H. R R264 and was in- Primaries June 17th and I pledge CO., and all other good drug stores
BRECKS tested seeds for sale. H H
Owls Head, Maine. For
53*(5 CRIE CO . 238 Main St.. Rockland 45-tf
To Utica, N. Y......... 7.60
vocations.”
troduced in the House of Repre-, io carry on the loyal service of
LAWNMOWERS
sharpened
and
re

To Washington D.C. 9.15
D.
8c
H.
hard
coal.
egg.
stove,
nut
information and appoint
“6. Many industrial plants are sentatives Feb. 1, 1940 by Hon. Maine's most mourned public ser paired. called for and delivered. Tel. $14.50 per ton. del. Household, soft coal
To Wilmington Del. 10.30
205, H. H CRIE CO . 328 Main St. 53-tf
ment call Rockland 292-R
$8
per
ton.
del
Nut
size
New
River
soft
shut down, others working part Joseph R. Hendricks of [Florida, vant, the Hon. Clyde H. Smith.”
To Norfolk, Va. .. 1130
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service foi not screened ,$9 ton del.; screened. $10
To Chicago ............. 1735
time.
Dated at Belfast, Me., May 1st. dependable hauling waste and ashes ton del. Ask for swap for cash
copies of which were sent to me by
Horses are coming back.
Testa
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN Tel 1399. 14-tf tickets. M. B. 8c C. O. PERRY, SIB Malt
have shown that horse power on
Laborers are idle.
Hon. Clyde H. Smith and bear his A. D. 1940.
SHELDON DRUG STORE
WASTE and ashes removed reaeon- St , Tel 487._______________________ 53-tf
the farm ls one-third cheaper than
Telephone 646-W
Sincerely yours with best wishes,
Isn’t it possible for more of us endorsement.
able rates, dependable service. STAN
HARD wood per foot, fitted. 81.25
tractors.
444 Main St., Rockland
HALL. Tel. 311 or call at Hall’s service Sawed. $1.15. long. $1.05. M. B. 8c C. O.
63-69
’ fto understand and believe that it
It has been my pleasure to study
91. C. Buzzell
station. Main and Winter Sts
53-tf PERRY, Tel 487
53-tf

MisSimplicity

Outstanding Sale

$3.98

FOR SALE

*

WANTED

I

Ill Everybody’s Column

(LOST AND FOUND;

. MISCELLANEOUS

ons Cost Less

Belgian'Stallion
Bell Boy

;
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ROCKPORT
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LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
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The Ripogenus

Correspondent
ft
Tel. 2228
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OUR
GRANGE CORNER

FIRST NATIONALS

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Mrs. Carrie Oray who spent the
winter in Augusta is now at her
home on Russell avenue
Mrs. Lina Joyce ana Mrs. Viola
Spear were hostesses Monday night
to the Trytohelp Club at thc home
of the former
Plans for the
Mother-Daughter banquet \>ere
completed. IMrs. Ali-.e Marten,
whose birthday fell on that date
was happily surprised when, as the
group sang "Happy Birthday" Mrs.
Joyce entered the room bearing a
huge Maybasket filled with presents
from the members, and asked her
to open them. She also received
two beautifully decorated bitthday
cakts. the handiwork of the he'
tesses.
Next week the annual
mother-daughter banquet will be
held at the Baptist vestry with a
program following.
Miss Orace Church of Arlirgton
Va.. has arrived lo occupy, her re
cently bought t;jAe on Sea street
formerly the He elk- Dunbar house
Mrs. Byron Rider is visiting her
daughter and son Jn '.aw Mr and
Mrs. Ira Wotton in Rock’.anJ.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Newton, who
have been employed as caretakers
nt the Rob-.t Kocl.y property at
Bear Hill, are now eufp'.oycd at th'
home of Mrs. Ju'U Corson. Union
street, and ute dfccjpying the small
house on "ie prou cy.
Capt. Husc Richards was tend
ered a surprise party at his home on
Mechanic street in honor of his re
cent birthday anniversary. Thase
present were: Mr, and Mrs. Fred
erick Richards, sons Carroll and
Oerald Mrs Herbert- Berry. Mi s
Charlotte Berry. Ralph Berry, Mr.
ond Mrs Raymond Henderson. Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Richards and
son Robert. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Berry. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rivard
and son Leo of Camden. iMr. and
Mrs. Roland Richards, daughters
Carolyn and Doris and Capt. and
Mrs Richards. The refreshments
featured an attractively decorated
birthday cak" Cap’ Richards re
ceived many nice gifts.
Mrs Darrell Pojr.rt ar.d sen Da
vid. after having spent thc winter
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ouy
Annis have returned to Millinocket
to join Mr. Pound who has em
ployment there.
Miss Carolyn Richards, daughter
of Mr and (Mrs. Roland Richards,
entertained a few of her friends
Wednesday afternoon in honor of
her 7th birthday. In the group
were Arlene Daucett. Walter Ler
mond. William Lermond, Nancy
Cunningham , Hope Cunningham.
Verne Smith, Marvin Welt, Helen
Young. Barbara Morong, Evangeline
Carle, Edward Auspland. Elinor
Auspland and Doris Ruth Richards.
Refreshments followed the playing
of games. Carolvn was the happy
recipient of many nice presents.
Rev and Mrs. Frank Luce of

Only the fied

I **

Uow many of you readers were in that crowd watching the launching of the freight steamship Kipo
genus from the Cobb. Butler A Co. yard al the Southend? This craft was built for Garrett Schenck of the
Great Northern Paper Company, and was designed by John J. Wardwell whose handiwork was seen in many
craft sailing out cf Rockland. The Kipogrnus, laden with coal, was sunk in a rollisiou. sailing out of Norfolk.

Owls Head Grange meets Mon
day night.
... *
Limerock Valley Pomona will
present as program Saturday at
Owl's Head: Opening song, “Love's
Old Sweet Song;" greeting, worthy
master Host Grange; response. My
ron Young; roll call, "Famous
Mothers,” host Grange; conserva
tion pictures, Lyle Davis; short me
morial service, roll call of deceased
members during the last year;
Twenty-Third Psalm, followed by
Lord's Prayer, led by chaplain; solo,
"Nearer My God To Thee," Con
stance MacPhail; piano solo, Fran
cis Dyer.
• • « •
Knox Pomona Grange met with
Hope Grange May 4 with a large
delegation .present in spite of the
rainy day. The usual bountiful
dinner was served at noon to 125
patrons, and an interesting pro
gram was presented which consist
ed of musical selections and dlscussitiens.
Bradford C. Redonnet.
County Attorney of Lincoln County i
was the speaker during the after
noon session and gave an interest
ing talk. Hope Grange met Mon
day and conferred the first and sec
ond degrees. Ice cream and cake
were served. This Grange will hold
a public old-fashicned dance on
May 23. Mrs. Ralph Wentworth
and Mrs. John Wilson Jr. are in
charge of the arrangements.

Boston have arrived to occupy their Monday from Waltham, Ma«s . THE MAINE COAST”
summer home near Oakland Park, where she has been visiting hei
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Farnham j sister. Mrs. John P. Donlan the past
Colorful and Alluring Booklet
were in Belfast Wednesday to at- two weeks.
Issued by Maine Development
NORTH HAVEN
tend funeral services for her grandThc High School Glee Club will | Commission
(
•Mrs. Foster B. Snow was a visi
go
to
Waterville
Saturday
to
par

father, James Clement.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light ticipate in the program of thc East- i A colorful new booklet, "The tor Wednesday in Rockland.
Chapter O.E S. was held Tuesday ern and Western Maine Schools Maine Coast” was added to the list
Truth without zeal never won a
night at Masonic Hall At the close , Music Festival. They will make
of the business session a program the trip in Crockett’s bus.
of publications issued by the Maine victory.—Bulwer Lytton
under the direction of Maurice; The High Sdhool Tatler Beard Development Commission for disMiller and Harold Oraffam was en- 1 regrets thatin the recent Issue of' trlbution to prospective visitors It
joyed with these numbers; reading, the "Tatler" an error was made in , is the first booklet ever published
Maurice Miller; vocal duets, Mrs | the advertisement of E. A Davis ; by the Commission devoted entireAmy Miller and Roland Richards; j of Catr.den. Hc was listed as an ly to ihe recreational advantages
reading. Mrs. Orra Burns; vocal ■ Osteopath when in reality Mr. Da-'of the State's 2.465 mile stretch of
duet Misses Marion and Helena vis is an Optometrist.
coastline.
Upham. Adjournment was then
Miss Marion Upham entertained
Although the major part of the
made to the banquet hall for re- Wednesday night at a miscellaneous space In the new publication is defreshments and social hour. At thc shower honoring Miss Ruth Miller. | voted to yachting and fishing, it
next meeting a picnic supper will, whose engagement to Harold Graf- ; also contains much of interest to
be served at 6 oclock Mrs Marion fam was announced recently Fortv ; everyone who contemplates visitIngraham and Mrs. Elsie Hawkins relatives and friends were bidden I lng 'the regton Like all of the
will have charge of the supper and including the officers of Harbor commission s booklets. The Maine
Mrs Marion Richards and Mrs Light Chapter O.ES who served coast" is illustrated with many fine
Nina Carroli will arrange the pro-, under Miss'Miller when she held the piCtures of tj,e coasl ana the varigram. There will also be rehearsal’Cffice of Woithy Matron
A | ous recreatjcnal advantages that
ot the werk The Star is now busy j cclor scheme of pink and yellow
available
with preparations for the R. H S was carried out in the rooms and '
Darticuiar interest to vachtsAlumni banquet June 10 for which j table appointments and a huge
P
.. h
„ f ,
they are to be caterers.
may basket decorated In those col°’ £
Rev and Mrs C Vaughn Over- ors contained the numerous gifts better known *‘fbI; *
man attended Tuesday the meeting . showered upon the bride-to-be. ^°“st fo8e,her
tb
hl „npi
of the South Kennebec Association Games were enjoyed anti refresh- information concerning each in Gardiner, at which Mrs. Over- ments of sandwiches, cake and A, •“J’*' .m*P ln '*1e “ack of
man gave a talk on the Children's 1 punch were served
, of f_he booklet will also come in
World Crusade movement. That
------------------ ,
»andy for reference purposes
night they attended an oldtfash*
Sunday. May 12. is Mothers Day.
Salt water fishing has enjoyed
lened revival service in Lewiston. Remind her of it with a charming tremendous boc:n in Maine during
president of Providence Bib'.ee In- gift from Daniels Jewellers. Rc.:k- thc last fcw vears- The new book
presiaed ever by Howard Ferrin, land—a nice piece of silver or brick- 'et te"s when, where and how to
a-brac she has always wanted. Gilt frsh f°r anything from the bumble
stitute.
I
Mrs. Cileries Carver returned wrapped free.—adv.
to the ipectacular tuna.

TRADE NOW

on a

1940 PLYMOUTH-

and get a better
OEAlAll-AKOUNO

A POPULAR FRESH ROASTED COFFEE AT A POPULAR PRICE

ARESM7MWG-/

2

RICHMOND

27‘

AN OLD NEW ENGLAND FAVORITE FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS

2

JOHN ALDEN
X

DRIP or REGULAR GRIND

BUY EXTRA POUNDS and MAKE BIG SAVINGS

33‘

SEVERAL HIGH GRADE COFFEES BLENDED TO PERFECTION

KYBO °utit*kb,hc

2 bags

r’

• ••

— -

35c

UNUSUAL STRENGTH .nd FLAVOR

COPLEY vacuum ’,acki,> 2
.

,-

t ns

45c

■ »-

PRICES AT ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT AND CAMDEN STORES ONLY

PURE BROOKSIDE CLOVERDALE
BOITER
OLEO
LARD
3 u,s 25c
1 LR
ROLLS

I LB.

PKGS

28 OZ
BOTS
*( ONT ,
ONLY

•MILLBROOK

BEVERAGES
SUGAR “ $5.20
FLOUR H75c

ASST. FLAVORS 1

WP
Ebxw

GOLDEN ROSE

ORANGE

OR HOMELAND

PEKOE

EVAP MILK
SMOKED—I TO 6 LB. AVE.

SHOULDERS

I

01.1) HOMESTEAD |
PASTRY
24 H LB. BAG

LGE
TINS

EVANGELINE

SLICED—NO RIND

BACON

I.B,

PURE ▼
MIRABEL

Thank You

j.
:
y
!
i
h
’;,i
H.

for Mother!

JOY /

SAVING A

MAKE

N,w England
Homemakers
for yourgenerous acceptance of our
new.be tter quality
shortening

LR.

PRESERVES

PURE SUN-RIPENED FRUIT AND SUGAR
RASPBERRY - STRAWBERRY
BLACKBERRY - PINEAPPLE
APRICOT - CHERRY - GRAPE

1 1
J>

RASPBERRY or STRAWBERRY

MARVO

<

LUI 11

FINAST FANCY
GOLDEN BANTAM

JAR

29c

Jo or
TINS

WHOLE
BEANS
Beam FINASTSTRING
Dill Pickles
BROTH
Elmwood CMtCMIM
DOT
PURE EXTRACT I or BOT
Vanilla DAINTY
Raleigh CIGARETTES , PKGSJ
it ..
TINS
S
m
..
m
320<
Juice
19 or
TINS

p

HAMILTON BEACH

13 oi
TINS

3 LB
TIN

Food Mixer
A gift that will be enjoyed by all

the family. Does every mixing task
easily, quickly, thoroughly. Only

PtAIN OW CORK IIP

*»•>.■„ compieie with juwer.

GRAPFRUIT

House-Sherman, Inc.

46 or
TINS

TH,

TEL. 721
M2 .MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
54-56

Palmolive So^p
BAR 6c'
Octagon Soap
6 RARS 15c
Kick FORMERLY RED SURER SUDS 3pK0S 25c
Super Sudi(?b«^?6so>3P^s6Oc

DON’T MISS THIS BARGAIN!

BUY 1 PKGS AT REGULAR PRICE - GET . MORE FOR i<

SPRING RIUSE CLEANING

FRESH BAKED DELICIOUS

SPONGE CAKE
PKG Me

TWO ROUND LAYERS
7 INCH DIAMETER
CELLOPHANE WRAPPFD

FECIAL

DELIGHTS

Pioducti.

2 AJi 29<

DELICIOUS CHOCOLATE COOKIES

fir ANMMVAot

FINAST BRAND - ABSOLUTELY PURE

>p ham#I-|Xomly

RHOMI TOBAY

"

«_ «.

5^19
6 02

F. L. CLARK, txx-al Dealer
Phone 431-W
S3 Limerock St., Rorkland, Me.
S1-53&56

JAR

\.
VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND

STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLAND. ME.
Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Rant, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
A. M.

5.36 Lv. Swan's Island,
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven,

8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
9.30 Ar. Rockland,

P. M.
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3,30
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1.30
117-tf

T TAKES but one look at this beautiful car—and one
short drive—to realize why thousands everywhere
are switching to the brilliant 1940 Plymouth!
As you sit back and let Plymouth’s great power purr
away the miles—as you sense the car’s complete ease
of control, the smooth mastery of double-action hy
draulic brakes—you realize,“This is the car for me!”
And your judgment is borne out by the Quality Chart
at your Plymouth dealer’s. See it today . . . and take
Plymouth’s Luxury Ride. Get the most for your money!
Plymouth Division of Chrysler Corporation.

PT

JAR

3 rolls 25c

Scot-Towels
Waldorf Tissue A

roll

10c

ROLLS

17c

fM/r^vtGmBus i

•'

In Size, Riding Comfort, and Fine Engineering,
Plymouth is most like the High-Priced Cars!

I

MAYONNAISE
!
35c |
12c
21«

Scot-Tissue

CALIFORNIA
PLYMOUTH ROADKING

LARGE SIZE

ORANGES

VERY

JUICY

The Coupe

699 645
DELIVERED IN DETROIT, MICH.,

includinUall ntandard equipment.
Price® include all federal taxes.
Transportation and state, local
faxes, if any, not included. See
your nearby Plymouth dealer.

EASY TO BUY!
TUNE IN MAJOR BOWES, C.B.S., THURSDAYS, 9 TO 10P.M., E.D.S.T.
SEETHE NEW LOW-PRICED PLYMOUTH COMMERCIAL CARS I

PLYMOUTH BUILDS GREAT CARS

FRESH. CRISP

MELO-RIPE

BANANAS
W INESAP

4 lbs

SPINACH

3 lbs 15c

CRISP, ICEBERG

4 lbs 23c LETTUCE 2 hds19c
APPLES
I AROE CALIFORNIA
2 for 17c
doz 25c CUKES
LEMONS
RHUBARB 2 lbs 17c CARROTS 2 bchs 11c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
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THOMASTON
zs z\ z\ zs
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have the
latest patterns!
We

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS

Correspondent
A A A A
Z\ A A A

Tel. 190

Mrs. Dawson Brewer is spending
ithe week at Stockton Springs with
iher father.
J Parent-Teacher Association meets
tonight. This ls the last meeting
of the season and the new officers
will be in charge.
Miss Genevieve Bradlee. with
guest. Jack Dorsey, Miss Marian
Felt and auest Robert Briggs and
Herbert Libbey of Boston, spent

NAIRN
TREADLITE
INLAID LINOLEUM
See this entirely new and
improved inlaid linoleum
with the sensational
long-wear features shown
in the cross-section dia
gram above.

the weekend at their respective the home of' the’apron 'chairman.
homes here.
Mrs Olive Brazier. Wednesday aftMrs Walter Bowe and Mrs. Carrie ernoen. Anyone having material to
Northrup of Arlington. Mass., came donate for aprtns may -end it to
Monday to spend a few days at the Mrs. Brazier.
Bowe home here.
Tlie Tri-County O-teopathic As
Virgil Hoffses of South Portland sociation wlU meet Monday night
spent the weekend in town.
business meeting, and the speaker
The Baptist Mission Circle met at Webber's Inn Dr. Everett Gross,
Tuesday afternoon at the home of of Jefferson will preside during the
Mis Helen Hahn for a work meeting is to be Dr. Judscn Lord of Warren.
Those present were Mrs. Vera Rob
The Baptist Choral Society, num
inson. Minnie Wilson. Mrs. Minnie bering 24 singers, on Tuesday
New'oert. Mrs. Susie Newbert. Mrs. night, with Mrs. Blanche Lermond
Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Dorn Kalloch. at the piano, rehearsed the chorals
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery. Mrs. Leti to be sung in Oardiner. May 24.
tia Starrett. Mrs. Evelyn Perron.' when the State-wide Chorus will b.
Mrs. Grace Andrews. Mrs. Doris a feature of the State Convention
Simmons. Mrs. Eunice Tillson. Mrs. of Music Clubs
Saturday the
Hazel Young and daughter. Mildred Choral Soc.et.v will go to Gafdiner
and Rev. Mr. Perron. Refreshments for a preliminary' rehearsal with
were served by the hostess assisted the conductor. Dr John Warren
by Mrs. Simmons.
Erb cf New York.
A rooked food sale will be held in
St. John's parish hall Friday at 3. Etta M. Richards
o'clock.
Funeral services will be conducted
Mis Grace Bukrr has been this afternoon at 1 o'clock at the
spending a few days with her niece. home of Charles E. Shorey, Hyler
Mrs. Luther Clark, enroute to her street, for Mrs. Etta Richards, who
heme in Farmington Falls, after died Tuesday morning after a brief
passing the winter In Boston.
Hines’.
At the conclusion of the Parc ntMrs Richards was Lhe widow of
Teacher Associaticn meeting moving 1 Elori.lge B Richards and was born
pictures of interest will be shown | ln Waterville. May 2. 1868 daugh
Mrs Thora Sfoss. Mrs Lillie O ter of Henry and Elmira (Gray)
Laskey and Benjamin Moss . of Ev Bailey. She was a member of the
erett. Mass., ar.d Mrs. Lars Heggeni,1
cf East Bcsion. were guests Tuesday Penney Memorial Baptist Church of
and Wedneday of Dr and Mrs E Augusta, having spent practically
ril lur life in that city until 15
R Moss
Mis Winfield Davis Ls reluming , years ago. when, at the death of her
to her home ln Waldobcro today hu.-band she came to this town
after spending the past several, where she had since made her home
months with 'her daughter, Mrs. I
Vernon Achorn. and family.
The work of apron making for the
Lesion Fair ln July has begun, aevO 1 a PH 1C S
I eral Auxiliary members meeting at

Friday and Saturday

BARRY
A Foromouel Picture with

Albert Delker, Jonice logon,
Thomas Coley, Chorlet Holton,
Victor Kilian, Frank Yoconelli

RAIDERS

Added

MAKCII OF TIME”
(American Vouth, 19401

IONA ANORftEROt
MASON TOM LONDON

SPECIAL

NOW PLAYING
I I \ll. < '.'II I HI I
with

INTRODUCTORY OFTERI

1.29

SQUARI YARD

Crockett’s “Crowd”

Nazarene Church Notes

Mrs Dorothy Howard and Bertha
Attended Ben Franklin
Moodv. delegates to the District As
sembly in Malden. Mass., and Mr
Group Meeting At
and Mrs. Herbert Mank who also I
Augusta House
attended, gave reports Sunday;
morning. Special music was sung ■
Elmer B. Crockett
headed
bv Mr. and Mrs. Mank. The Bible
.
. . _ a.,llve. .
School lesson study was on Isaiah. P? delegation from hrs Rocklahd
i
store
in
attending
the
annual
meetThis was Missionary Sunday and a
letter was read from Mrs. Mary An- n« for M,a'ne, ° 'dr BfnJ^aniklin
derson. once Pastor of the Union I Leaf'ue <* •Rp(ail S(to,res' ™s ** a
Church and now a Missionary in nf" °n *'lde association of retail
lndla
variety store merchants.
The session was held at the Au
Mrs. Howard was the leader for
the N YP.S, the lesson topic on gusta House with over 200 in atten
“Customs and Costumes of Japan.”,.dance featuring
,
.several widely.
Missionary letters and pictures were
read and posted. The pastor's mes- tab *' follo’ed % « eral ™ls °f
....
dealing with the
saze for the evening «...
was „„
on the motion
__ , pictures
w„..
subjec t "No Man Cared For Mv different phases of the variety bus1 ness —salesmanship, merchandising.
Soul.
These officers have been elected etf 11 ‘,st ,hrou«h tbls hu«er bu
in the N Y PS Evelyn Danforth, organization and such meetings that
president; Helen Cramer, vice presi- !,e independents can compete with
dent; Bertha Moodv, secretary;
8^1 syndicates
With Mr. Crockett ot Augusta
Dorothy Howard, corresponding sec
retary; Robert Cunningham, trea were George Gay, Ashley Leach.
Helen Stetson. Ruth Wheeler, Dolly
surer.
Elizabeth Thurston.
The 33d annual district assembly Williamson.
closed Sunday, with a great day. Viola Anderson. Elizabeth Mitchell
The crowds were so large that all Mildred Moody, Phyllis Crockett.
could not be accommodated. Over Jessie Snowman. Hattie Tillson.
1500 people were present at the aft Elizabeth Mae Daggett, Harriet
ernoon service a great missionary Johnson and Harriet Grover.
rally. General Superintendent. Dr.
J B Chapman delivered the mis- lights which were displayed on the
isionary address. Mrs Constance drawings. This assembly was the
Templeton, converted Mexican slng- largest and one of the greatest the
er, sang “The Holy City.” The East church has known.
ern Nazarene College Male Chorus Services Sunday will be in ob
ol 16 voices, gave two selections ol servance of Mother's Day.
As a
: special music. The Gandy Family special gift from the Sunday School,
from the Pacific Coast was also a each attending morning worship at
special feature. The family con 10 o'clock will receive a carnation to
sisted ol Mr. and Mrs Oandy and be worn In honor of mother.
' iwo daughters
They all played I Mother's Day sermon by the pastor
guitars ar.d sang and Mr. Gandy and special music will be arranged
gave drawings, two of the Yosemite Bible School meets at 11.45; the
I
J
IHEATRL
T , •
IC.j'ndrn
Tel ^519
Falls. Calif., and Pohonah and the N Y PS. meeting 6 o'clock will be In
Yosemite Valley Church. Added at- honor of Mothers Day. Evening
' tractions were the rainbow colored service at 7.
I RIDAV-SATl KDAV
— ■ — —
Prayer meeting tonight will be
RICHARD HIX
at 7.30. The new church board will
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Charles
E.
CHESTER MORRIS
meet directly at the close of this
'Shorey.
“MARINES FLY HIGH’’
Besides her sister, she Is survived service.
by a foster daughter. Mrs. William
Plus
A line of gorgeous new hand bags.
Allen, of Readlield. two grandchild
By Popular Demand
ren a ir'ece. Miss Icna Shorey of $1. at Daniels Jewellers, Rockland
Roman striped darlings, others of
Portland, and several cousins.
“Heart Of The North”
floral
prints,
appropriate
for
Rev.
Donald
F.
Perron
of
the
In Technicolor
Mothers Day gifts. Gift wrapped
OK K KORAN
G ALE PAGE ■ Thomasua Baptist Church will free.—adv.
officiate at the funeral service, anti
SATURDAY
burial will be ln the Hallowell t-emeTwo Serials. Plu- Cash Night
’irv where a committal service will. CUSHING
be conducted by Rev William R ' Miss Mvrtle Andersen of Port
MARTS SUNDAY
Wood D D of the Penney Memo- civde is visiting Mr and Mrs. Alual Church of Augusta
| bert Stone She was a caller MonPINOCCHIO”
-----------------day on Mrs. S E. Hyler.
Continuous Sunday 3 to II P. M
Sunday. May 12. ls Mothers Day : Mrs. Dorothy Stone has employRemind her of it with a charming ment in Thomaston
LAST TIMES TODAY
gift from Daniels Jewellers. RockMrs Eva M Strout who was In
land—a nice piece of silver or brick- Medfield. Mass., since October, is
“Grapes Of Wrath”
a-brac she has always wanted. Gift making her home with Mr. and
wrapped free.—adv.
; Mrs Adelbert Clark in Rockland.

C
OMIQUt

You've never seen any
thing like it (or imoolbutn
... so easy to clean! You'll
be delighted with the rich
ness and depth ol its colors
... in all-over Marbles
Jaspes, Colonial Planks,
Smart Insets, and Modern
Tile effects.

Prices as $
low at

UNION

Every-Olliet-Duy

e

ANN SHERIDAN
lit FBI

y

TODAY

Weaver Brothers and Llviry

I ' NN

in
“IN OLD MISSOURI"
Plus TALLY-HO, $25.00
Children's Matinee Today

NOT LAID

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Phone

ROCKLAND. MAINE

m

Shows: Mat
tvs. «ts and At'
< iintlnuoii. Saturday 2.15 to 10 45
Sunday Mat J— llayllsht Time

It’s Masonic Week

Ruth Mayhew Tent

The meeting of Ruth Mayhew I James E Stevens of Rockland
Tent D.U.V. was made Interesting i was pitted grand high priest at
Monday night by the informal talk;
.
given by Mrs. Mary B Cooper, re- Ithe annual meeting of the Grand
turning from her sojourn with her ; Royal Arch Chapter of Maine, A.
daughter at Fort Hamilton and p. a. M.. in Portland Tuesday night.
Governor's Island, the past winter., char,es E
f B
wag
A verbal report was also given by | , . . .
.
...
. .
members who attended the inspec- e'ccett deputy grand high pries.,
tion meeting of Emma White Bark-! Luther A. Barlow of Boothbay
er Tent In Belfast. Mrs. Priscilla I Harbor, grand king and Harry L.
Smith rfad "A tribute to Mother. '
A lively Scotch auction was held Hunton of Oakland, grand scribe,
with Eliza Plummer as auctioneer, Convers E. I^ach and Arthur J.
with bidding fast and interesting. Floyd, both of Portland, were reMrs. Lina Carroll, was kept busy elected grand treasurer and grand/
secretary, resDectivelv.
respectively.
collecting the bids.
secretary.
Z
• • • »
The business of the evening tnHarold II. Murchle of Calais will
eluded memoiial services for thc
late Helena Fales. a charter mem head their Grand Lodge next year.
ber, with resolutions read by Mrs. Murchie. a former State Senate
Stella McRae Delegates for the president is now president of the
Department Convention to be held State Bar Association.
in Waterville, June 17-18 were
Tlie Grand Lodge also elected
elected as follows; Mrs Inez Pack these officers: Deputy Grand Mas
ard. Jennie Pietroski. Ada Payson; ter. Benjamin L. Hadley, Bar Haralternates. Alta Dimick Josephine | bor; Grand Senior Warden, Frank
Ixithrop. Blanche Shadle. Tellers \v. Fuller, Pittsfield; Grand Junior
were Mary Cooper, Maude Cables Warden. Carroll W Keene. Clinton;
and Stella McRae
; Qrand Treasurer, Herbert N. MaxPlans were made for a rummage! flPid. Portland; Grand Secretary,
sale, beano and supper, with Maude! corners E Leach. Portland. Tire
Cables, Priscilla Smith and Inez, latter two were re-elected.
Packard ln charge. In the order
Giddings
reported a Maine
named. Watch for the advertise-, Masonic membership of 35.132. a
ments announcing unusual awards., net
of 605 since the last con_ . _ __ __
vcmion. St. Andrew, Lodge. BanTAI
K OF THF TOWN Kormembers, has dis1AL.IY UT HIE
placed Deering Lodge of Portland.
-------' which has 763. as the State’s
News has been received in this .largest.
city of the death of Theodore j__ _
iDode) Snow in San Francisco. The |
deceased was a former resident of
Rockland, but had been away many .
years, being in the Klondike during i
the gold rush.

STORE UP IRON

forYOUR BLOOD

The Rcckland Lions Club last
night nominated these officers;
President, Robert Gregory; first Gat Vitamin Bi for your Narvaa
vice president. Rev. Eniest Ogden Milan tha body rrivai theae vital elements,
a rich tup|»i« can put color In wuur cheeka
Kenyon; second vice president, and
help >«tu feel like a new perown M I I Iftll I'
Harold Leach: secretary Dr Brad ALCOHOL OK IIAUIl-FOKMINC UKLGS.
ford Burgess. Jr.,; treasurer. Lendon When your system Is low in iron and Vita
Jackson; tail twister, Almon B min Bi many vital organs sluw down—y<»»i
Cooper; Hon tamer. Robert Allen; often look pule, lose your appetite, ifet tired
taaily, sleep poorly, and feel nervous and
uiretor, Eugene Stoddard.
played out. Iron helps make red blood, und

Waller H. Spear's stolen car is

u .

i.

t.i .

back in his

.1.

possession, thanks

to

the vigilance of State Patrolman
Ray Foley, and E. George Welch
wishes he hadn t done It. He was
before Judge Dwinal on two counts
this morning—one for taking the
car without permission, and one for
the larceny of the car. pleading
guilty to both. The latter charge
was filed, and on the former he was
fined $25 and sentenced to 30 days
in jail, the jail sentence being sus
pended. with probation attachment.
Mr. Spear made an eloquent plea
for leniency.

ted blood is vital for healthy muscles, healthy
akin, healthy glands and healthy organs.
Iron*poor
blood may cause low vitality,
vitality. nenu
heMrt
n m-poor dkxxi

pulpitatlons. shortnei-s

of breath,

Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette

GOODNOWS PHARMACY
Cor. Main A Park Sts. Korktand

M. E. WOTTON 6 SON

ANNIVERSARY SALE

5th

ENDS SATURDAY, MAY 11
DOUBLE
“SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS”
DURING THE SALE

What you have been waiting for, now arrives, witli Tre

mendous Savings in all departments. Everything in
the store, with minor exceptions, included in this sale.

HOSIERY

CURTAINS
?. V. Vf* »

«

Quaker Net Curtains

reg. 1.25 numbers
pair 92c
(lull lrngtl' and good

width I

Beautiful assortment
of Cottage Sets, in all

colors at
85c and $1.00
100 pairs Quaker
Net Curtains,
reg. 1.98 numbers
$1.59

100 pairs Quaker Net Curtains, regular 2.25
numbers ............................................................ $1.98
Buy the new Two-way Curtains in ruffle
numbers, no up, no down, reverse it either
way; introductory offer, pair ................... $1.98
Beautiful new Tapestries, 2.98 numbers, yd. $1.98
in rust, blue and green
Beautiful new Tapeslr’es, 1.59 numbers, yd. $1.29
Studio Couch Cover Sets, heavy quality, with
three pillow covers; set .............. ’............... $2.98
All our Cretonnes up to 29c. Sale Price, yd.
19c
Slip Cover materials (just arrived), Sun
proof, washable, dust proof, yd...................... 89c
Chintz, regular 35c and 29c yd. quality, yd.
25c
50 in. Homespuns, 50 in. wide, in blue, green,
tan, yd...................................................................... 59c
Shade Curtains, regular 59c quality, two for, $1.00
Shade Curtains, regular 1.00 quality, each .... 75c
Shade Curtains, fibre shades, 3 for.............. $1.00
Special Discounts On All Linoleums Bought
During The Sale

All pure Silk Hose to
close regular
69c numbers, pr. 49c
Humming Bird,
89c numbers,
pair, 79c
Humming Bird,
1.00 number, pr. 89c
Humming Bird
1.15 numbers,
pair, $1.00
Buy our new re-enforced ‘Queen Maid’
79c number, at
pair, 69c
in llitvv
three lengths,
New
Hosiery UUIIIMVI,
number, 111
V VT
I1VOIVIJ
''I
regular 1.00. Sale Price .................................. 79c
(All New Spring Shudesi

Bought for this sale only, the most beautiful
Slip ever made in new styles..................... $1.00
Regular non-run 49c Bloomers. Sale Price .... 39c

STAIR CARPET
All wool, plain, with blue border, reg. 1.98;
yard..................................................................... $1.09
All Wool striped, Wilton Stair Carpet, yd. $1.79

TOILET GOODS
Everything in this Department including all the
leading makes. ..Closing out our Toilet Goods
Department, 1-3 OfT

% Price

“SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS”
DURING THE SALE
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Ladies Dresses In All the New Spring Materials

RUGS

sizes. Sale Price ............... .............................. $1.79

Street Dresses,in Rayon Crepes, and Shark

100 full size 27x54 Rugs, values up to 9.00 to
close out in this Sale, at............................... $2.98
(This Is Not A Close Out. These Are Oiseontinued Patterns)

Skins, all sizes. Sale Price.......................... $1.79

Heavy quality Chenille Rugs, all colors .... $1.98k
Bath Mat and Cover in Chenille, to close out,
all colors..... ...?>................................................. $1.00

Special Discount on All Childrens Dresses.
All New Spring and Summer Numbers

Sweaters, all new spring shades, regular 1.98
number. Sale Price ....................................... $1.59
»« n * ■ »

* •* r r •

All regular 80 square Percale Dresses, 1.00

numbers...............................................................

83c

LUGGAGE
Buy now for the Wash
ington trip. Special dis*
count on all numbers.
The most wonderful me
dium price line obtain
able.
Week-end Cases in plain
brown and black in all
sizes up to 24 inches, at
$2.98, $3.98, $4.50

Special new Airplane Luggage number, with

all leather edging, from $4.50, $4.98, to $5.98
Close out in Over Drapes, values up to 7.98.
Sale Price .................................................. 20% Off
Close out in Odd Curtains for this Sale only

DOUBLE

DRESSES
House Dresses, regular 1.98 and 2.25, all

Ladies’ Wardrobe Cases in plains and airplane

designs.......................... $9.95, $11.00, and $13.95

Special Men’s Gladstone Bags, all leather, $11.95

swollen

ankles und frequent periods of ill health.
You need Vitamin Bi and if you don’t have
rnoutrh Vitamin Bi you may get a painful
neuritis, utomach upsets, constipation, weak
appetite, mental depression, rentiers Bleep.
In these conditions, take ENRICH, the
thrilling new tonic that tastes like juice of
wild berries and givei you more Iron every
day than G lbz». of spinach or 6 lh«. of
raisins; more Vitamin Bi daily than
lb. of
baker’s yeast. Your pep comes back with a
bounce when you restore missing Iron and
Vitamin Bt and y<m ent more, stop worry!nr.
and Bleep better. Right in this neighborhood,
many men. women and children feel keen
und lead happier lives, through the help of
ENRICH. Don't wait. ENRICH costs only a
few cents a day. Money refunded unless
ENRICH improves your state of well-being.

CORSETS
10% Discount On All Corsets in the Store
(Special Orders Included)

DOMESTICS
Gold Bond Sheets, 81x99, reg. 1.29. Sale
Price.................................................................... $1.06

Gold Bond Pillow Cases, 42x36, reg. 33c,
4 for.................................................................... $1.00
Regular 18 in. Crash, all linen (heavy
quality), 4 yards for.................................... $1.00
Regular 35c Towels, plaid design, all colors
4 for..................................................................... $1.00

Regular 14c 40 in. Sheeting. Sale Price .........

9c

Regular 2.50 and 2.98 cotton Bed Spreads.
Sale Price........................................................... $1.98
All our 19c and 21c Percale, 80 Square. Sale
Price, yard ........................................................... 15c

Heavy Quality Indian Blankets, pair ......... $1.69

Sheet Blankets (in plaids), full size; pair ....

49c

Percale Sheets, regular 1.98. Sale Price .... $1.39
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Pago Seven

was presented by her sister Mrs.
Ness.
The refreshment table, covered
an anniversary cloth, had as
Mr. and Mrs. Newbert of with
a centerpiece an immense calceo
One of tlie most delightful sewing
Mrs. Henry Davids of Saco was b
Appleton Wedded Half laria plant, the color scheme being
j guest Tuesday at the home of Mrs. teas of the season was tliat held by 1
th? Woman’s Auxiliary of Knox
Richard Brown.
Century—Their Friends of course in gold. Delicate sand
wiches and cakes were served by
Hospital Tuesday night with Miss
Felicitate
Mrs. Eleanor Pitman and Miss Lucy
1
1
■*
Mrs. William Ellingwood^ was Daly as hostess and charming
Moody. Mrs. Chrystal Pennington
Fales Circle meets Friday after-' hostess Wednesday to the advisory nurses ass’sting. A large attend
The golden wedding anniversary of Bangor and Miss Dorothy Keller
ance was observed.
noon at 130 with Mrs. Bernice board of the N.Y.A project.
-------'of Elizabeth (Ousheei and William of Lincolnville Beach poured Miss
Jackson.
-------I Mrs E. M. Lawrence arrives at
Mrs. Claude McGould of Augusta m. rtfeWbert was observed Sunday, Ruth Moody of Union had charge
|Mrg. Newbprt
nn£, Mr Newbwt of the guest book.
Mrs. Annie Plummer of Old Town ' her Rockport home Friday from her | visited friends here Wednesday.
There were many lovely gifts,
Ls the guest of her daughter. Mrs. I winter stay in Florida.
flowers,
cards, letters and messages
The
last
yearly
meeting
of
™
>
ears
age
and
veryactive
in
Louis B. Cook.
------Annual meeting of the 9th d.s- Itocevik Club was held Tuesday a'. Pnvat«’ and Pubh5 affalrsJn/pple' by phone and telegraph.
The affair was arranged by Mrs.
Thomas La forest Carter Jr. of tr?c‘ Conference Maine FederaUon the home of Mrs. Grace Britt with t°n *'*»« they have resided many
Keller. ----Mrs. —
Elizabeth
... Elizabeth
------------ --------------Camden has been spending a few of Semens Clubs, was held Friday Mrs. Warren C. Noyes as hostess, years.
Mr. Newbert was born on tlie Stanley and Mrs. Chrystal Penningdays with his grandparents. Mr. and al,
”aLbnr
m wn* Mrs. F.lmer B Crockett was elected
Ridge and has spent his life thereton.
Mrs. O. H. Jackson, while Mrs. F“5''
E £
nWl? , Christ nas seal chairman fcr 1940Mrs. Newbert was born In Waldo , Among out of town guests were:
Carter was visiting In Bath.
i Il»"’ Elhngwood. Miss Edith Brck- 41. Reports were rend, an after! ncll. Mrs. John S Lowe. Mrs neon of sewing preceding luncheon. Part of her earlier life was spentMr. and Mrs Ernest Davis of Rock• with her grandmother at Lincoln- land; Mr and Mrs. Arthur Mason
_, ,
. _ . „ .
Gcarge Avery. Miss Caroline JameCliarlcs EIIls and David Hoch are;£on Mrs. „ p BlodsPtti Mrs May.
Miss Kathleen Webber has em- Villft Beach. but for the most part of Augusta: Mr and Mrs Fred Burenroute home, reporting Monday
Rosp and Mrs josepji Dondis plo.vment at Hanover Inn. in New Appleton has always been her home kett, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Howard,
■
r11 lad£P’,a', /?bar]?'5 ls, a represented the Methebesec Club Hampshire until after commence town.
Mrs. Leo Ross of 'Union; Mr. and
student at Philadelphia Westmin- and Mrs. Stanley Hall was repre- ment at Dartmouth College.
Mr. Newbert Ls a member of j Mrs Urban Trask of Camden; Mr.
s er Theological Seminary and Da- ;Pntative of the Junior Women's
Quantabacook Lodge F.A.M.. mem- nnd Mrs. Eltzah Rlj ley of Hope; Mr.
vid has attended school the past club Mrs E1Ungwood conducted
Mrs. Clyde H. Smith, widow of ber of Appleton Baptist Church.; and Mrs. Carl Pomroy of Hermon;
year at Betli.ehem. Penn ., while i an open forum jn
fOrm Of ..jp.
Congressman Smith, was a visitor Mrs. Newbert is a member of Rose- ; Richard
Charles and Barbara
his grandparents, Mr. and. lormation P;ease;in th? city yesterday, accompanied wood Chapter OE.S.. Appleton I Mason of Augusta; Sgt. Joel PenMrs. Albert Hoch
|
_____
by her sisters. Mrs. Rexford St. Baptist Church, president of the nington of Bangor; H. C. Stanley,
Mrs. Roy Estes entertamed at a Ledger of Winthrop and Mrs. Joseph local W.C.T.U. and has been a' yacht Aeoliu of Camden; Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Oay entertained ' supper
party Saturday night, in Bernier of Skowhegan. Mrs. Smith county officer for 43 years. Both Mrs. Herbert Knight of Senrsmont;
Thimble Club Monday night.
honor of Mr. Estes' birthday. A 'continues her trip today through are active members of Appleton pro- representing Masonic nnd O.ES. orjoke Maybasket contained some
ders.
Tuesday Night Bridge Club met useful (?) presents, the guests later Knox. Lincoln and Waldo counties.; gressive Community Club.
-------| They kept open house Sunday
j. L. Howard gave a vocal solo.
with Mrs. Vesta Kalloch, prizes be presenting the honor guest with an
Says a Paris despatch: Monotonejafternoon when a large number of Mrs Pennington and Mr. Stanley
ing won by Mrs. Raymond F. Cross. electric clock for his new office.
Mrs. Lawrence Leach and Mrs. Ly Games and a social evening were smooth wools are used ln Lanvin's relatives and friends called to offer, a duet, and Elizah Riplcv a readford Amrs.
pnjoyed by these guests, Mr and | sperts suits, and fsvored colors are congratulations. At 2 o'clock a ' ing. A poem written by Mrs. ChrysMrs. L. E McRae, Mr. and Mrs. j tcbaico, migurnette green, beig?1ceremony was conducted renewing nil Pennington, was rend just beOarden Club Federation of Maine Chrales H. Berry, Dr. and Mrs aiid blue P.aln jersey Ls tailored the marriage vows with Rev. E. A. fore the ceremony by Miv> Lucy T.
members wJl be guests of Mrs. Dana S Newman, Miss Carrie | like wool and accented in red and Dinslow as pastor. Mr. Dinslow is Moodv.
j Lewis O. Barrows, wife of Maine's Fields, Mrs. Edith Vining and Mr. I wlii.e or blue and w;hite dollar dot- ay years of age He baptized Mr. I ------ - —----------------------- ------------i governor, at a garden 'party at and Mrs William McKil'.op of New ted crepe. A greige jersey finger and jjrg fjewbert 39 years ago and
[ Blaine House in Augusta, Thurs Hampshire, houseguests of the Mc tip boxy jacket trimmed with large was t|,pjr pastor tor many years at
bone buttons down the back has a
Mo«iiville Church
day afternoon. May 1C. the firs’, an Raes.
dtl ar dotted red crepe belt and
M an(J M!s. n j Ness Mr. and
niversary of tlie plant.ng there m
1939 of the lilac friendship hedge,
If wishing transpoi tation to polls SZiT*^t^arlv ™^?i^ MrS' A ° Pl,man S,0Od “P *ltb
contributed by the 54 garden clubs Monday May. 13. call 252, Rockland.
?
. hHoht ^e couple and were in the re.eivand while crepe trims a bright .__ a*.,
and nature clubs in the Federation.
56-57 j Mix jersey suit witli pleated skirt. *“» l‘ne- Mr.
o
’ r °‘ Yr
Governor George D. Aiken of Put
'and tbe same crepe Ls u.s»d for the | I*e*ber‘ and Mr Pitman. a nephew
ney, Vermont, who lias been active
A wide choice of charming gifts small sailor hat with long ends of Mr. Newbert being their neares.
in the conservation of native plants for the June bride is available at
floating down the back. A cycling relatives.
and shrubs in his state, will give an the Central Maine Power Co. show outfit
consists of a gray pleated
Mrs. Newbert was very attractive
illustrated lecture on Making Wild rooms in Thorndike Hotel Bldg.
red bolero and red belt. Le- ' in a dress oi dusty rose aluae sheer
Things Grow.”
ln the House Beautiful yet practical gifts, daintily skirt,
lcng’s dinner rostumes feature with corsage of yellow roses. Mr.
of Representatives at the State wrapped and sure to bring lasting
heavy linens and grass cloth Newbert presented his bfide with
I House, where Mrs. Barrows will pleasure.
56-Th-65 weaves. A white linen sleeveless j a lovely ring, half circle of dia' extend greetings to her guests.
gown with longer tailored Jacket'inonds. A beautiful wedding rake
, The program will also Include tea
stitched ir. gold has a white organza I was made and presented bv Mr and
MPMC
I at lhe Blaine House, a reception tor
Jabot trimmed with geld ricrac em- ' Mrs. Clifford Burkett of Camden.
lflLii u
: (he officers of the Garden Club
broidery, and a rose linen has gold Mrs. Burketl being a grandnelce of
»trz\T»»z oiinrn
Federation, and inspection of the
THE NEW FULLEI
equin embroidery on the front of j Mrs. Newbert. Another lovely cake
WORK SHOES
! iriendsliip hedge. Mrs. Lucius D.
TOOTH BRUSH
'Bairows, 11 Waban street. Augusta,
Good Heavy Double Sole
with niluitl
director of tlie Kennebec region, is
_ .
_
.
1 Mr and Mrs. J. P. Rich who have
in charge of tlie pass-cards neces
unbleached bristles
LCiriOII Juice Recipe been at The Thorndike Hotel since
sary for attendance.
(their return from Florida, have re
Wears twice at
Checks
Rheumatic opened their home near Juniper
long— rematAi
firm when
Hill. Mr. Rich has been making
Pain Quickly
wet
excellent recovery from his surgical
.
it you sutler from rheumatic, ar operations.
KO A'S’

Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge H. Jackson
Miss Eleanor Edwards has re- i
' were recent dinner guests of Mrs. turned to New York after visiting
relatives and friends in this city '
, Joseph Di Napoli in Waldoboro.

Fifty Golden Years

OClETY
Mrs. Gertrude Boody and Mrs.
Belle Frost of Golden Rod Chapter
O.ES. and Mrs. Avis Brazier. Mrs.
Madeline Spear and Mrs. Helen
Stetson of Grace Chapter. Thom
aston. attended Tuesday night's
Guest Officers' Night of Crescent
Chapter, OE.S. at Boothbay Har
bor Mrs. Boody as DD.GM acted
as Ruth and Mrs. Frost, Past D.D.
G.M served as warder. Past depu
ties filled all the other offices.
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller, Miss
Caroline Jameson and Capt. Keryn
ap Rice are serving as judges for
the annual essay contest for the
High School conducted by Gregory's.
"Peace for a Nation. Oreat and
Strong." is thc 1940 theme.

Daniels Jewellers, Rockland, have
everything nice for Mothers Day.
Many pieces of jewellery with
matching bracelets and clips SI 4o
$5. Gift wrapped free.—adv.

GIRLS’
DRESSES
A new lot of Dresses for Spring
and

Summer

wear

in

Cotton.

Broadcloth, Spun-Rayon, Muslin
and Dotted Swiss.
Sizes 1 to 14 years.

$1.00, $1.59, $1.98

Crockett’sBaby Shop
9 UMKKOCK ST.. ROCKLAND

$1.98
Others $2.98, $4.00

TWO SPECIALS FOR MOTHER’S DAY
Tuberous Begonias, started in window boxes.
Star of Bethlehem plants that will blossom
all Summer
We have many Gifts of permanence in Pottery and Copper,
and a pleasing assortment of Blooming Plants and Cut Flowers.

PACKAGED
3 for 99 « 6 for $1.95
Ask to see them today.
NOW priced lowest against,

oil comparison.

F. L. CLARK, laical Dealer

SILSPY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Phone 431-W

TEL 318-W

93 Limerock SL,

54-57

1 111 1111 til l i V

Rockland. Me.

51-533(56

thritis or neuritis pain, try thts simple
Inexpensive home recipe tbat thousand?
are using Get a package of Ru Ex
Compound today. Mix tt with a quart
of witer. add the Julre of 4 lemons
It's easy. No trouble at all and pleasaut You need only 2 tabiespoonsfu)
two times a day. Often within 48 hours
sometimes overnight - splendid results
are obtained. If tlie palm do not quick
ly leave and if you do not feel better
Ru-Ex will coat you nothing to try
Ru-Ex Compound ls for sale and recommended by C. H. Moor Si Company and
good drug stores everywhere.

Miss Flora Colson has returned
J from a short visit in Boston.
|
'

I
I
I
I

gy REQUEST_
A New .shipment ot

REDWOOD BURLS
For MOTHER’S DAY
Silsby’s Flower Shop

HIGH SNEAKERS
75c, $1 00
R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
426 M AIN ST., ROCKL AND, ME

This And That

By K. S. F.

It has been estimated that mere
than half the men of Newfound
land are in the fishing industry.
• • • •
John Quincy Adams was the only
ex-President of the United States
t oreturn to Washington ns a mem
ber of Congress.
• • • •

swear. Every man loves a woman'
ly and feminine woman.
But
women of very recent years (some
contend tis since the franchise)
have felt they must have all the
graces and disgraces of life.”
• •
It is staggering to realize that
more than 3.700000 children in the
United States are taken to school
by motor bus and the average trip
is 11 miles.
• » • •
It was thought that May had
been carried away by the rains, but
not so. Welcome, May.

UT RATC cosmencs
376 M AIN ST.. ROC KLAND, ME

Millions of cakes cf soap have
been placed in the Red Cross ship
ments to the warring countries
donated by the soap makers.
• • • •
Thomas Jefferson told Ills listen- I
ers long years ago that If a na-1
tion expects to be ignorant and
free in a state of civilization, il
expects what never was and never
will be and thLs war certainly veri
fies this thought.
• • * •
Popularity of Shakespeare plays
lias greatly increased in Russia in
recent months and last year olone
212 of that country's 8C3 theatres
performed fron this great English
bard's works, Oihello leading in
popularity with Romeo and Juliet
as second in choice.
• • • •
England lias 14.OCO.OCO miles of
underground ctblcs. That ought
to help In these war time ctifneultics.
• • • •
' Right thoujlits and deeds are
the sovereign remedies for all
earth's woe," said Mary Baker
Kddy.
• • • •
I Just when our needs are most
Comes Moy;
Just when so t buds delay
,
Then May
Brings forth tlie warmer sun
And play
Calls us to life nnd song.
In May.
• • • •
A gallery of great printers is
being display ed at Duke Univer
sity. This show deals with the liislory of typography in eelebration
of the 50th anniversary of the art
of printing.
• • • a

Tlie world's ranking aviator tells
women, "Be feminine in all things,
in dress, in deportment, in lan
guage used. Tlie man has not yet
Jieen born who likrs to hear woine.i

SUNDAY ijlllfiiliM'i

Scntcr Crane’s 14th Birthday Sale Ends Saturday Night, May 11th
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Big Crowd Attends Annual Reunion In
Cambridge—J. T. Mathews Toastmaster
The yearly St. George reunion Mass., spoke very pleasingly of his
was held last Saturday at the Com- many summers in Tenant's Harbor
He and his'
mander Hotel. Harvard Square, and Martinsville.
Cambridge, Mass., with a big crowd mother lived in the Hub cottage for I
many summers. He told us an in
f red at th? dinner, which was teresting fact about his mother's
served at 7 o. m
name. He said all his life he had i
The guesif enjoyed the commun always Ifnown his mother’s first
ity ringing between courses led by name to be Annie until one of the
Miss Myra Marshall accompanied old timers informed him her real ]
bv Mrs. Ernest Rawley at the piano name was Lovey Anne. He later
Osgood Gilbert presented the ‘ |
“Jire'e BclK" "Se"l>'g Nellie verified this fact through Will
Feme" and "Good Old Summer Sheerer at the drugstore. This was1 Post with an enlarged picture of our
Time" were some of the old songs his first attendance at the dinner, I late Comrade and Commander John
»lmse words were earily remem- but hf gaVs
win not
hls jast j A. Guistin and through this column
we want to thank Mr Gilbert for
bered by most of the singers. _ | several telegrams and letters his kindness.
Abcut 8 30 p. m. Mrs Herbert Da were read by the toastmaster from j
vidson of Somerville. Mass , intro friends who for various reasons
Miss Rose Mutty of Bangor who
duced the toa> master, John T could not attend One was from
Mathews, in her usually gracious Capt. Sweet'.and and wife in Flori won the National championship
and charming manner. In ac da. We ll have to admit ihat would contest for strutting drum major
among feminine competitors in
knowledgment. Mr Mathc'ws told be quite a ways to come.
Boston will lead the Penobscot
licw sincerely pleased he always was
An original and very clever poem
to see any native St. Georger and was read by its author. Rolland Countv Council Drum Corps at
on his busiest c’ay anyone from his wiUard
„
of thf gu;sU whose the VFW Encampment in Bel
fast on June 14-15-16
heme town could alwaysbe sure r.ativc home was St Oeorge
• • • •
of a hearty welcome if they came
Tthe r0,| wai cajjecj an(j this con-. The National Encampment of the
to his office. He spoke of the fUme(j quite some time due to the
uis of Foreign Wars will be
?!*®!“re^J5ese-_lin"ers
long list of names.
held this year in Los Angeles Aug.
forded h'm and his anticipation
The toastmaster then put several
throughout the rear of meeting netg matters pertaining to next year'sI 25-30.
• • • •
and old faces at the reunion.
reunion to the vote of the guests., The next regular meeting will be
W. Thurley Hocking of Melrose A motion was made by Miss Cora
who recal'ed inedents of his boy- Murdcugh and seconded that Mrs. I Friday May 17 at 7.30 p. m. Four
h-od in Tenant's Harbor, which John T Mathews be made chair-1 new members will be given the ob
will be served.
brought many a laugh from his ap man of the committee and that sh i ligation. light •lunch
• • •
preciative audience.
chcose her own committee mem
Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary
Carrell Monaghan followed with bers. adding new ones to supplement
a few reminiscences cf his own. the work of the three now on the I will meet at their hall on Water
street at 8 a m. Memorial Day to
which were equally appreciated and , ccmmiUec
This will lessen the I decorate the graves of ail the Com
enjoyed by all.
i tally arduous task of each mem rades who gave their lives to make
Mr Mathews then called Ernest ber. that such an affair entails.
Rawley. postmaster of Tenant's John T Mathews was invited to America safe — By Commander
Harbor to say a few words. This serve as toastmaster which pleasure Oliver Hamlin.
was such a surprise to "Skip" that he accepted.
he told me afterwards he remem
The committee this year consisted LeClair. Lynn; Arthur E Watts.
bered talking but could not recall of Mrs. Herbert Davidson of Som Springfield; Mrs. Ruth Hocking
one word he had said. As an ex erville, Mrs. Roy Clark of Waltham Maker. Medfield; Mrs. Elizabeth
temporaneous speaker, I think every and Mrs. John T Mathews of Bel Crown Clark. Arlington; Mrs. Julia
one agreed Mr. Rawley was a com- mont. All through the weeks pre- Watts Miller Waltham; Miss Faus
plete success and we hope to hear ccdi
the dmn*T the commi*Jtee tina Robinson and Miss Charlotte
mnrg* irnm
him rpvt
vauf
more
from him
next year
1 met with enthusiastic support This Caay. Wiley's Corner; Mrs. Cassie
Rev. Chester Howe, pastor of a is one occasion at which old friends Watt Leyle and Frank Lyle, Attle
large Baptist Church in Lynn. and neighbors are sure of seeing boro: Mrs Gertrude Watts, Orient
faces, in seme instances they Heights: Mrs Helen Grover Pinkham, Mrs Hazel Ayer Pir.kham,
haven't seen for years
Following is a list of the guests Mrs Leafy Pmkhatn Field, Ralph
You get
■Field and George Pinkham. Attle
present:
Miss Cora Murdough and Mrs. boro: Charles Hathorn Mrs Belle
Emma Wiley Hall, Waltham; Mrs. Hatboro Clark. Rov H Clark. Wal
Aaron Watts, Mts. Clara Watts do Clark, and Warren Clark. WalSmith. Charles Smith. Miss Mar : tit am
Albert W Smith. Mrs. Leah
when you borrow from us! ' jorie Morris, West Newton; Mrs. Smalley Smith Mrs. Lida Hocking
Nellie Rivera McGilmay and Mrs.
Bernice McGilmay' Gibson. South- Riley, William F Riley Mrs. Gert
bridge; Allen Bond Miss Irene rude Giles Riley. George Pooley and
Bend and John Bly, Milton; Wal : Miss Myra Marshall. Somerville;
lace Smalley. Mrs Wallace Smal i Mrs. Chester Marshall. Port Clyde:
At “Peraonal” you get more
than just cash . . . you get
ley and Miss Ruth Smalley. Worces Roy Barter. Mrs. Emma Ha’home
the kind of friendly, consid
ter; Miss Edith G Watts, Lynn; Barter. Francis Barter. Herbert Da
erate service that makes bor
Mrs. Lewev Watts Burns. Worces vidson, Mrs. Alice Belano David
rowing a pleasant and simple
ter; Mrs. Helena Lowell Tibbetts, son. John P Davidson and Mrs. .
experience. Endorsers are sel
Beachmont, Mrs. Lura G Carter. John B Davidson. Somers die; Mrs |
dom required ... no one
Winthrop; Roland Willard. Everett Myra Hall Hupper and Sherman
need know. If you can make
T Myrtland Robinson. Glover Hupper. Stoneham: Mrs Eva Hup- |
small monthly payments, you
Robinson, and Laverne Robinson, per Gee. Belmont; Mrs Harrie.
should not hesitate to see us at
East Rochester. N H ; Arthur Mathews Rawley and Edn ?st Rawonce for a loan of $25 to $250
Hobbs. Mrs. Arthur Hobbs. Miss ’ ley. Tenant's Harbor
nr more. Come in or telephone.
Mrs. Carrol Monaghan and Car
Loraine Hobbs. Hollis Hobbs. Mrs
Mabel Hobbs Bullard and Charles rol Monaghan. Watertown; Mrs.
Hutmal
Builard. Medfield; Leslie Wilson Helen Rivers Danaldson, Mrs Earle
FINANCE CO.
and Mrs Leslie Wilson, Brookline; Hart. Earle Hart and Mrs. Mabel
H Ernest Mitchell. Frank Gregson. Pierson Brigham. Arlington; Mrs
Krex<r Building
241 Water St.
Mrs. Ida Hart Gregson, Fred Har Fred Romkey and Fred Romkey.
AuciiwU. Me
ris. Mrs Agnes Pierson Harris. Mrs. Belmont; Mr.- Gertrude Hupper
Small Loan Statute
Daisy Pierson Hocking. Miss Beulah Marsh. Howard Marsh. Mrs Guv D
License No 1
Hocking. Mrs. Inez Hockir.g Capen. Hupper and Guy D Hupper. Mel
56 64
Walter Wall and Mrs. Walter Wall, rose: Mrs. Ethel Jones Coffin. Mar
CworonfMd bx GOOO HOUSEKEEPING
tinsville; Mrs. Nellie Jones Boyles
oi odvadued
Wore,.-ter;
Mrs Nellie .Wall LeClair and Mr. and Byrcn Boyles. Cambridge: Al
bert W Hall. Mrs Albert W Hall.
Emerson Hall and Mrs. Emerson
Hall. Whitman.
Mrs. Louise Hupper Ward. Mrs.1
c/O
Thelma Thomas and J Albert
The mas, Lynn; Miss Jane Mathews.
Belmont; Hiram P Shorter. South
W \mouth; George Gee. Belmont;
I
GILBERT’S OIL
Mrs Ruth Pierson Gilead and Mr
CROQUIGNOLE
Gilead. Watertown; W Thurley
Hocking and Mrs Katherine An
We promise a
drew- Hooking. Melrose: Mrs John
smartly styled Per
manent with lus
T Mathews and John T. Mathews,
trous waves and
Belmont; Mr. Cora Gould Page.
ringlet ends
Medford; Peter Smith pnd Mrs
Adapted to you r
personality. COM
Peter Smith, Waltham; Rov Hart
PLETE
and Mrs. Roy Hart. Wayland: Olie
Barter. Auburndale; Mrs E.izabeth
Our Famous
Hupper Fenton. Melrose. Mass.;
Deluxe Oil
Rev. Chester Howe and Mrs. Ches
ter Howe, Lynn; Captain Frank
Hilt and Mrs Dora Robinson H.lt.
Fortland Head Light.
Mrs. John T. Mathews
Holly*"0’*
Tr.n.
Ott
S2S MAIN' ST.,

J™ today

CUTLER’S MAY SALE
COATS -- SUITS
•I

COATS
FITTED-BOXY
You will find the style here
that is becoming to you

i

V*

pertn»nfnl

1

You will marvel
these
Values! v ’

I

We won’t brag about these values—we want you to
see them yourselves

FOR GRADUATION

*

J

SMART PARTY FROCKS

$2|98
BEAUTIFUL EVENING GOWNS

$4.98
WHITE SUPS IN SATIN AND
CREPE
$£OO

wwe’3'

GILBERT/

SUITS

fo
Dressmaker and Mannish

CASH/&

w

ws-

FOR THE JUNIORS
Those Hard To Get Sizes
We Call ’Em
“HALF PINTS”
Sizes 9,11,13,15,17
Don’t have to worry how small you
are any more; we have ’em

&

$398
TO

HATS IN OUTSTANDING
STYLES
$£98
$498

$795

LIVE ELECTRICALLY
AND

GIVE ELECTRICALLY

THE WOMAN’S SHOP
MAINE

CAMDEN,

GIVE MOTHER KNEELAST HOSIERY
#

Vera Zorina
Star of "On Your Tott"
A Werner Brot. Picture

0

Practical Helpers for the Home
At Low Prices
Budget them on Small Monthly
Payments At No Extra Cost

GENERAL
ELECTRIC-

COFFEE
MAKER
with 18 Pr. Set
of Ruby Glass
Dishes or Coffee
Dispenser
only
$5.95

Complete

GENERAL ELECTRIC
ON YOUR TOES
for Better Value ...

Wear

KMEELAST STOCKINGS
Oiir smartest customers, alert to the practical os well as the fashion

able, hove mode Vanity Fair Kneelast Stockings their permanent

"brand."

The patented Kneelast feature gi-v-e-s to relieve garter

tension, and ovoid gar

AUTOMATIC IRON
With Sperial Cord Sets, Buttonhooks. Calrod Heating Unit, large
handle and built ir. thumb rest—

$4.95

HOSIERY

COTTON DRESSES
HOUSE COATS

THE NEWEST SHADES
THE BEST IN QUALITY

STREET DRESSES

59c-

HATS
UNDERWEAR

$J00

COATS
AND MANY OTHERS

Toasts Sandwiches, Grills Bacon
and Hamburgers, Bakrs Waffles,

complete $4.95

greater comtod, longer

Headquarters for Quality
Appliances
Every One Guaranteed

“FOLLOW US AND SAVE”

tioned lengths, in all the

newest fashion shades.

:: Gin SUGGESTIONS::

(OMBINATION

ter runs, making possible

TJiree propor

FOR MOTHER

SANDWICH
TOASTER AND
WAFFLE IRON

Gifts For Tour Friends and June
Brides Attractively W'rapped

woar.

: GIFT SUGGESTIONS::

CENTRAWMAINE
POWll^COMPAMV

369 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Federal Security

Relief Party

Widows With Dependent
Children Do Not Have
To Be Sixty-Five

A Best Seller

They Played Great Ball In ’05

The Bible Circulates In
More Than 40 Countries,
Printed In 200 Languages

Member of Finnish Diet
Will Speak—Proceeds
To Yarn Fund

Widows of workers who were! Tlie Finnish Relief Committee of
covered by the Federal old-age and Rockland and vicinity will enter
survivors insurance program, if tain Satuiday at West Rockport.
they have dependent children, do The new building of the State of
not have to be 65 years old in order ' Maine Blueberry Growers' Associa
to get monthly benefit payments tion will be used for this occasion,
under the program, Leroy F Kitt-, which is at present nearly com
redg". manager of the Social Se pleted excepting for a few finishing
curity Board's Augusta field office, touches to be applied before Sat
pointed out today. Mr Kittredge urday.
said that inquiries recently made
Tlie committee has been fortu
at hls field office show that a num nate to secure the services of August
ber of young widows of insured Kuusiesto as speaker for this occaworkers. who have dependent chil- j slon. Mr Ruusisto is a member
dren under 18. have not died appli- of the Finnish Diet, and has been
cations because of a misunder- SPnt ^y the Finnish Government to
standing of age requirements.
, this country to speak on the recent
The agc-65 requirement applies I Russo-Finnish War. and the pres
to some types of claim, but not to j en( conditions in Finland. Mr.
widows with dependent children.", Ruusisto was in Finland throughMr. Kittredge
explained. "Should 1 out the recent war. and there is no
......... .
a worker die in 1940, leaving a doubt but what this speech will be
widow witli young, dependent chil mast interesting to hear.
dren. the widow’s age is immaterial.
Refreshments will be on sale
She and tlie children would be consisting of coffee, hot dogs, and
eligible for payments if her hus so forth. A part of the proceeds
band earned wages of at least $50 of this entertainment will be do
in eacli of six calendar quarters nated to the Red Cross Finnish
during the three years before liis Relief Yarn Fund. The program
death
will commence at 8 o'clock D. S. T.
"The amount a widow and her Dancing will follow the program.
children receive will depend on the
worker's average monthly wage,"
Mr. Kittredge stated "This deter half. There are, of course, limits
mines the benefit to which the to what one family may receive;
worker would have been entitled. generally the family total for a
Tlie widow receives three-fourths widow with three or more children
of the worker’s benefit, and each! comes to twice the worker's benecluld under 18 is entitled to one- fit.”
Age 65 is one of the requirements
for eligibility in the case of retired
RADIO REPAIRING
workers themselves. If the wife of
All makes serviced and recon
the retired worker is also 65 or
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
tested free of charge. “Swap For _ more, she too is eligible for a
i monthly payment, equal to oneCash" Tickets given.
; half of her husband's. When the
MAINE MUSIC CO.
i worker dies, the widow may be enFrank Winehenbaeh, Service
Dept.
3Th-tf [ titled to three-fourths of the benei fit the husband received.

A^listribution of 7.370.908 volumes
of Scriptures in 1939, representing
an increase of 6% over the circula
tion of 1938, was reported by the
American Bible Society at its an
nual meeting held today at Bible
House, its headquarters in New York
City. The Scriptures were circu
lated hi more than 40 countries and
in upwards of 200 languages. This
total, according to the Bible So
ciety, by no means represents the
increased demand for the Bible.
Only the Society's budgetary limita
tions kept it from being much
greater.
In America, in all but one of the
Society's 10 district offices, the cir
culation topped that of the preced
ing year.
In Latin America the Society was
able to meet only one-half to twothirds of the call for Scriptures.
The rapid advance of the evangelis
tic movement and the growth and
efficiency of national schools which,
year by year, are decreasing the
illiteracy are, undoubtedly two
contributing factors in the urge
for the Bible. In many of these
nations there is a rapidly expand
ing development of Bible training
schools.
Over on tlie other side of the
world, China, facing a devastating
emergency created by the present
invasion of her country, reports the
sale of twice as many whole Bibles
and twice as many New Testaments
as in 1937. and a decided increase
in the distribution of portions of the
Bible. The orders for Bibles and
Testaments poured into the Shang
hai Bible House in such volume
that the presses and binderies were
unable to keep up with the demand.
At the end of October there were
unfilled orders for 35,0u' books.
It is now 105 years since the
American Bible Society began its
service to the Blind Scriptures
in the various embossed systems are
supplied and no application for
volumes goes unfilled. All are fur
nished to the blind at a mere frac
tion of their cost. The Society also
supplies the new “Talking Book
Records" that contain parts of the
Old and ail of the New Testaments.
The Amerian Bible Society is now
carrying tlie added responsibility of
providing many Scriptures for the
foreign work done by its sister or
ganization in London, the British
and Foreign Bible Society, crippled
in its activities by the outbreak of
war in Europe,
Anticipating these and the al
ready unmet demands in the So
ciety's own fields, particularly in
Latin America, the Board of Mana
gers of the Bible Society, adopted
during 1939 a forward movement
program, which, as one of its aims,
calls for an annual increase of
$50,000 from living donors during
each of the next four years, so that
by the close of 1944 the total giving
from churches, individuals and aux
iliary Bible Societies will have risen
from $235,000 to $435,000 annually.

WEST LIBERTY
The ice left St Georges Lake
May 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Turner
Augusta were callers Sunday
relatives here.
Charles Pulsifw of Belfast spent
Sunday and Monday at his cottage
on an island in St. Georges Lake
George Killen of the Veterans
Home in Togus made a brief visit
Sunday at hls home. He is much
improved in health.
Miss Golda Boynton of Augusta
passed the weekend at her home
here.

»h, Junior Mi,,.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Plus Small Charge For Postage

REAL ESTATE

346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

WILLIAM ANDERSON

ENDICD1TBJDHNSDN

WEST MEADOW ROAD. TEL. 23 W

ROCKLAND, ME.
49*50

‘ FLAG WEEK JUNE 8 TO 14
Second Annual Observance Sponsored By
the Elks—Mayor Veazie General Chair
man; Austin P. Brewer, Chairman

Ttie basic purpose of Flag Week, erences to Flag Week in tens of
is to promote National Unity—a' thousands of “spots" and “station
united citizenship free from class breaks " Also, numerous programs
and addresses were broadcast.
hatred and racial and religious in
Newspapers
throughout
the
tolerance—a National solidarity Country gave generous space for
which will make Impossible in publicizing patriotic celebrations
America the existence of any “ism" and for inspirational and Informa
except Americanism.
tive material about the Flag.
During Flag Week, throughout all
On “Flag Sunday'' (the Holy
the Land will be conducted exer Sabbath preceding Flag Day) in all
cises and ceremonies whereby the sections of the United States min
American people will reaffirm their isters of all denominations preached
faith in the institutions symbolized patriotic sermons.
by the American Flag, among which
Nine of the Nation’s leading youth
are Freedom of Speech, Freedom of organizations, having a total mem
the Press, Freedom of Assembly, bership of 14,000,000 gave their sup
Personal Liberty and other bless port.
ings of life unknown today to the I Under tlie leadership of the Mo
peoples of many other lands.
| tion Picture Producers and Distri
Tire first Flag Week in the his- I butors of America the moving pic
tory of the Nation was conducted ture theatres, with a weekly attend
last year under the advisory and ance of 90,000,000 co-operated
unifying guidance and assistance splendidly.
of The United States Flag Associa
The Benevolent and Protective
tion.
Order of Elks, the Daughters of
The Legislatures of 29> States, the American Revolution, the Vetwith a total population of 83,000,000, j erans of Foreign Wars and other
From Charles K. Philbrick of Dark Harbor comes a faded photograph of a baseball tram whose fame will passed resolutions indorsing the fraternal and patriotic organiza
undertaking. The Oovemors of tions as well as civic groups par
never fade, that which represented Rdckland High School in 1905.
Rack row: Earle Marshall, Perry Baker. Arrhle Green. Middle row: Coach Milton F. Weymouth, Capt. 46 States Issued suitable proclama ticipated in tlie observance of Flag
Week.
Charles K. Philbrick, Wendell Hodgkins umpire. Edward R. Veazie. Walter Gay. Osmond A. Palmer. Front row: tions
The Mayors of more than 300
Thousands of stores, banks, ho
Robert Bicknell bat boy, Harold Green, Walter II. Butler, Donald L. Karl, Arthur Richardson.
cities, having a total population of tels and other business concerns in
17.000.000, issued Flag Week proc | all sections of the Country made
lamations and appointed Commit ' window displays, ran patriotic in
tees to arrange for tlie observance stitutional advertisements in the
of Flag Week.
papers and in other ways co-oper
Over 20,000.000 pupils in public, ated.
Official List of Games To
parochial and private schools par
It is safe to say that never before
Be Played In Knox and
ticipated in patriotic exercises.
in time of peace was the spirit of
Several of our biggest National the American Flag more thoroughly
Lincoln League
radio advertisers and over 300 ra diffused throughout America. Never
diobroadcasting stations co-operat before was "Old Glory” more glori
The Knox and Lincoln baseball
ed In support of Flag Week by ref- ously glorified.
scheltle has again been made out
on the five-year basis For the bene
man, 76; G. Feyler, 841; Kelley, 85;
I Page. Double play, Sawyer, Miller
fit of those wno will attend the Thomaston 6, Rockland 4
R. Feyler, 84; Stetson, 77.8.
This game was played on Styvie and Staples. Base on balls, off Sawsc neo games tills season, the sched Hill, Thomaston, Tuesday after- yer 3, of! Drake 3 Struck out. by
McKinney's—McIntosh, 79; Mc
Kinney. 82; Green, 80; Barnard.
ule fcr 1940 is here given, and the noon, and saw the visitors leading Drake 3. by Newcomb 2. by Sawyer
83.8; Allen. 82.8; Crouse, 86.2.
sports editor hopes that if changes by a score of 4 to 0. near the half- ! 6. Winning pitcher. Sawyer; losing I
Soule's—Miller. 80; Qu.ni, 813;
way
mark.
Coach
Matheson's
craft
pitcher,
Drake.
Umpires,
Condon
i
are rr.;de from time to time that
Sleeper, 78.2; Savitt, 82; Kent, 81;
then got caught in the rapids, and ■ and Mealey.
he will be notified in ar-p'e season. pitcher Drake, who had been mak- I
Soule. 86 2.
♦ • • •
Friday, May 10—Camden at lng an excellent showing, suddenly Camden II, Lincoln 3
McRae's—Bird, 78; Estes, 81; Mc! Loon. 75; Prescott, 81.8; Tripp, 82.1;
Vinalhaven; Lincoln at Thomaston; found himself In trouble. Hits by I Lincoln Academy made only five j
McRae, 84 8.
D Sawyer and Staples, two errors, safe blows at Camden Tuesday aft- j
Rockland at St. George.
• a • •
a
patching
and
a
base
on
balls
sent
,
ernoon
and
rounded
th**
four
corj
Tuesday, May J4-sRockland at
j The first annual banquet of the
the fat into the fire, and the game i.ers of the diamond but three times j
Camden; St. George at Thomaston; was knotted up at 4-all.
bowling league will be held tonight,
i while the home team turned the I
1 at 6.30 in the Rendezvous. Music
Vinalhaven at Lincoln.
Rockland never scored again, in , trick for 11 tallies,
by Danny Patt will be provided, and
Friday, May 17—Thomaston at spite of a brace of singles in the I Wasgatt made a circuit clout, and
By R. F. W.
the prizes for the season will be
Camden; St. George at Lincoln; ninth. The game was won by'long hits were also made by Boynawarded.
ThomaSiton in the seventh on hits I ton. Anderson. Flye and Dearborn,
Vinalhaven at Rockland.
by Verge. D. Sawyer and Smalley. Boynton was in excellent form,
Prizes in the sweepstakes held
Tuesday. May 21—Camden at St plus an infield error, netting two fanning 10.
What we have to learn to do we
Tuesday night were awarded to Vir
------—
---------.
-----------runs.
George: Thomaston at Vinalhaven;
learn by doing.—Aristotle
Lincoln Academy
ginia Willis, high five-string total;
The teams batted on even terms,
Lincoln at Rockland.
ab h
Edna Oamage, high three-string
Friday, May 24—Camden at Lin but Rockland committed one more Bryant, cf ........... _...
3 1
error and it helped lose the game.
total; and Gertrude Feyler for the
Jones,
cf
..........
........
coln; Rockland at Thomaston; Pitcher Sawyer had lots of steam
high single. There were 15 en
Flye, c.... —........ .
Vinalhaven at St. George.
and fanned 10. Ted Williamson,
Page, lb __ ______
trants.
Tuesday, May 28—Vinalhaven at whose other name is Page plastered Hatch, ss.................
• • • •
282 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
a
double
and
home
run.
Camden; Thomaston at Lincoln:
Clunie, rf .............
The averages for the six teams
Thomaston High
House. 3b.... . ........-...... 3
St. George at Rockland.
SPECIAL DINNER AND
are: High School-Gross, 85 8;
ab r li po
Balknap. if____
SI PPER MENUS DAILY
Friday May 31—Camden at Rock
Oamage. 91; E Willis, 85 I; V Wil
Simpson, 2b
5 12 1
0 Waltz, 2b ............
land; Thomaston at St. George; Verge, ss ..... ...
HOME MADE ICES
4
3 Cowan, p ............
lis. 85; Ward. 901.
Lincoln at Vinalhaven.
Orover. cf ........... 4
0
Sylvester's—Bradbury. 82 8; M
D. Sawyer, c ....... 4
0
28 5 24 9 Richardson. 84; D. Richardson. 84 8;
H. Sawyer, p___ 1
0 Camden
Whitten, 84; Bartlett, 72; Sylvester.
AT BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Smalley, rf ........... 4
0
ab h o a 82.
Staples. 3b........... 4
1 Aylward. 3b
............. 3 0 2 2 Thomaston—Dohe: ty, 83.1; LakeArt Day To Be Observed By
FULLER BRUSH K SHOP
■atm, if............... 3
0 Bartlett, c ...................... 3 0 10 3
Federation of Women's Clubs
-TIME
COMBINATION
Off
Miller,
lb
...........
4
0 Wasgatt. 2b _______ __ ,5312
FOND
May 22
Struck
out
—
by
Boynton
10,
by
[
Boynton, p __________ 5 3 12 Cowan 5. Base on balls—off Boyn- j
Mil Ml*l CU II
33 6 9 27 18 3 McGrath, as _____ ____ 2 0 3 0
Art Day will be observed by the
FULLERP
ton
3.
off
Cowan
5.
Hit
by
pitcher
—
Dearborn, lb ________ 5 2 9 0
K
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs Rockland High
ab r h po
Merchant, cf _____ ....... 4 111 Aylward and Bartlett, (Bryant).
at Bowdoin College Wednesday, Cates. 2b .......
Umpire Bennett
11 Marrlner, If ................... 5 2 0 0
• • • •
May 22. Tlie program arranged is Small ss .........
2 [Dyer. If ........................... 0 0 0 0 I Warren 10, Appleton 2
of more than usual interest and at____
Glover, 3b ....
0: Anderson, rf .................. 3 2 0 0 In a home game in the Tri-coun- j
this time the Woodcarving exhibit: Page? cf
0 j Milliken, rf ..................... 0 0 0 0 ty League series Monday afternoon
will be shown While this exhibit j chaples. lb
Warren High defeated Appleton
ts not completed, much of it is! wink, rf
01
35 13 27 10 High, 10 to 2 Miller pitched a oneDRY
ready This exhibit, like the one McConchie If
0!Lincoln ......... 000020010—3 hit game for Warren High, and j
of Maine paintings, is made pos- Hodman, c'
1: Camden ....... 05400101 x—11 struck out, 15.
sible by the Penny Art contribut Drake, p ,...
L ( I.ARK, Local Dealer
01 Runs—Bryant. House, Balknap,
Base Hits, (Warren, 10, Appleton '
tions taken in many of the Clubs.
Newcomb, p
0 Wasgatt2, Boynton 2, McGrath 2, 1; errors, Warren 1. Appleton 12
Phone 431-W
11.00 a. m.. In the lounge of the
Dearborn 2. Merchant. Marrlner, Balteries, Miller and Moore; Pease, I 93 I.imerock St., Rockland, Me.
Moulton Union.
Welcome from
34 4 9 24 10 4 Anderson. Errors—Page, Waltz. Ayl Hall, Morang and Mink Umpire,
51-53&S6
the College. President Kenneth C. Thomaston
00010320 x—6 ward. Two-base hits—Flye, Dear Comep.
M. Sills; response, Mrs. Ralph W. Rockland ___ 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 O-4 born. Three-base hits—Boynton,
Emerson, 1st vice president, Maine
Two base hit. Page. Home run, Anderson.
Home
run—Wasgatt.
Federation of Women's Clubs. Se
lections by the Choir of Bowdoin
College, under direction of Profes
sor Tillotson. Illustrated lecture:
The Subject Matter of Art, Philip
C Beam, Director oi Art, Progress
of the Woodcarving Exhibition to
Date, Mrs. Howard Kinsley Brown,
Chairman Fine Arts Department,
M F W. C., Mrs. Howard Patter
435 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
son, Chairman Division of Arts,
(Opposite
Perry
’
s
Market)
M F. W. C
1.00 p. m. Luncheon in the Main
dining room of Union, 75 cents.
2.00 p m., Walker Art Building
open to visitors. (This building
QUALITY
New Shades
FOR MEN
has been remodeled since our last
Full Cut. Correctly
EXTRA VALUE
For Men and
Art Day there!
Sized. Extra Value
WORTH MORE
Young Men
2.30 p. m , Roger Edwards, Assist
ant Curator o( the Museum will
speak on the collection and answer
queries.
4-6 p. m. 'Tea at the home of
LARGE ASSORTMENT
MEN'S
President and Mrs. Sills, 85 Fed
$1.97, S2.97, $3.97
eral street.
FOR MEN AND
Mrs. Sills’ gardens will also be
YOUNG MEN
open to the guests before and dur
ing that time.
Beautiful Patterns
> Beautiful
It would be of great help to the
Stripes and Plaids
I Two Tones
committees in charge if thase plan
Button. Zipper or Snap-ons
ning to attend would notify Mrs.
Howard Kinsley Brown, Clinton,
Maine, as soon as possible.

Baseball Schedule

ITHE HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE

Rockland Sees Early Lead Wiped Out In
Thomaston—Camden a Winner

Community
Bowling League

The Dormanette

r.

Traveling Around America

to Break Away from HabitBuying!
Let this HUDSON Show You

ECONOMY
HATS

$1.17

Wc invite you to come in today
... drive a Hudson Six over a route
you travel regularly, and make a
direct comparison with other cars
in the lowest price field. We prom
ise you the best 30 minutes you
ever spent in an automobile.

o

TWO GOOD DEALS IN ONE

MOP

DRESS
HOSE

CLOTHES
SHOP >

Dress Shirts Sweat Shirts

79c

67c

DRESS
PANTS

$1.97

SWEATERS!

14c

-PAo/o Gract Lint '

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

A Better Deal on Your
Present Car—A Better
New Car for Your Money

COSTUMES PRESCRIBED FOR THE CARNIVAL

A LL pollera-ed up for the big dart
** Pollera is the beautiful costume
worn by the bellee of Panama on the
nig day of the Carnival. It la copied
After the native peasant dress worn
PUICf INCLUDES: Patented Double-Safe Brakes—if hydraulic*
. . STARTING AT
LOWER PRICES
many centurlea ago—and has about
ever fail(eey hydraulic* orn through leakage due to accident
or neglect), juat push farther on regular brake pedal and
Of Tired Kidneys
for Coupe, delivered iu
u many complicated “musts" ss a
atop: Daah-Locking Safety Hood, hinged at front; Handy
If backache and leg pains are making you
Detroit, including Federal
:ourt presentation dress. It must be
Shift at steering wheel: New Cushion-Action Door Latches;
miserable,
don
’
t
just
coninlain
and
do
nothing
taxes, not including Mete end
AIRFOAM^AT CUSHIONS (small extra coat in Hudson
of white or dainty dowered material,
about them. Nature may pc warning you that
Six dosed models, standard in all other Hudsons).
local taxea, if any. Low time
your kidneys need attention.
elaborately trimmed with lace, rib
The kidnej’s are Nature's chief way of taking
payment terms. Prices suhiect
And at small extra cost: Overdrive sod Weather-Master
bon and embroidery—with some
excess acids and poisonous waste out of tin*
Fresh Air and Heat Control.
to chance without notice.
blood. They help most people pass about 3 pints
where a bit of the wearer's own
a day.
handiwork. Wide, off-tbe-sboulder
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
HUDSON OFFENS TODAY'S WIDEST CHOICE OF FINE AUTOMOBILES ... In Every Popular Frice Class Beginning With the
don’t work well, poisonous waste matter stays
necklines must be laced 'round with
lowest. Sixes or Eights . . . Every Popular Body Type . . . Extra Wide Rang* of Color* and Upholstery. Whatever Price
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
ribbon and carry ribbon pombackaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of
You Plan To Pay, See Your Hudson Dealer For MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY
pep and energy, getting up nignts, swelling,
pons. Two-tler berthas drop below
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dilMthe waistline sod ribbon streamers
neas. Frequent or scanty passages with smart
ing and burning sometimes shows there is some
tall from the belt. The skirt must
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
be yards and yards and yards
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
118 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 1178 years. They give happy relief and will help the wide, -and petticoats as elaborately
trimmed as the dress. And to top It
j 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
waste from the blood. Get Dooo's Puls.
off, there must he a gorgeous head

BOYNTON OIL & MOTOR CO.

I

dress with glittering ornaments
called “tombleques," which twinkle
enticingly while the wearer Is dan»
lng. It is a costnme that Is a natural
tor the steps which are always
danced on Pollera night. In this
dance called the tamborlta, the
■wtrllng aktrt plays s graceful role,
and the rhythmic, melody less music
executed on the tambors la strangely
suggestive of ancient Indian tunes.
Pollera Day Is the third day of the
Carnival which Is the gayest and
most Important of all Panama's
liestas, and present! many a colorful
spectacle to passengers visiting the
Canat Zone at the time enroute to
Peru and Chile. The fiesta, held dur
ing the tour days preceding the
Lenten season, ts a period of Joyous
and colorful celebrations presided
over by a beauteous Queen and ber
Court, and by Homo, “God of Mirth."

WORK
PANTS
EXTRA VALUE
SANFORIZED

UNION
SUITS

Short Sleeves, Lons l-egs
EXTRA VALUE

97c

OVERALLS

WORTH $1.25

Deep Tone Denim
Heavy Duly Fabric
Regular Value $1.25

WORK
SHIRTS
BLUE CHAMBRAY
SPECIAL VALUE

47c
WORK CLOTHES
SPORTSWEAR

Mall Orders Filled
We Pay Postage

57c

O/ V

NECKWEAR
Wool Lined; Reg. 55. Value
Hand Made, Selected Fabrics
2 FOR Kile

47
p
IfU

DUNGAREES ATp*
r____ ,1.. Sized
Correctly

9

I

Reinforced—Worth Much More

55-56
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The Help Of Women

Senate President Sumner Sewall,1
candidate for the Republican noni-'
Inatlon for Governor, lold the j
Bridgton Women’s Republican club
that "there never was a greater
opportunity for women to help
than right now, while great social
laws are being written on the
books.”
"These laws must be just and
fair to all and full of mercy,” he
said, "and because, as has been well
said, 'Man Is great In justice but
woman ts greater In mercy,' v.e
need your help We need it tliu:
both justice and mere) shall pr< vail In our laws."
Senator Sewall said lie believes
that women can play u very big
part In the whole law-making pro- .
cedure.
He suggested that women Art
find out which candidate .stand.'
clearly for the things they stand
for and "when you arc satisfied of
this, support him, and do it actively
and wholeheartedly
Then wltcti
you have elected him and ha il
working to write your ideas into
law. don't, forget him.
Build up Relief from1

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Never a Better Chance
Toward Lawmaking
Than Right Now,
Says Sewall

>

FEMALE
functional
COMPLAINTS
Try Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound TABLETS to not only re
lieve monthly pain headache backache, but ALSO calm irritable, rest
less nerves due to such fuia tii i.al
disorder', .simply man elcri,1 > luiiht
up rich red blood for weak, tired
women and girls. Try them!

THE KALAMAZOO
FACTORY

MAN Soyi:

I invite you Io
•»
Lse Your (mlil

Save at the
KALAMAZOO
Factory Store
Price”

• "I've just received this new
Banner Goal and Wood Range
direct from the Kalamazoo
Factory. It’s a beauty, it
has thu ‘Oven that floats in
flame,' permanently polished
top guaranteed for 5 years,
and all the newest features.
It’s a real bargain at the Fac
tory Price. Gome in today.”
170 Styles and Sizes of
Heaters, Ranges and Furnaces.
Nearly 40 years in bu: iness.
1,500.000 satisfied users.
He rhran and repair
ail maker o/ funiadi.

Kalamazoo Stove & Furnace to.
304 WATER STREET
AUGUSTA, ME.

A Kalamazoo
Direct lo You

Sometimes the letters that fol-, over again. Send to Marjorie Mills,
low each other In a batch of morn- , Yankee Network. Boston. a* tor
,ing mail
,, seem
„ oddb dramatic in
in , Jl<>u
It and
,,,e sam
*‘ tlme
wilYRecipe
dont
a;1.atJor
Good
Luck
their sequence. A letter from some- ;
which Is (Tee, and the Nestle
one who's bored with life from too recipe book which gives you a good
much leisure next a letter from the ' many more uses for Nestles Seml, , .
_____
.. sweet chocolate? All free and yours
over-worked but happy mother of fw the nsJUni(
fix or seven youngsters; a letter | If voun vnd a Welch label and
from a taxi driver, whose wife Is 25 cents you may have one of the
feeding four children on his fifteen handy, long, slim sharp Kutmaster
dollars a week income ‘When one j gntVM you'll find Invaluable for
of the kids needs shoes we eat cereal cutting maats. cheese, or bread
and milk for a week Could you Send your label and the 25 cents to
help balance that budget?" The Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network, or
j next letter asks about Planked to Welch Orti|ic Juice Company,
1 Shad and Champagne Cocktails.
Westfield, N Y.
We started on tilts train of
Ilam
Tomato Toast
thought because next a letter from
! someone with friends in England
Two tablespoons onion, two table
asking for butterlass. sugarlnss spoons chopped green pepper, 4
recipes
to send them
came labtcsixjons Land O' latkes Butter,
a letter we fell sure was from a 3 cups stewed tomatoes. 1 cup
homesick English woman. It was ground cooked ham. 2 eggs
Four frightened people—and no wonder!—are these victims of the headed "Pie a L'Angialse." signed
Cook onion and green pepper In
diabolical "Dr. Cyclops,” in the Paramount shocker of the same name, C ME and O. the deep dish pies butter until soft. Add tomato and
l or the characters, played by Thomas Coley. Victor Kilian. Janice Logan and tarts sound so scrumptious simmer 10 minutes. Add ham anti
and Frank Vaconelli, have been reduced by the half-mad scientist to help we'll have to share them with you egg slightly beaten. Cook until egg
less creatures one-fifth their normal siae. The picture is in Technicolor. but they won't be eaten Hits spring has thickened mixture and pour
In England probably.
—adv.
•
over siloes of erisp toast Serves
Deep Dish Rhubarb Tart, for in- four.
■ stance, made by putting a cup in
the center of u deep bowl to sup Veal Scalloplnt
port the crust, filling the dish with
One and one-half pounds veal
cut rhubarb and sugar and topping steak, flour, salt, pepper, olive oil
it with rich pastry, silt above tKo or butter, 1 clove garlic, l» cup white
Says His Candidate For
cup. When baked the crust Is wine. 2 tablespoons lemon Juice,
Governor Has Brought
| sprinkled with sugar and it's .served., parsley
here's the touch, a .’srge quantity
Have the veal cut thin Dust with
Work For Many
of rhubarb on a plat, a wedge of flour, salt and pepper. Brown hi
sugary
pastry
and
alongside
two
or
the olive oil with the garlic. Add
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— |
three tablespoonfuls of rich custard. wine and lemon Juice and let sim
As May rolfh In the gubernatorial 1
Rhubarb and Strawberry Tart . . mer 30 minutes or until veal Is
candidates come out for the strenu- .
marked ' a great favorite" is made in tender. Remove garlic. Sprinkle
the same way except that a box of with minced parsley and serve.
ous home stretch, each one actively '
strawberries goes in Die bottom of
making campaign .speeches and I j
the deep dish, then the rhubarb Cauliflower with Mustard Sauce
public appearances, with hopes of
( and sugar and here again the warm
One head cauliflower, water. ’«
being tile winning man to break
I tart Is served with cold custard
teaspoon sugar.
teaspoon salt. *4
the tape at the finish line.
"Spring Deep Dish Tart" made cup land O Lakes butter. *» table
One candidate campaigns on
our mouth water. "Collect around spoon turragou vinegar. 1 teaspoon
largely that he was a World War
the garden later a few late straw French's Mustard, ‘it teaspoon
ace and that lie Is now director
berries. early raspberries, red cur minced parsley.
of an out of State air line employ
rants, gooseberries and a few pink
Separate the cauliflower Into
ing 2300 people tout of State!.
stalks of rhubarb. Combine and flowerets and cook covered in just
One candidate campaigns on the
bake as above and serve warm with enough water to cover the bottom
honor that he ts a successful busi
cold custard ” The fruit man will of the pan with the salt and sugar.
ness man. who has twice ran un
j liave to supply "the makings” but Cook 15 minutes and drain In the
successfully for the Governorship,] j"
we U eat that “Spring Tart" if we meantime, melt the butter and add
but predicts a larger vote for him*. *
live till June and you'd better have the rest of the Ingredients and cook
one, too. Doesn't it sound heavenly one minute. Sene with cauliflower.
self this time
with mingled fruit flavors?
The last candidate I am about
Dulce CoeazLs
to speak of campaigns not on what I
"A deep dish raspberry tart is
One large cocoanut. 4 eggs, well
rather
tame
and
red
currant
too
he ts or has been, but what he has | •
beaten. 1 cup sugar, *•» cup cream,
tart but mix tlie two using rather 1 cup cocoanut milk.
done and can do for the people
more raspberries than currants and
in bringing new industries into the
Remove shell and brown skin
have another delicious flavor. In from cocoanut. reserving milk: grate
State through cooperation of the
I tlie fall try Oreen Gage. Blue F.um, the white meat. Combine eggs, su
people themselves
! Blackberry and Apple and Damson gar and cream; stir into cocoanut
Through his efforts In connection ■
' Plum Tart In the same way ."
meat Add cocoanut milk and turn
with Maine Chambers of Commerce ]
Now don't you think too there's a into greased baking dish. Bake in
he has provided work for approxl-'
! note of homesickness about that a moderately slow oven, 325 degrees
mately 4.CM persons, by establish- j
letter? But you will try English F> 30 to 45 minutes, or until set
men! of new industries in numer
Deep Fruit Tarts this spring won't Chill before serving Approximate
ous Maine communities such as
yield: C portions
Augusta, Hallowell, Skowhegan, and ] W'SiLyJ?D* you «« m °n
first week of
the new factory in Rockland
»f the World's Fair of 1910 in New the O Washington Broth contest?
MENU
While the other candidates have York. A simple coal of light Oh. well, too bad to miss that, but
Breakfast
had the same opportunity to lend weight is part of the wardrobe there's a second week, and a slmlOrange-Pineapple Juice
their hand and help relieve the which Marv Lewis, a director ol 1 lar contest. To the one hundred
Wh catena
grave unemployment situation in the World olt Fashion exhibit at £™ns~wriui£ uie VbZst“TeH«s Scrambled Egg’
Maine, they have done nothing
the World's Fair suggests out ol abcut how
(h<> Wa.shlnj(ton :
Broiled Bacon
They are however going about town visitors bring to the Fair. yellow-Band or Brown-Band Aces,
Bran Gems
making premises on what they will She also advises plenty ol simple the q Washington people want to
Coffee
do tf elected, -while the vital ques- dresser ol thespectator
sporl glVt, pyrfS
are
Lunch
tion is what have they done or type.
the quart and a half size with a
’Ilam Tomato Toast
ever tried to do lor the citizens
-----------------Pyrex top and a removable handle
Pickles
Rhubarb Sauce
before running for Oovernor.
SIMONTON
50 tluit '’ou can Mse them as a
It is because of this that I be■ wiv
saucepan, a casserole or a serving
Cookies
lieve one candidate deserves a, Mrs. Sarah Marcello is visiting dish. Be sure your letter Is postTetley Tea
wonderful hand from the people, her daghter Mrs. Jesse Harriman In marke<1 not later than Mfty 15th
Dinner
he is. as you may assume. Mayor Auburn.
And send It to Marjorie Mills. •Veal Ocalloplnl
Frederick G. Pavne of Augusta, to
Mrs. Darrell Pound and son have Yankee Network. Boston. Mass
Buttered Noodles
whom 4.KO families can thank reUrnrt W MUtoo^t ajMr^endThousands of you have been lnCarrots and Celery
I
ing
several
weeks
with
her
parents
|
tngued
by
the
announcement
about
•Cauliflower witli Mustard Sauce
that they are gainfully employed,
! the jrcP Banana book. Tilts Is a
’Dulce Cocadu
Merle F. Dobbins. , Mr and Mrs. Guy Annus.
Robert
Marcello
has
employment
]
Iree
illustrated
book,
yours
for
the
Coffee
Hallowell. May T.
in Pepperell. Mass.
asking, and one you'll use over and I • Recipes given.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Clarence
Lamson
|
THE TRAMP'S SOl.ll.oql V
have returned to Upton, Mass. after
Oeet I wish't I was a rock
u, short visit with Mr. and Mrs. R 1
Yonder on the hlU.
Simonton.
D ng nothin' all d*y long.
Tlie Farm Bureau will meet May |
O ny -ettln' still;
Jest soliloquisin' like.
14 at Community hall This will be
Por a century.
a Joint meeting for the men ana
Ou the ups and downs at life
women County Agent Ralph Wen,Chumps these mortals be'
worth will be present. The meet
Human beln's work an' toll.
It is a specialized professional school.
Puss, and fume and fret.
ing will be featured by exchanging
Then they die; but there s that rock. of seeds and bulbs. All neighbors
Jest th same, you bet.
It trains men for the accounting department of business adminit'
and friends are invited.
Rocks don't have no discontent;
(ration
and for public accounting.
They don't notice thing*
Mrs. Lula F. Marshall formerly
Which would make 'em like mankind, of this place died April 27 in West
It
started
in 1917 with twenty-nine students; the enrollment in the
Full of sullertngs;
boro, Mass , Hospital after a long
They Jest set an' set an' set.
current year is twenty-eight hundred and thirty-three.
illness Funeral services were held
Soakin' ln the sun:
That’s the kind o' Job T like!
at the home of Raymond Simonton.
Two years are required to complete the course of training.
Work like that is fun!
Rev. F E Smith of Rockport Meth
\ Trampin'* all right—ln It* way odist Church officiating. Burial
High scliool or preparatory achool graduates of the college preSttll, I d rether be
was in West Rockport. She Is sur
paratory, tcientifitic, commercial or general course are equally cli' Like u rock thsr—ln a trance
i
vived by one daughter, Mrs, Clar
Restin' constantly
gible for admission.
Lazy? Me- Well. I do' know!
ence lamson and three grandchil
I'm too strong to work!
dren.
A catalog will be sent upon request.
Like a rock. 1 seldom move—

Costume for Fair

Hurts me Jest to shirk.
'p I could have my way on earth,
I'd be like a rock.
Wouldn't eat. nor sleep, nor stir Would nt walk-nor talk.
Wouldn't even dream—or breathe—
Darned ef I would wash!
I'd Jest lay still a thousand years
An rest myself, bgosh!

•

. H. 6 8.

He that plants thorns must never
expect to gather roses.—Pilpuy

If you have knowledge, let others
light their candles by It.—T Fuller

New Under-arm
Cream Deodorant

IL«

3od Irftcrllaeo

"Bentfar 7r«inin«. "mill appear btta

Stops Perspiration

MONEY

will

Sell

that Car,

Rent

that

House, or F ind l our Lost Dog.

TEL. 779

COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
G-E’s Famous Dial-the-Fabric Iron
PLUS New G-E Met-L-Top Ironing Table
TOMORROW'S

IRONING METHODS
YOURS TODAY!

safely
Now is the time to step into speedy, mure
convenient ironing, with a board that's
easy to handle, and an iron whose regu
lated heat is steady and sure! You're
getting both iron and board for one dollar
more than the usual price of this type
of iron! Don't let this opportunity slip
by . . . Take advantage of this offer
RIGHT NOW.

Does not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
tor 1 to 5 days Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. Apute,white,gteiseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try afartodayl

Classified Ad Department and we

Born Leaders...!

troa Iwday

1.

Just telephone 770, ask for the

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
How glad we were to read In our
paper that Mr. Roving Reporter
is back again in The Courier-Ga
zette office. We like to think of
him there.
We couldn't complain of May Day,
could we? I was very ambitious
and took a Journey to Warren, for
the first time since last October.
It took me an hour to walk to War
ren station (ten minute walk) and
there I rode over to the village with
Mr Simmons, the mail carrier. How
good It seemed to see the pretty
village of Warren once more and
to greet friends! But It seemed so
strange to be walking so slowly,
with a cane. w?ien I used to be so
full of pep and life.
Tlie chicks are now housed In
the brooder shed and three of the
tunny little roosters are crowing!
Donald Barry in a tense scene from the new Republic Picture
The first one began at five weeks
“Ghost Valley Riders.”—adv.
old This is our first experience
with buff minorcas.
The little chickadees still come to
UNION
....
1
lhc Peach tree for suet. A beautiMrs zx.
Oscar Upham is id
j fUl pigeon woodpecker came to an
Mr Georgia Mills who has em- ()[d appie jrec py
wlndow and
ployment 111 Togas, Is nt home on | ^ad
two
jlln, He
vacation
was coaxing them to notice a nice
Mr and Mrs. Irvin Powell were jhollow’place 'in the'tree'Irunk'
business visitors Saturday in Au- ] a,n told that the pigeon woodpecker
—------------------------- gusta.
usually has two mates.
At least 90 percent of mowingItoyl
Le*Ut0"
Dandelion greens are here again
machine trouble is earned by the
' 5!t
* wit and out good neighbor. Mrs. Perley
cutter bar assembly, according to
° *'er daughter, Mrs. Wll- Damon brought us our first taste.
How good they were, perfectly
“
M* tne Son £rT"
Mr and Mrs Raymond Aldus cooked.
in the Maine Etens.on Service
commJnUy recently
I want to thank the unknown
A new conservation society, ru business.
friend who .sent me stamps and post
Friends of the Land, has been or
Mrs. Arthur Philbrook of Apple- cards. If he or she could have seen
ganized in Washington. A non ton is employed by Mrs Oscar Up me, so happy over them, and
profit, non-partisan group, the so ham.
1 thanking God for the kind thought
ciety will "support, increase and.
-----------------that prompted tlie gift, they would
to u greater degree, unify all ef We are alwavs touching other I *iave ,3,‘Pn K'ac'
sureforts for the conservation of soil, lives, either helpfully or hurtfully | M“ny’ ma“y
rain, and man.”
War Crv
Recent experiments by the bu
Frw things are Impossible to dlllreau of duiry industry, U. S De
Read The Courier-Gazette
Igence and skill —Johnson
partment of Agriculture. Indicates
that molasses is apparently tlie
tlie best preservative for grass sil
age Maiu objections to it are coat
and excessive leaking of molasses
silage A crop dry enough so that
it will not leak is dry enough to!
make into silage without any pie
servallve. tlie experiments show.
Tlie general level of farm product
prices at local markets throughout
the country rose slightly during the
month ended April 15. the agricul
tural marketing service reports
Wlitle the Index of prices received
advanced 1 point, that of prices'
paid also rose 1 point higher in I
April than In March, leaving the
ratio cf prices received to prices
paid unchanged.
Former 4-H Club members from
all parts of the 8tate took part in a
tree-planting ceremony at the Uni
versity of Maine last week. In a
program arranged by the College:
4-H Club, the Arthur L Deering
elm was planted in from of Wins
low hall, administration building of
the College of Agriculture and Ex
tension Service President Arthur
A Hauck named the tree in recog
nition of Dean Deering's Services
to Maine agrirulture. Many 4-11
Clubs throughout the State are
holding tree-plant ing ceremonies
this spring.

BENTLEY SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCI
915 Boylston Street, Boston Massachusetts

',Hmf>hlWEbu^theBESrjOO'

IN YOUR POCKET

Happy Hope Farm
A Visit To Warren Vil
lage—Funny Little
Roosters—A Kind Friend

If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
to her Informative talk Monday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and tVLBZ.

'DR. CYCLOPS”

A Payne Booster

Every-Other-Day

Al

hII

alurrw belliag tailrl fnexls
( also in 10/ and 59/ Jara

When Your Corns
a.’
Hurt
Try Hanson's Magic Corn Salve, 15
rents at drug stores or direct from
W. T. Hanson Go., Schenectady, X.

Y„ on receipt of price.

First Time Ever Shown!
G-E ALL-METAL IRONING BOARD

CMC owners report ISA to 40H Mvingsl
Mileage Meter Teats PROVE that CMC
SUPER-DUTY Engines, with their many
exclusive, outstanding advancements,
give most miles per gallon—size for size.
Here’s the truck “buy” of 1940.

Simplifies and speeds up ironing. Will not warp,
built for hard wear. This vapor-vented meul
Imard allows the steam to pass through, rediuing the usu J steam moisture content oi the pad.
Makes ironing itself more eftrient; enables iron
,—
a^-. to maintain a steady,
designated heat. Patented
/
action folds legs quickly
it and easily within the sutjl face of the board. List

f

/

1 Price, SS.ltS.

MUNSEY AUTO SALES, 21 LIMEROCK ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.

GASOLINE
- DIESEL

'1 housands of women have paid $$.95 for a simi
lar G-E iron and have considerrcf it a bargain at
the price. This new automatic iron makes for
efficient ironing because its famous dial-(hefabric feature gives—and maintains—the correct
heat for every fabric. Its lerge soleplatc affords
tlte maximum ironing surface . . . wttii even lieat
distribution from tip to heel. Features thumb
rest, button nooks, and band-fitting moulded
handle. List Price, $8.95,

CLNTRAL#/A AIN E
POWE^v»MPAHY

• THI T«UCX or VAlUi .

tirne paxmenu through our own VMAC Won at lower) available raf.r

GMC TRUCKS

America's Favorite Iron
G*E Dial-The-Fabric IRON

PAY

ONLY $1.95 Down;

$2.00

MONTHLY

Page Eleven
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THE IDEAL TEACHER

5,000 CARS OF EXPLOSIVES MOVE SAFELY

STAR LITES

HOLLYWOOD
By Chuck Cochard

The ideal teacher is one who:
Tells you your child is “so inter
esting and original."
Advises you not to be disturbed
(By Chuck Cochard)
by a bad report as "marks really
don't mean anything."
When the class doesn t do so well,
summer vacations will break up
Uncle Ezra the beloved patriarch
admits that it must be the teachers
H
,
fault for giving too large an assign- a lot of programs. The Monday
s National Barn Dance Ls
ment
night CBS Radio Theatre will be in Hollywood to begin work in Bob
Is available at all hours to do prob . put away for the hot months fcl- Burns' new Paramount hillbilly pic
Jems and help with Latin transla- I, ,
. . ,
I tions when a child is stumped.
| lowing the July 8th broadcast It. ture "Coming Round the Mountain."
Gives credit for the work done, will resume either September 9th or ,In real ufe hls name is Pat Barrett,
Aboard America's bandwagon.
although the answer may be one j i8lh, Tiic Adventures of Ellery
himdred per cent wr°ngQueen takes over the Screen Guild Wee Bonnie Baker, the baby-voiced
On tests, allows laggards from
. ., „„
fifteen minutes to a half-hourI Theatre for the summer April 28. sensation of Orrin Tucker’s or
more, after the time is up.
, The airing Big Town will go dra- chestra, has been signed by Para
Does not believe in hemew’ork, i mafic—testing the idea of stage mount Pictures for starring roles—
nno,.ah°',h7 ™nilS ),grOUnd “ adaptations for the final six shows here's hoping she goes farther than
I Realizes how «sily a child ls dis- of this season-lt is to determine former girl singers with bands who
I couraged and therefore does not | whether the public likes the popu- j 'lave come to Hollywood with hopes
say a critical or unkind word.
j jar steVe Wilson newspaper cru- ! high an<f couldn’t make the grade-Nevei loses patienc-- and. under
something new
among them being Harriet Hilliard
the worst conditions .restrains rhe cades or soineming new.
•
impulse to hurl a bla/kboard eraser If >’«»u’re interested there are , ana Lean Kay.
nt an Inattentive pupil.
more than 400 radio stations in the I
------------------Will do hours of tutoring without united States using Quiz programs DEER ISLE
making any charge for it.
John Iseman of New York City
Encourages the creative instinct —Mbybe that's why there are so
Short-wave arrived here Wednesday with a
, in the child by letting it do pretty many brain-trusts.
much what it wants to do.
broadcasts from European capitals load of furniture for the cottage
Peels that examinations are a are so trimmed to order, they are he recently bought.
j Damon Gross ls employed In
poor way of testing a child's ability
and passes everybody in the class as exciting as yesterday’s bulletins. j New Bedford, Mass.
That ever-growing network Mu- ( The Earl Browns or Eagle were
Distributes prizes and awards with
generous hand, rewarding the j tual Broadcasting system recently guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs.
dumbbells for •application" mid addcd ,ts 13ist affiliated station to | G('or8,‘ M Dodge
"Improvement.”
„ ......
I Edward Southworth and son
Makes a point of pleasing the parRroup—WHBC at Canton. Ohio J haye retunied to Springfield, Mass,
ents and pleasing the pupils, re- The Oood Will Hour is now being . yjrs Hervev Emery of Bucksport
gardless of results.
1 heard over the NBC Blue network I and Mrs. Ralph K. Barter of StonAnd who while never asking Uiem I Day,lght Savlng Tlme befame of_ ington were guests Sunday of Mrs.
to do anything disagreeable or la
, Walter E Scott.
borious or exacting, turns out pupih
April 28~pcrsons living in
who go on to higher institutions districts not affected by daylight [ prnnprc RIVER Rlj
where they are distinguished for saving time will dial their favorite ' '•sEAJIxVaE.o KIVLK I\M.
their brilliance and the excellence
ms one houl- carller
Mother's Day program next Sunof their preparation.
j _
; day In the PinnLsh Church will be'usual.
Christopher Billopp
gin at noon. All are welcome!

Hollywood — (Exclusive)-—Shirley Hollywood with Katie Hepburn.
emple and’family have been hav- LuLse Rainer, Dick Powell, Gene1
ig a tiff with 20th Century-Fox Raymond, and others alj making;
Aims. Even Franchot Tone is
Itudio for some time. Since her coming back to play in "Virginia"
latest
and
most
expensive
film
"The
httst
opposite Madeline Carroll—Myrna
j'luel
lueblrd" has not been doing so Loy and William Powell this week
lell at the box office, the studio has started the Aiming of their latest
co-starring
film in the yQu
"Thin
tedded not to spend .so much on i. g^,.
fn» tkd
AgaMan
,n „
her next plctuie. But Mama and,
• • • •
apa and Shirley will not stand for
q,1p
j,1p biggest musicals In
his, according to inside rumors. years is being readied for produc
She may retire but no matter what tion this month . . . It’s MGH's
[he outcome may be Shirley will be "ZlepAeld Girl” with an all-star
cast of Hedy Lamarr, Eleanor
he laser if for nothing else than Powell, James Stewart. George
he huge amount of poor publicity Murphy, Lann Turner, Walter Pidgeon, and Prank Morgan. Wow,
eceived by this fight.
James Cagney knows what it what a cast! It ought to be some
thing terrific with that list of
neans to try to fight this kind of a names.
using battle; he has been fighting
,, long time just to regain that
Wallace Beery has finally broken
wpularlty lost while on a long hold- that old Hollywood jinx and turned
>ut. Ann ‘Dvorak had a studio ar- in one of the finest performances
ument some time ago and is trying of the season and his best in a long
. , .
.
,
long time with ”20 Mule Team"—
lesperately to make up that screen he.s beell a top.notch star on the
irestige lost while off-the-screen. MOM lot for 12 years, which is
Jon Aineche started a hold-out re- some kind of a record.
• • • •
ently but soon came back to the
Douglass
Fairbanks
Jr., won his
tudlo—he was wise in this decision.
first screen role when he was 14
| Vhen anyone leaves his job for a by claiming that he was 18, thus
chile there is always some one else embarrassing his late father, who
vaiting to take his place.
was accusrd of misrepresenting his
• • • •
age
"Twenty Mule Team" is one of
Charles Laughton will have lovely
the best westerns ever made and
,’arole Lombard as his leading lady presents its star, Wallace Beery at
transported during the last 13 years
| n his next American picture. "They his very best playing the type of by the railroads of the United
I <new What They Wanted ’. Gary role which has made him famous States and Canada without causing
tooper will appear next in "The Cast: Supporting Beery there is a single death or even an Injury.
Leo Carrillo, who is excellent as
This record, regarded as the most and observe minutely all regula braces nailed to the box car floor
,ife of John Doe’’—his latest ‘The Beery’s Indian friend, Majorie
remarkable
safety record of Its tions, The car must be placed In to prevent slipping. Carload ship
Vestemer' is almost ready to be Rambeau, Anne Baxter, a new
kind In the world, haa been accom the middle of a freight train, at ments are braced tightly and wood
1 .reviewed, George Raft’s next pic- comer who makes her screen bow,
plished by stringent but intelligent least 16 cars behind the engine and en wedges are used between the
ure will be "The Long Haul"—story Douglas Fowley, and Noah Beery regulations drawn up by the Bureau eleven cars ahead of the caboose, bracing next to the wooden cases
Jr.
Story:
Of
California's
famous
| .f truck-drivers. Jane Withers next
to prevent any slippage in the boxes
Death Valley in the borax days of Explosives, a division of the if the train ls long enough.
The car carrying explosives must or kegs.
/ill be “Tile Brat". Don Atneche and of Beery ns the driver of a 20 Association of American Railroads,
Cara loaded with explosives are
raws the lead in "Four Sons" with mule team wagon, who saves the laist year over 300,000,000 pounds not be placed next to cars carrying
borax industry by his discovery of of such explosives were hauled safe gasoline or acids, nor next to cart always labeled with placards warn
fancy Kelly and Alan Curtis.
a new rich borax deposit. For ly according to these regulations. carrying lighted heaters or lan ing "Explosives Handle Carefully
• • • •
Ordinarily about 5,000 cars loaded terns. Tank cars, wooden frame flat —Keep Fire Away."
scenery the film is as good as a trip
"Buck Benny Rides Again’ pre- to Death Valiev itself. You'll like with explosives are moving or cars, or gondola cars must not be
An educational campaign' for
ents Jack Benny for the first time it A 3 Star-IJte colorful picture.
standing on railroad tracks of the placed next to them. Carloads of freight men drives home the safety
• • • •
United States aud Canada every pipe, lumber, telephone poles, or lesson. Classes are held frequently
| -n the screen Just as funny as he
"If I Had My Way" Ls Bing hour of the day and night, about Iron and steel might cause an ex to Instruct the meu In iiaudltng cart
; over the radio. In other words
Crosby's latest picture and it falls oue car for every 60 miles of track. plosion by slipping through the end loaded with dynamite. The Bureau
f you like liim—it is scream.
In the year 1907, before regula of a car into (he dynamite when Is a part of the operating section
far below the Crosby standard
Tyrone Power and Dorothy La- Cast: With Crosby there is the tions were put Into effect, there the engineer shifted a train too of the Association of American
| .lour are teamed together for the clever star Gloria y'ean. Charles were 79 accidents In carrying ex roughly. Hence cars carrying ex Railroads, and the manufacturers of
irst time—a smart move. Both Ty Winnlnger El Brendel. and Claire plosives on the railroad',. Fifty-two plosives are never placed next to explosives contribute to Its support
In this country more than 1,000,nd Dot turn in their best perform- Dodd Story: Of a little girl who people were killed, SO injured and such heavy freight
is
sent
from
place
to
place
after
000
pounds of dynamite are used
Engines
of
other
trains
must
not
the
property
damage
was
$500,000.
nces to date. A picture with
the death of her father—the weak
be allowed to stand opposite or near ] every working day. Coal mines,
| >lenty of realism plus thrills and est part of the film. Although There were no suitable regulations a car carrying explosives.
I quarries, metal mines, contractors
but plenty of accidents.
omance.
Gloria Jean is good her perform
Tho shippers also cooperate b> [ an I road builders taka a steady
Now freight men. making up a
The present-day World War in ance (both singing and acting) train to cany a dynamite car, must packing explosives carefully. Small I utream of millions of pounds of
Mrope has increased not decreased
not oc*nr',p
°"e
place the car in proper position shipments «re held bv special I dynamite and black powder.
Underpup
Bing is his usual good
he demand for photographs of self
■
■■ ■
■
........ — 1
• • • •
lollywood stars.—Nancy Kelly rethe country at the time of our em- trade of our sister republics have
barkation fot Central America. As parsed to the European nations.
ired from the screen at the age of
The Doctor Takes n Wife"
I there are 31 original drawings in
Anna E. Coughlin
ix after having appeared in 52 featuring Loretta Young. Ray MilVol. I and 35 in Vol. II. it would
Rockland. May 8.
Miss Coughlin Peruses
eature films—Alice Pay made her land. Reginald Gardiner. Gail Pat
seem that Ute "instrument" might ——.----------------------------------------rick and that clever actor Edmund
Ancient Volumes and
tage debut as a dancing feirl with Owenn ls one of the funnier pic
be a help.
Any reader today will certainly
amous Chester Hale troupe. The tures of the year Some might
Wonders At Today
be charmed by the easy style of the
,1rls did five shows a day at the even call it hilarious as the laughs
start with the opening reel and Editor of Tltc Courier-Gazette:— | narrative; by the fair presentation
bapltol Theatre In New York
WATER PIPES RENEWED
_
.
,,
u,j.
i«f the strange peoples he met; the
last until the end of the picture. J
• • • •
n? '^ntn!^ln*L 2.tO T wonderful scenes presented, and
AND WIRED OUT
Story: Of a young Instructor in a
’7,2"^ J'
pinTmer
than a11'
th<? chapter.'
NEW SEWERS LAID
Hollywood, — iExclusive) — It still medical school and the nation's United
states and the Pan-Ameriof the Grfat canal to conALSO CLEANED WHEN
>ays to be beautiful in Hollywood; most confirmed bachelor girl. The can Repubhcs. many of the outh„ AtlanUc an<, paclfl
PLUGGED
Jeauty Is still trumps as far as the entire cast is at its best. If you standing leaders of these nations .
,. Niraraeua
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
novtes are concerned ... A statLs- like comedies, put it on your list. were present and spoke
As oov Saltonstall said, friendly
AND CEMENT WORK
iclan figured this week In thLs film A 2!j Star-Llte hit.
ly concerning the Importance of the I wtaUona
Unlt«, states
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
tty that more than a million dolmeeting and its desired outcome and the Spanish Republics were es
ars a year Ls spent by Hollywood
Oov. Saitonstall of Massachusetts: tablished years ago. What hap
ust to be beautiful. Most of it is
| said in effect that he wished to, pened in tlie interim, that today
•pent by the motion picture studios I
| emphasize but one point: That, these have been almast forgotten? TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
j trade relations
between Pan- j
The aterage for face powder :
That today the regard and the
11 lone Ls in excess of 8250,000 But J
I America and his State was a part
>eauty alone will not bring a re- '
I of their history. In fact this [
i statement could be accurately given
I card. but when its combined with Witheut Calwswl—And Yw'll Jump Out
| [icting talent
for all New England.
Bed in the Morning Rorin' le Co
• WWW
Some listeners must have murThe liver should poor out two pinto of
Speaking of comebacks, the love- liquid bile Into rour bowtie doily. If this ntuied to themselves:
Io not flowing freely, your food ni,
I remember the black wharves and ]
|ly Constance Bennett has Just bile
not dlireet. It may Juet decoy in the buwele.
the slips
signed a contract at Columbia (ioe bloats up your etomach. You tet conetlAnd the aea-tldea -owtnv fr-o
I Studios, ready for her comeback paled. Yuu feel aour, sunk and the world And the Spanish sailors with bearded ,
BOTTLED NATURAL GAS
looks punk.
lipa.
yfi-.s Bennett has Jiut concluded a
It takes those (ood, old Carter*o I.ittle
beauty and the mystery of,
very successful season in the Liver Pills to «et three two pinto of bile And the
the ships
|1 heater. Recently she closed her Cowine freely to make you feel "up and
And the magic of the sea
Amiune In makine bile flow freely.
atest "Easy Virtue ' in Chicago up*
Am eng other of our products dry
Ask for Carter'e luttle Liver Pills by name.
[ ft'll be like homecoming year ih !0< ami 2t<. Stubbornly refuse anytbin< else. fish, red apple.s and shooks were
carried dewn. and the good ships,
brought back mahogany, sugar, |
rum, and molasses with other goods ;
And trade was brisk and profits [
good.
Today, rcari.rqt Tlu« Newport
Mercury, dated Dec. 23, 1800. rite j
winter finds the following adver- (
tisement on tlie front page:
i

t

Pan-American Trade

HOLLYWOOD RADIO ROUNDER

HOW MUCH
STYLE, RIDE, ROOM

W,ur nearby DeSoto Dealer asks you to try
Lsoto's Floats Hide. It's the only way to

AN INVITATION

fully realize how much you’re missing (

TO OWNERS
OF 1936-’37-’38

vour car. Back seat or front scat-you re eradied between the axlea...and you'll discover

modern features you may not know ex.st.

CARS!

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE- 4

DeSoto Has 39 Big Features
that Your Car Doesn’t Have!

PH I LG AS

Samuel F. Gardner ltxs for
sale 50 lioss-ltcads of molasses;
15 boxes of Havanna white su
gars; and 10 boxes of brown
Ditto

And the Constitutionalist of Exe
ter. N H published Jan. 1811 has
the following:

CHECK these Modern Improvements
against the Features in Your Present Car!

Henry Dean has constantly for
sale, at his store, Water-street,
Exeter, a complete assortment of
West India Goods and. Groceries.

A

inole. intpteteive. ?

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer

ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make

^ood first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped

envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?
e Let us figure on your next envelope order and

submit some "corner card" ideas. We may be

able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

But there were oilier than com
mercial relation*.
The writer
reached to the shelf of the old
books Io llnd "Incidents of Travel
in Central America. Chiapas, and
Yucatan." by John L. Stevens. Two
volumes probably !«ng since out oi
print, but even today mast interest
ing. These volumes were published
in 1846 bv Harper and Brothers; 82
Cliff street. New York City And
the amazing thing is that the
copies of them t owned by my
grandfather Charles Shieldsi were
the twelfth edition! They must
have been read by many people, and
were current in East Thomaston. |
Tlie original preface says: The
author is indebted to Mr. Van
Buren, late president of the United
States for tlie opportunity of pre
senting to the public the following
pages. The preface to the tenth
edition says Hint within three
months front the time of the pub
lication of liis work, the author was
called u|Min for a preface Io the
tenth edition.
Somewhere near the close of the
work Stevens remarks, speaking of
another projected trip: 'We will be
provided with tlie Daguerreotype
which Instrument had not reached

SPECIAL OH'bit
in
Qrnuine ^nqrave^
{Jnvilatiom
ani) C^Hnouncemtuh
Lowest Prices Ever Quoted I

l

Choice of 35 different styles of lettering. Price includes inside and
outside envelopes. A<kiitionnl Invitations cr Announcements at
4be eoeh

New Floating Ride! Engine

■leering post ... off the floor!
More room in the front teat.
No more knee bumping. A flick
of the wrist shifts gears.

re-located, rear axle moved
hack 7'/,". All passengers ride
“cradled" between axles. No
more over-the-wheel bounce.

Improved Steering! Koller

100 Horsepower Engine. In

hearings on the kingpins make
steering and parking easier.
Road shock is minimized.

most cases 5 to 15 more horse
power. Vital engine parts are
“Superhnished" for long life.

50% to 65% Better Roadlight.

Now Room. Front scats 1" to

New Sealed Beam Headlights
add greatly to driving safety.

7" wider—rear seats
to 8"
wider than your present car.

^^UaSundard^

SEE DESOTO and save! Take your present car
to your nearest DeSoto dealer for a good deal on
the one car that offers all 39 features you aren’t
enjoying now. Drive a new DeSoto today!

if *ny’ lodes bumper’. Mo
ment includes
w.pe„.

DESOTO DIVISION OF CHRYSLER CORPORATION

Delivered at
yederal taxe

••lor 50
Ho Extra Chargo ler Engraving Plcte

New Handy-Shift! It'xonthe

praxes,

i

tire, dual wmdsh.e
TUNE IN MAJOR BOWES, THURS., C. B. S,

50 Engraved Z%t Home or
Reception Cards
— $5.50

100 Eh graved Informal*,
including envelopes
$3.00
100 Engraved Visiting
Card*......................
$l.«5

Additional Cards at
______ ________ 3’4c each

These Are the Lowest Trices Ever Quoted on Genuine EugruvLngs
mui/

9-10 P. M., E 0. S.T.

TRY DESOTO’S FLOATING RIDE

/v irz/f al
DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

The Courier-Gazette

MUNSEY AUTO SALES, INC.
21 LIMEROCK STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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’ WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

They Won Pet Lambs I
--------

Thomaston Girl and
Warren Boy Are Included
In the List

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

!

A SERMON IS REPEATED

LIVING WATER LILIES

Notable Discourse By the Late Dr. Roselle
Given In Dr. Lowe’s Church

>

In prison and ye came unto me."I
Some one is arrested, tried and
convicted, shut up In prison for a
long term, perhaps even for life
Justice has been satisfied and that
fellow is paying the penalty for
his crime, which lie deserves to be.
Some people are visiting him. Tha
I Salvation Army goes into prisons
and gives consolation tq these pool
people who are there and shows'
them kiudness in every’ possible!
jway. "For as much as ye liavet
J done it to the least of these, ycj
have done it unto me. As much as,
ye have done it not unto them, ye)
have done it not to me." That,
seems to be Christa answer to the
question "Who is a Christian?"
<T" Be Continued)

Sixteen boys and an equal number of girls are notified that they
_______________________________
•
•______________ _________________
had won a pet lamb apiece in the
charge of Mrs. Charles (Lord. Mrs.
With the llomcs
In our issue of April 26 it was are the children of God. and he
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